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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
..

This Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) demonstrates that DOE's strategy for development and
design of a possible repository at Yucca Mountain has evolved so that the EPA's 40 CFR
Part 197 standards will have no impact on costs of the repository or the repository development
program. It also shows that the EPA's generic 40 CFR Part 191 standards, as well as the 40 CFR
Part 197 site-specific standards, did not influence evolution of the DOE program or the
repository design.
The EIA analysis uses three major, converging perspectives to support the conclusion that the
EPA standard for Yucca Mountain does not impose additional costs on the DOE program:
•

An historical perspective in Chapter 3 traces the evolution of the repository design from
principal reliance for safety performance on natural features to principal reliance on
engineered features and the factors that influenced it: This discussion concludes that the
inversion of performance roles of the natural and engineered features of the disposal
system has evolved as a result of site characterization findings, guidance froni external
reviews such as those of the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, and evolution of
strategy for dealing with uncertainties. This discussion demonstrates that evolution
of the repository design has been independent of the EPA standards, the major
components of which have remained essentially unchanged since the 1985
promulgation of the generic 40 CFR Part 191 standards for geologic disposal.

•

A performance assessment perspective in Chapter 4 traces the evolution of strategy to
achieve performance, the evolution of identification and characterization of factors that
contribute to performance, and the approach to identifying and reducing uncertainties that
are important to demonstration of compliance with standards. The discussion includes
DOE estimates of performance for the current repository design which show that,
under nominal conditions, there will be no radionuclide releases and no potential
for radiation doses for more than 10,000 years after repository closure.
The new repository design was not developed to respond to any provisions of the EPA
standard, but rather to reduce or eliminate uncertainties in the very conservative
performance assessments of the previous design. Relative to the "reasonable expectation"
approach to implementation that is included in the standard (described in more detail in
this document), the previous assessments of the older design are considered to illustrate
the impact of reasonable expectation on repository design and performance assessments ..
ES-1

•

An information-needs perspective assesses the data and analyses needed to address the
IPS, GWS, and IDS components of the EPA standard, with emphasis on whether
resources beyond those needed to address the individual-protection standard, which is
fundamental to radiation protection, are needed to address the GWS and HIS standards.
This EIA demonstrates that the data and analysis requirements for assessing
compliance with the ground water protection and human-intrusion standards are
the same as those required for assessing compliance with the fundamental and
essential individual-protection standard. The ground water protection standard
and the human-intrusion standard, therefore, impose no incremental cost impacts.

Comparative Impacts ofAlternative Dose Limits for the Individual-Protection Standard
A contentious issue in developing the individual-protection standard has been comparative
impacts of alternative dose limits, e.g., 15 millirem/year (mrem/yr) versus 25 mrem/yr. Figure
ES-1, which shows the performance projections for the newest repository design (EDA II),
under conditions of expected performance, provides an important perspective on the dose limit
issue. Doses in the period less than 10,000 years are entirely the result of a very low probability
(the mean annual probability is 1.6x10-8) potential igneous disruption of the disposal facility. A
very small downward shift in estimates of probability would eliminate this scenario from
consideration altogether. In addition, the consequences associated with poten~al releases from
igneous activity appears to be treated in an extremely conservative manner. Alternative
assumptions are possible that would eliminate releases associated with igneous activity entirely,
even in the unlikely event that such activity occurs.
The nominal scenario represents an assessment of the function of the repository when only
gradual degradation processes occur. This scenario does not lead to any releases in the first
10,000 years, despite a significant level of conservatism built into the model. The current model
of the current repository design shows lower consequences at longer times than did earlier
iterations ofthe TSPA. Significantly, even these earlier iterations (e.g. TSPA-VA), which
contained extremely conservative assumptions about juvenile failures of waste containers, were
able to comfortably comply with either of the alternative individual-protection standards.
As seen in Figure ES-1, the EDA II repository design demonstrates performance such that
projected doses are significantly less than either the 15 mrem/yr or the 25 mrem/yr dose limit.
Furthermore, for nominal behavior of the repository, there are no projected doses during the first
10,000 years. It is therefore evident that selection of a 15 mrem/yr dose limit rather than a
25 mrem/yr limit will not impose any additional cost impacts on the repository. This is a highly.
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Comparison of Radiation Protection Standards with
Expected Values of TSPA -SR Calculations for a Repository
at Yucca Mountain for Nominal and Igneous Scenarios.

significant finding in that the 15 mrernlyr CEDE dose limit is consistent with the
recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences and regulatory precedents.

Conclusions
The information presented in this EIA has demonstrated that the design of a repository for
disposal of radioactive wastes at Yucca Mountain has evolved without having been affected by
the EPA standards. The standards have been demonstrated to have no impact on repository
program costs, and nominal performance for the current repository design would result in no
radiation doses for more than 10,000 years. Additionally, the difference between a 25 mrernlyr
dose standard and a 15 mrernlyr standard is insignificant to program costs and performance
evaluations.
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1.0 EVOLUTION OF REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
This chapter describes the basis for this rulemaking and provides a briefhistory ofEPA's
regulatory authority and prior rulemaking actions concerning disposal ofradioactive wastes.
It demonstrates that this rulemaking is derived from provisions ofthe Energy Policy Act of
1992. Standards for individual protection and human intrusion are based on recommendations made by the National Academy ofSciences, and ground water protection standards are
based on the Safe Drinking Water Act and regulatory precedents.
1.1

EPA Action and Authority

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), pursuant to Section 801 of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 (EnPA) has issued a rule, 40 CFR Part 197, which contains standards for the
protection of the public from releases of radioactive materials stored or disposed of in a
repository at the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. This document was prepared to evaluate the
economic impact of this rule.
The :rule contains three principal component standards: Individual-Protection Standard (IPS),
Human-Intrusion Standard (HIS), and Ground Water Protection Standards (GWS). Details of
the evolution of the rule and these standards are described in Section 3 of this document.

1.2

Role of this Document

This document describes, in detail, the basis for, and results of, the assessment of economic
impacts of the standards on the costs of storage and disposal of radioactive wastes at Yucca
Mountain.
The document traces the history of evolution of the Yucca Mountain repository design, from the
early use of a small, thin-walled canister, and repository features that were expected to dominate
safety performance reflecting ground water travel times of tens of thousands of years (circa
1988), to the current design, in which engineered features (consisting of drip shields and large,
multi-walled waste packages) dominate performance, and are expected to maintain radionuclides
in isolation for at least 10,000 years (TRWOO). The document also discusses the evolution of
performance assessments and. the inversion of roles of engineered and natural barriers, the EPA's
"Reasonable Expectation" approach to performance projections and c~mpliance decisions, and
the overall impact of the standards on Yucca Mountain costs.
This document will demonstrate that the repository design evolved not in response to the
expected provisions of the standard, but in response to improved understanding of the natural
1-1

and engineered barrier interactions and performance expectations, as a result of 12 years of site
characterization, performance assessment and design activities performed by the DOE. The
uncertainties identified by DOE's efforts over this period could be addressed by either
developing enhanced engineering design alternatives to reduce or eliminate the uncertainties, or
by investing time and resources in more extensive characterization and testing studies. DOE has
leaned toward enhanced engineering, at least in part because inherently some uncertainties about
the characteristics and behavior of the natural system may not be amenable to unequivocal
reduction or elimination even with extensive field and laboratory testing.

1.3

40 CFR Part 197

The remainder ofthis chapter describes the evolution of the 40 CFRPart 197 regulation and the
rationale underlying its development. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
responsible for developing and issuing environmental standards and criteria to ensure that public
health and the environment are adequately protected from potential radiation impacts. The
regulation contains site-specific environmental standards to protect public health from releases
from radioactive materials disposed of or stored in the potential repository to be constructed at
Yucca Mountain in Nevada'"*. These standards provide the basic framework to control the longterm storage and disposal of radioactive wastes at Yucca Mountain.
Other radioactive materials that could be disposed of in the Yucca Mountain repository include
highly radioactive low-level waste, known as greater-than-Class-C waste, and excess plutonium
resulting from the dismantlement of nuclear weapons.
Emphasis in this document is on the major components of the Yucca Mountain standard, namely
the Individual-Protection Standard (IPS), the Human-Intrusion Standard (HIS), and the Ground
Water Protection Standard (GWS). In reviewing the development of the current standard
attention will be devoted primarily to these components.
1.4

Legislative History

EPA has the authority to set generally applicable environmental standards for radioactive
releases under the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended (AEA54), and the President's

•• No decision has been made regarding the acceptability of Yucca Mountain for storage or disposal. In this
document, the characterization ofthe Yucca Mountain repository as "potential" is often omitted but always

intended.
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Reorganization Plim No. 3 of 1970 (NIX70). The basic authority under the ABA, as transferred
to the EPA by Reorganization Plan No 3, includes the mandate of:

... establishing generally applicable environmental standards for the protection of
the general environment from radioactive materials. As used herein, standards
mean limits on radiation exposures or levels, or concentrations or quantities of
radioactive material, in the general environment outside the boundaries of
locations under the control ofpersons possessing or using radioactive materials
(AEA54).
In 1982, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) (Public Law 97-425) established formal
procedures regarding the evaluation and selection of sites for geologic repositories, including

procedures for the interaction of state and Federal Governments. The Act assigned the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) the responsibility of siting, building, and operating an
underground geologic repository for the disposal of these wastes, established provisions for the
selection of at least two independent repository sites, and limited the quantity of wastes to be
disposed of in the initial repository to 70,000 metric tons ofheavy metal (MTHM)***. The
NWPA also reiterated the existing responsibilities of the Federal agencies involved in the
national program (see ABA authority above) and provided a timetable for several key milestones
to be met by the Federal agencies. The NWPA also directed that EPA, pursuant to its authorities
under other provisions of law, was required to:

by rule, promulgate generally applicable standards for the protection ofthe
general environment from off-site releases from radioactive material in
repositories (NWP83).
The basic authority for EPA to establish environmental standards for the repository effort
originates from these sources.
In September 1985, EPA published 40 CFR Part 191, "Environmental Standards for the
Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive

Wastes" (EPA85). These standards were generic and intended to apply to all sites for the deep
geologic disposal of high-level radioactive waste. In 1987, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
First Circuit responded to a legal challenge by remanding Subpart B of the 1985 standards (the
disposal standards) to the Agency for further consideration. This regulation, which is of
considerable importance to the development of 40 CFR Part 197, will be discussed further in the
next section.

···This is a measure of the uranium content of the spent nuclear fuel to be emplaced in the repository.
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In December 1987, Congress enacted the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act (NWPAA).
The 1987 Amendments Act redirected the nation's nuclear waste program to evaluate the
suitability of only the Yucca Mountain site as the location for the first high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel repository (NWP87). An important program change instituted by the Amendments
Act was establishment of the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board (NWTRB). The NWTRB
was charged with providing independent technical and scientific review of the OCRWM
program. It consists of experts in various disciplines (about 10, but limited to 22) and has a
small support staff. Members of the NWTRB are appointed by the President of the United
States. The opinions and recommendations of the NWTRB have played a significant role in the
development of the repository design, as will be pointed out in other sections of this document.
The NWPAA, while dramatically changing the scope and focus of the repository effort, did not
affect or alter EPA's role, i.e., to develop the environmental standards for deep geological
disposal.

In October 1992, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Land Withdrawal Act (WIPP L WA, Public Law
102-579) was enacted. While reinstating certain sections of the Agency's 1985 disposal
standards, the Act exempted the Yucca Mountain site from these generic disposal standards
(WIP92). In its stead, the Energy Policy Act (EnPA) of 1992 was enacted (Public Law 102482), which established EPA's authority to develop standards for environmental releases specific
to Yucca Mountain.
Section 801 of the EnPA directed EPA to promulgate standards to ensure protection of public
health from releases of radioactive material from a deep geologic repository to be built at Yucca
Mountain (EnP92). EPA must set standards to ensure protection ofthe health of the public.. The
EnPA also required EPA to contract with the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to advise the
Agency on the technical bases for the Yucca Mountain standards. These EPA standards will
apply only to the Yucca Mountain site and are to be developed based upon and consistent with
the findings and recommendations of the NAS:
... the Administrator shall, based upon and consistent with the findings and
recommendations ofthe National Academy ofSciences, promulgate, by rule,
public health and safety standards for protection of the public from releases from
radioactive materials stored or disposed of in the repository at the Yucca
Mountain site. Such standards shall prescribe the maximum annual effective dose
equivalent to individual members ofthe public from releases to the accessible
environment from radioactive materials stored or disposed of in the repository
(EnP92).
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1.5

40 CFR Part 191

The 1985 EPA standards for the management and disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level
and transuranic waste were divided into two main sections, Subparts A and B (EPA85).
Subpart A, which addressed the management and storage of waste, limited radiation exposure to
any member of the general public to 25 millirem (mrem) to the whole body and 75 mrem to any
critical organ for disposal facilities operated by the Department of Energy, but not regulated by
the NRC or an Agreement State. For facilities regulated by the NRC or an Agreement State, the
standards endorsed the annual dose limits given in the environmental standards for the uranium
fuel cycle (40 CFRPart 190): 25 mrem to the whole body, 75 mrem to the thyroid, and 25 mrem
to any critical organ (EPA77). The 25 mrem dose limit was based on a dosimetry system dating
from the 1977 International Commission on Radiation Protection recommendations (ICR77),
which are now outdated. The ICRP dose limit has since been revised to be consistent with
current dosimetry, so that the 15 mrem/yr CEDE dose limit in the proposed 40 CFR Part 197 rule
is essentially the same as the 25 mrernlyr limit for the 1977 dosimetry.
Subpart B imposed limits associated with the release of radioactive materials into the
environment following closure of the repository. The key provisions of Subpart B (EPA85)
were:
•

Limits on cumulative releases of'radioactive materials into the environment during
the 10,000 years following disposal (§191.13)

•

Assurance requirements to compensate for uncertainties in achieving the desired level
of protection (§191.14)

•

Individual exposure limits based on the consumption of ground water and any
other potential exposure pathways for 1,000 years after disposal (§ 191.15)
Ground water protection requirements in terms of allowable radionuClide
concentrations and associated doses for 1,000 years after disposal (§191.16)
Consideration of inadvertent human intrusion into the repository (Appendix B)

Under § 191.15 and § 191.16 of Subpart B, the annual dose to any member of the general public
was limited to 25 mrem to the whole body and 75 mrem to any critical organ (under the outdated
dosimetry system). The ground water concentration for beta or gamma emitters was limited to
the equivalent yearly whole body or organ dose of 4 mrem. The allowable water concentration
for alpha emitters (including radium-226 and radium-228, but excluding radon) was
15 picocuries/liter (pCi/L). For radium-226 and radium-228 alone, the concentration limit was
1-5

5 pCi/L. Appendix A of the standards provided acceptable radionuclide-specific cumulative
release limits.
In March 1986, five environmental groups led by the Natural Resources Defense Council and
four States filed petitions for a review of 40 CFR Part 191 (USC87). These suits were
consolidated and argued in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit in Boston. The main
challenges concenied:
•

Violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) underground injection section,

•

Inadequate notice and comment opportunity on the ground w~ter protection
requirements, and

•

Arbitrary standards, not supported in the record, or not adequately explained.

In July 1987, the Court rendered its opinion and noted three fmdings against the Agency and two
favorable judgments. The Court's action resulted in. the remand of Subpart B, the disposal
standards. The Court began by looking at the definition of "underground injection." In the view
of the Court, the method envisioned by DOE for disposal of radioactive waste in underground
repositories would " .. .likely constitute an underground injection under the SDWA."
Under the SDWA, the Agency is required to assure that underground sources of drinking water
will not be endangered by any underground injection. With regard to such potential
endangerment, the Court supported part, but not all, of the Agency's approach. Inside the
controlled area, the Court ruled that Congress-through the EPA-had allowed endangerment of
ground water. However, the Court accepted EPA's approach of using the geological formation
as part of the containment. This aspect of the Court's opinion is important in that it recognizes
that a portion of the area around the footprint of the geologic repository could be considered to
be an integral part of the repository system and could be dedicated to that use. This area was
designated as a controlled area in the rule and was limited to an area of 100 square kilometers
(sq. km.).
Outside the controlled area, the Court found that § 191.15 would allow endangerment of drinking
water supplies. In the context of the SDWA, "endangerment" was considered when doses higher
than those allowed by the Primary Drinking Water Regulations could occur. In §191.15, an
annual dose of25 mrem to the whole body and 75 mrem to any critical organ from all pathways
is permitted, whereas existing EPA regulations promulgated under the SDWA allowed an annual
dose of 4 mrem from drinking water. Although the Court recognized that an exposure level less
than 4 mrem could result from the ground water pathway, it rejected this possibility because the
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Agency stated that radioactivity could eventually be released into the ground water system near
the repository and that substantially higher doses could result. Therefore, the Court decided that
a large fraction of the 25 mrem limit cou~d be received through the ground water exposure
pathway. Accordingly, the Court found that the Part 191 standards should either have been
consistent with the SDWA or the Agency should have justified the adoption of a different
standard.
The Court stated that the Agency was not necessarily incorrect in promulgating the proposed
standards. However, it noted that the Agency never acknowledged the interrelationship of the
SDWA and the Part 191 standards nor did it present a reasonable explanation for the divergence
between them. The Court also supported the petitioner's argument that the Agency had not
properly explained the selection of the 1,000-year limit for individual-protection requirements
(§191.15). The Court indicated that the 1,000-year criterion was not inherently flawed, but
rather that the administrative record and the Agency's explanations did not adequately support
this choice. The criterion was remanded for reconsideration, and the Agency was directed to
provide a· more thorough explanation for its basis.
Finally, the Court found that the Agency did not provide sufficient opportunity for notice and
comment on §191.16 (Ground Water Protection Requirements), which was added to Subpart B
after the standards were proposed. This section was remanded for a second round of notice and
comment. There were, however, no rulings about § 191.16 issued on technical grounds.
In August 1987, the Department of Justice petitioned the First Circuit Court to reinstate all of
40 CFR Part 191 except for §191.15 and §191.16, which were originally found defective. The
Natural Resources Defense Council filed an opposing opinion. The Court then issued an
Amended Decree that reinstated Subpart A, but continued the remand of Subpart B.
In 1992, the WIPP LWA reinstated Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 191, except § 191.15 and § 191.16,
and required the Administrator to issue final disposal standards no later than six months after

enactment. On December 20, 1993, EPA issued amendments to 40 CFR Part 191 which
eliminated §191.16 ofthe original rule; altered the individual-protection requirements; and added
Subpart C on ground water protection (EPA93).
The revised Part 191 standard fmalized in 1993 retained the waste containment and assurance
requirements in the original 1985 standard. However, an important change was made for the
individual-protection requirements: the protection dose limit was recalculated according to the
newer Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) methodology. This approach gave a dose
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limit of 15 mrern/yr. This new methodology considers the weighted relative importance of organ
doses and the accumulation of dose potential over time. The original dose limit of25 mrernlyr in
the old methodology is equivalent to the 15 mrernlyr limit in the new system.
The revised Part 191 standard fmalized in 1993 also moved the guidance on the treatment of
human intrusion into a new Appendix C dealing with implementation of the rule's numerical
standards. This guidance was subsequently supplanted by recommendations from the National
Academy of Sciences in its report on the technical bases for Yucca Mountain standards (NAS95;
see discussion below). With regard to the ground water protection standards, the revised Part
191 rule retained the requirements for specific radionuclides that were in the 1985 standards, but
the compliance period was changed from 1,000 to 10,000 years to be consistent with the
individual-protection requirement.
The WIPP LWA also exempted Yucca Mountain from the generic disposal standards set forth
under 40 CFR Part 191, Subpart B. Pursuant to specific provisions in the EnPA, EPA was
charged with setting site-specific environmental radiation protection standards for Yucca
Mountain. The 40 CFR Part 197 standard is responsive to this mandate.

1.6

The National Academy of Sciences' Recommendations

In the EnPA, the Congress directed the Academy to address three issues in particular:
•

Whether a health-based standard based upon doses to individual members of
the public from releases to the accessible environment will provide a
reasonable standardfor protection ofthe health and safety of the general
public;

•

Whether it is reasonable to assume that a system for post-closure oversight of
the repository can be developed, based upon active institutional controls, that
will prevent an unreasonable risk of breaching the repository's engineered or
geologic barriers or increasing exposure of individual members of the public
to radiation beyond allowable limits; and

"

Whether it will be possible to make scientifically supportable predictions of
the probability that the repository's engineered or geologic barriers will be
breached as a result ofhuman intrusion over a period of 10, 000 years
(EnP92).

The NAS recommendations in these three areas had direct bearing on the approach used by EPA
in developing its site-specific IPS, HIS, and GWS for Yucca Mountain.
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To address these questions, the Academy assembled a committee of 15 members representing a
range of scientific expertise and perspectives. The committee conducted a series of five
technical meetings at which more than 50 nationally and internationally known scientists and
engineers were invited to participate. In addition, the committee received information from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of Energy (DOE), EPA, Nevada State
and county agencies, and private organizations, such as the Electric Power Research Institute.
The committee's conclusions and recommendations are contained in its final report, entitled
Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards, which was issued on August I, 1995 (NAS95).
In this report, the committee offered the Agency several general recommendations as to the
approach EPA should take in developing 40 CFR Part 197. Specifically, the NAS recommended
(NAS95, p.2):
• The use ofa standard that sets a limit on the risk to individuals of adverse
health effects from releases from the repository. 40 CFR Part 191 contains an
individual-dose standard, and it continues to rely on a containment
requirement that limits the releases ofradionuclides to the accessible
environment. The stated goal of the containment requirement was to limit the
number ofhealth effects to the global population to 1,000 incremental
fatalities over 10,000 years. We do not recommend that a release limit be
adopted
• That compliance with the standard be measured at the time ofpeak risk,
whenever it occurs. (Within the limits imposed by the long-term stability of the
geologic environment, which is on the order ofone million years.) The
standard in 40 CFR Part 191 applies for a period of 10,000 years. Based on
performance assessment calculations provided to us, it appears that peak risks
might occur tens or hundreds of thousands ofyears or even farther into the
foture.
• Against a risk-based calculation of the adverse effect ofhuman intrusion into
the repository. Under 40 CFR Part 191, an assessment must be made of the
frequency and conSequences of human intrusion for purposes ofdemonstrating
compliance with containment requirements. In contrast, we conclude that it is
not possible to assess the frequency of intrusion far into the foture. We do
recommend that the consequences ofan intrusion be calculated to assess the
resilience of the repository to intrusion.
The NAS committee also recommended that policy issues be resolved through a rulemaking
process that allows opportunity for wide-ranging input from all interested parties (NAS95).
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The committee also addressed each of the specific questions posed to it by the Congress in the
EnPA. With regard to the first issue, protecting human health, the NAS committee
recommended (NAS95, pp. 4-7):
... the use of a standard that sets a limit on the risk to individuals ofadverse
health effects from releases from the repository.
•

... the critical-group approach be used in the Yucca Mountain standards.

•

... compliance assessment be conductedfor the time when the greatest risk
occurs, within the limits imposed by long-term stability of the geologic
environment.

The NAS also concluded that an individual-risk standard would protect public health, given the
particular characteristics of the site, provided that policy makers and the public are prepared to
accept that very low radiation doses pose a negligibly small risk. A necessarily important
component in the development of a standard for Yucca Mountain is the means of assessing
compliance. The NAS committee concluded as follows (NAS95, p. 9):
•

...physical and geologic processes are sufficiently quantifiable and the related
uncertainties.sufficiently boundable that the peiformance can be assessed
over time frames during which the geologic system is relatively stable or
varies in a boundable manner. The geologic record suggests that this time
frame is on the order of I 0 6 years. The Committee forther concluded that the
probabilities and consequences ofmodifications by climate change, seismic
activity, and volcanic eruptions at Yucca Mountain are sufficiently boundable
that these factors can be included in peiformance assessments that extend
over this time frame.

•

... it is not possible to predict on the basis ofscientific analyses the societal
factors requiredfor an exposure scenario. Specifying exposure scenarios
therefore requires a policy decision that is appropriately made in a
rulemaking process conducted by EPA.

With respect to the second and third questions posed by the Congress in Section 801 of the
EnPA, the NAS Committee concluded (NAS95, p. 11 ):
•

... it is not reasonable to assume that a system for post-closure oversight of the
repository can be developed, based on active institutional controls, that will
prevent an unreasonable risk ofbreaching the repository's engineered
barriers or in_creasing the exposure to individual members of the public to
radiation beyond allowable limits.
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•

1.7

... it is not possible to make scientifically supportable predictions of the
probability that a repository's engineered or geologic barriers will be
breached as a result ofhuman intrusion over a period of 10,000 years.

Final40 CFR Part 197- Public Health and Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards for Yucca Mountain, Nevada

Three key elements of the 40 CFR Part 197 standard are the individual-protection standard
(§197.20), the human-intrusion standard (§197.25), and the ground water protection standards
(§197.30). These are discussed below and compared with the 40 CFR 191 generic disposal
standards and the NAS recommendations. The basis for certain site-specific aspects of the
regulation are also presented.
In developing a site-specific standard for the Yucca Mountain site, the generic requirements in
Part 191 serve as a starting point for the process. The generic requirements in Part 191 were
examined in terms of whether their components are relevant to the Yucca Mountain geologic
setting; if they are determined to be relevant, the next issue is how they can be framed
appropriately for that setting.
In contrast to the individual, human intrusion, and ground water protection standards, Part 191
also contained a containment requirement that was not carried into the Yucca Mountain standard.
The containment requirement in Part 191 was intended to address a situation where releases from
a poorly performing geologic repository could enter into large surface water bodies, such as
rivers, lakes, or the ocean, where the contamination would be greatly diluted and the dose

distributed to a potentially large population. The containment requirement was intended to limit
such situations. For the Yucca Mountain setting, this scenario is not plausible since no large
surface water bodies exist in the arid desert environment in the site vicinity. The text below
discusses how the individual, human intrusion, and ground water protection standards were
framed for the Yucca Mountain setting.
1.7.1

Individual-Protection Standard

An individual-protection standard is a relevant and fundamental regulatory requirement for any
repository setting and therefore must be incorporated into any site-specific standard.
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The individual-protection standard in Part 197 requires DOE to demonstrate:

... using peiformance assessment, that there is a reasonable expectation that for
10,000 years following disposal, the reasonably maximally exposed individual
receives no more than an annual committed dose equivalent of 150 microsieverts
(15 millirems)from releasesfrom the undisturbed Yucca Mountain disposal
system. The DOE's analysis must include all potential pathways ofradionuclide
transport and exposure (EPA01).
By way of comparison, the individual-protection standard in the 40 CFR Part 191 generic
disposal standard also specifies, at §191.15, an annual committed effective dose equivalent
(CEDE) of 15 mrem. The use of an individual-protection standard rather than a release limit is
consistent with recommendations of the NAS as discussed in 1.3 above. Further, the NAS noted
that a risk range of 1o-s to 1o-6 per year was a reasonable starting point for EPA's rule making
(NAS95, p. 5). Thus selection of a CEDE of 15 mrem for 40 CFR Part 197, which is equivalent
to an annual risk of7x10-6, is also consistent with the NAS recommendations.
Total release limits in the generic Part 191 regulation were developed to protect the general
population from repository releases via all pathways. The NAS concluded that protecting public
health by establishing an individual-protection exposure limit is also an adequate means of
assuring the general population is protected. For the Yucca Mountain site, the overwhelmingly
dominant exposure pathway involves releases into the ground water system beneath the
repository, followed by transport of contaminants to downgradient individual receptors. An allpathways standard for an individual would therefore include the most important exposure
pathways.
1.7.2

Human-Intrusion Standard

Inadvertent intrusion is an unanticipated event that could have consequences ranging from minor
to highly significant depending on the geologic setting. An HIS was included in the generic
Part 191 standard because of this potential range of consequences, and to enable the
consequences to be examined for any specific repository site. For the Yucca Mountain setting,
site characterization work has shown that potable water is the only recognized potential resource
at and near the repository location. Recognizing the relatively low probability of intrusion into
the repository for resource exploration, the NAS recommended that human intrusion be
considered only as a stylized test of repository resiliency, separate and distinct from the
evaluations of expected repository performance. The NAS did not find that consideration of
human intrusion was inappropriate for the Yucca Mountain site. It made recommendations on
framing the stylized scenario which were the bases for EPA's standard.
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As discussed in Section 1.3 above, the NAS Committee on the Technical Bases for Yucca
Mountain Standards concluded that active institutional controls would not be a reliable longterm deterrent to human intrusion into a repository. Consistent with this finding, EPA. proposed
two altern~tive approaches for consideration as the human-intrusion standard under 40 CFR Part
197. Under Alternative 1 for proposed §197.25, DOE would be required to demonstrate that:

... there is a reasonable expectation that for 10,000 years following disposal the
reasonably maximally exposed individual receives no more than an annual
committed effective dose equivalent of 150 microsieverts (15 mrem) as a result of
human intrusion. The DOE's analysis ofhuman intrusion must include all
potential environmental pathways ofradionuclide transport and exposure
(EPA99). ·
Under this alternative NRC would determine the range of time during which intrusion occurs
based on EPA guidance provided in proposed §197.26.
Under Alternative 2 the DOE would be required to determine:

... the earliest time after disposal that the waste would degrade sufficiently that a
human intrusion ... could occur without recognition by the drillers (EPA99).
In the fmal rule, EPA selected this second alternative in which DOE must project the time at

which waste packages have degraded sufficiently that penetration of a waste package by a
drilling intrusion could occur without being noticed by the drillers. A connection between the
repository and the underlying saturate~ zone below the repository is established by the intruding
borehole penetration, and doses from the single breached waste package are to be projected in
the same manner a.S for the individual-protection standard compliance calculations. The same
dose limit is applied, as used for the individual-protection standard, but the calculation is a
separate performance scenario independently calculated and evaluated against the 15_millirem/yr
limit. If exposures occur before the end of the regulatory period, the calculations assessments
are evaluated against the 15 millirem/yr limit. If exposures occur after the regulatory period, the
assessments are included in the repository Environmental Impact Statement.
In each case a single vertical borehole is assumed to penetrate the degraded waste package and

continue down to the saturated zone. Similar to 40 CFR Part 191, intrusion is limited to
inadvertent exploratory drilling for resources. However, the frequency of intrusion is different in
the two regulations. The Appendix C Guidance to the generic disposal standards specifies that
the drilling not exceed 30 boreholes per square kilometer per 10,000 years for repositories near
sedimentary rocks and 3 boreholes per square kilometer per 10,000 years for repositories in other
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geologic formations. This Appendix C Guidance was refined for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ·
in 40 CFR Part 194 (Criteria for the Certification and Re-Certification of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant's Compliance with the 40 CFRPart 191 Disposal Regulations). In §194.33 drilling
frequency is based on the frequency of drilling for resources for the past 100 years within a
particular geographic area (i.e., the Delaware Basin) surrounding the WIPP Site. This
requirement is appropriate for an area where extensive drilling for a variety of resources had
occurred. Since the Yucca Mountain area has not been subject to extensive exploration drilling,
the Agency chose the approach very similar to that recommended by the NAS, namely a
"stylized intrusion scenario cons~sting of one borehole of a specified diameter drilled from the
surface through a canister of waste to the underlying aquifer" (NAS95, p. 111).
1.7.3

Ground Water Protection Standards

Ground water protection standards were included in the generic Part 191 standards and in the
WIPP certification effort. Inclusion of ground water protection standards in the Yucca Mountain
standard can be considered relevant for several reasons. The repository site is located in the
unsaturated zone (UZ) directly above potable water sources; any contaminant releases into the
UZ will move downward into these aquifers, which supply water to the population downgradient
of the site. Also, protection of ground waters is well-established national policy. From a purely
technical perspective, the NAS chose not to consider the question of ground water standards,
noting that an all-pathways exposure limit would include doses from ground water use.
However, it is Agency policy, as well as national policy, and the policy of most states, to protect
ground water resources.
Throughout the NAS report the text acknowledged that EPA may elect to take approaches other
than a narrow interpretation of the committee's recommendations for reasons other than
specified in the report. In this way, the broader role of the Agency in applying policy factors as
well as technical rationale was acknowledged.
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) was enacted to assure safe drinking water supplies and to
protect against endangerment of underground sources of drinking waters (USDWs). Under the
authority of the SDWA, the EPA issued interim regulations (40 CFR Part 141, Subpart B)
covering the permissible levels of radium, gross alpha, man-made beta, and photon-emitting
contaminants in community water supply systems (EPA76). Similar to hazardous chemical
substances, limits for radionuclides in drinking water are expressed as Maximum Contaminant
Levels (MCLs). The current MCL for radium-226 and radium-228 combined is 5 pCi/1, and the
MCL for gross alpha particle activity (including radium-226, but excluding radon and uranium).
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is 15 pCill. For man-made beta particle- and photon-emitting radionuclides (except tritium and
strontium-90), individually or in combination, the MCL is set at an annual dose limit of 4 mrem
to the total body or any internal organ. For tritium and strontium-90, the MCLs are 20,000 pCi/1
and 8 pCi/1, respectively.
In 1991, the EPA issued a Notice ofProposed Rulemaking (NPRM) under40 CFR Parts 141 and

142 to update the 1976 interim regulations forradionuclide water pollution control (EPA91).
The NPRM, under the SDWA, proposed the establishment of Maximum Contaminant Level
Goals (MCLGs) and Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs). The MCLGs and MCLs target
radium-226, radium-228, natural uranium, radon, gross alpha, gross beta, and photon emitters.
As proposed, MCLGs are not enforceable health goals. In contrast, MCLs are enforceable
standards. The EPA concluded that radionuclide MCLGs should be set at zero to avert known or
anticipated adverse health effects while providing an adequate margin of safety. In setting the
MCLs, the EPA also committed itself to evaluating the feasibility, costs, and availability of
water treatment technologies, as well as other practical considerations. The 1991 proposed
rulemaking included the following MCLs: radium-226, 20 pCi/1; radium-228, 20 pCi/1; radon222, 300 pCi/1; uranium, 20 micro g/1; adjusted gross alpha, 15 pCi/1; and beta and photon
emitters, 4 mrem ede/yr.
The generic disposal standards at 40 CFR Part 191 also incorporate the 40 CFR 141 Subpart B
ground water protection requirements. EPA believes that it is prudent and appropriate to impose
requirements for waste disposal that are protective of water resources for future generations,
without imposing a burden of water treatment and cleanup on those future generations.
In the Yucca Mountain standard, DOE is required under §197.30 to provide, in its license
application to NRC:
... a reasonable expectation that, for 10,000 years of undisturbed peiformance
after disposal, releases ofradionuclides from waste in the Yucca Mountain
disposal system into the accessible environment will not cause the level of
radioactivity in the representative volume ofground water to exceed the limits in
Table J... (EPAOJ).

Table 1 limits combined Ra-226 and Ra-228 to five picocuries per liter (pCi/1) including natural
background and gross alpha activity (including Ra-226 but excluding radon and uranium) to
15 pCi/1 including natural background. Combined beta and photon emitting radionuclides are
limited to levels where the annual dose (excluding natural background) to the whole body or any
organ will not exceed 40 microsieverts (4 mrem). These limits are the same as the maximum
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contaminant levels (MCLs) established by the Agency under the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SWDA).
1.7.4

Site-Specific Regulatory Requirements

While many elements of the 40 CFR Part 197 rule are either similar to other EPA regulations
such as 40 CFR 191 and 40 CFR Part 141 or based on recommendations of the NAS, certain
elements are based on site-specific considerations. These include the definition of the
reasonably maximally exposed individual (RMEI), the location of the point of compliance, and
the representative volume of water for measuring compliance with the ground water protection
standard. Each of these site-specific elements are discussed below.
Reasonably Maximally Exposed Individual (RMEI)

For DOE to determine whether the Yucca Mountain disposal system complies with the
individual-protection standard, they must calculate the dose to an individual or group of
individuals and compare that dose with the requirements contained in §197.20 (i.e., a maximum
annual CEDE of 15 mrem). The regulation must specify those characteristics, habits, age, lifestyle, etc. which describe the individual or group of individuals. For this purpose EPA has
chosen to use, as the basis for comparison with the individual-protection standard, the dose
received by the reasonably maximally exposed individual.
The RMEI is defmed in §197.21 as a hypothetical person who:
(a) lives in the accessible environment above the highest concentration ofradionuclides
in the plume ofcontamination;
(b) Has a diet and living style representative of the people who now reside in the Town of
Amargosa Valley, Nevada. The DOE must use projections based upon surveys of the
people residing in the Town ofAmargosa Valley, Nevada, to determine their current diets
and living styles and use the mean values of these factors in the assessments conducted
for§§ 197.20 and 197.25; and
(c) Drinks two liters ofwater per day from wells drilled into the ground water at the
location [where the RMEllives]. (EPA01)

The NAS recommended that the risk to the average member of the critical group be used as the
basis of comparison with the risk limit of the standard. The NAS Committee proposed two
alternatives - a probabilistic critical group approach and a subsistence farmer critical group.
After considering these possibilities, the Agency decided to use the RMEI concept which is
consistent with other EPA programs and is believed by the Agency to provide a level of
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protection substantially equivalent to that provided by the critical group concept for small
populations. The RMEI concept involves estimating high-end doses which are in excess of the
90th percentile of the range of doses for the exposed population. The goal is to calculate doses
which are not the most extreme but are well above the average for the exposed population.
EPA considered four possible scenarios to define the RMEI including (EPA99):
A subsistence farmer residing 30 to 40 km downgradient at a location where the
water table is near the surface, who obtains all food and water from contaminated
sources
A commercial farmer subject to the same exposure pathways as the subsistence
farmer.
•

A community located near the repository site that obtains its water for domestic use
from an underground source of drinking water.

•

A rural-residential RMEI exposed to the same pathways as the subsistence farmer.
However, the rural-residential RMEI does personal gardening but does not work as a
full-time farmer.

The fourth scenario was chosen as the basis for developing the specific requirements under
§197.21. This scenario is believed to be representative of most of the current residents ofthe
Amargosa Valley.

Representative Volume of Ground Water
In accord with Agency policy of protecting ground water resources, the Representative Volume

(RV) concept was developed in response to consideration of the actual resource to be protected
at the site. The RV is based on current land uses involving ground water, i.e, the resource to be
protected, and the fundamental assumption is that future lifestyles and water uses will be the
same as those of the present. This assumption is necessary to avoid making judgments based on
speculation. The RV is intended to be a volume of water used annually that provides the basis
for calculating radionuclide concentrations resulting from repository releases. Resulting
concentrations would be compared to MCLs established in the SDWA.
The representative volume is the volume of water needed to supply the demands of a defmed
RMEI that could exist in the future at the point of compliance for the ground water protection
standards (see discussion below for details on point of compliance). To meet such demands, the
water must contain less than 10,000 milligrams of total dissolved solids per liter (i.e., potable).
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The proposed Part 197 standards included a number of possible RVs based on current land uses
south of Yucca Mountain. One proposed alternative was 1,285 acre-feet/yr. This RV is the sum
of the water requirements for alfalfa farming and domestic use. It is based on a small farming
community of 25 people with 255 acres of alfalfa under cultivation (the average current size of
these farms in the area) which is the current economic base for the Amargosa Valley. Alfalfa
farming requires about 5 acre-feet of water per acre (255 acres x 5 acre-feet per acre= 1,275
acre-feet for irrigation). The average annual water demand for a non-farming family of four with
a garden is 10 acre-feet. This is also the lower bound for the amount of water used through 15
connections from public water supply serving at least 25 people (as defmed in the SWDA). The
representative volume is, therefore, the sum of the water requirements for alfalfa farming and
domestic use.
Another alternative RV proposed was 120 acre-feet/yr. This value corresponds to the water use
for a small municipal community of approximately 150 individuals who use the water for
domestic and municipal purposes.
For the final rule, a representative volume of3,000 acre-ft!yr was defmed. This representative
volume, as described in the preamble to the fmal rule (66 FR 32074-32135, June 13, 2001),
represents a composite of the water demands for downgradient users of the ground water
resource. The composite water use estimate includes current use for alfalfa cultivation (the
largest consumer of water for agricultural purposes), and projected increases for population and
commerciaVindustrial uses in the Lathrop Wells area northward to the boundary of the Nevada
Test Site.
Section 197.31 describes the RV and includes specific concepts concerning how the RV could be
incorporated into the radionuclide transport modeling that will be included in analyses to support
demonstration of compliance during the licensing process.

Point of Compliance

In the proposed rule, two mechanisms were proposed for compliance determinations, specifically
to identify where ground-water contamination and individual radiation exposures are to be
projected for comparison against the limits contained in the standard. One alternative was a
controlled area concept, similar in intent to the concept as originally used in Part 191. The
controlled area denotes a bounded geographic area within which the standards would not be
applied. The standard's limits would be applied at the boundary of the controlled area, which
serves as the beginning of the defmed "accessible environment." The land within the boundary
of the controlled area is considered part of the natural barrier of the disposal system, and as such
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is dedicated to the sole purpose of isolating the radioactive wastes from the accessible
environment. The second proposed alternative was the use of a compliance point, which serves
the same purpose as the border of the controlled area - it identifies the point at which ground
water contaminant concentrations and individual exposures are calculated for comparison against
the standard's limits. The point of compliance is to be located at a specific distance from the
repository and over the point at which calculated releases from the repository are projected to be
at their highest levels in the ground water beneath this point.
In the proposed rule EPA included four compliance measure alternatives for consideration, two
of which incorporated a controlled area and two of which incorporated a compliance point.

These alternatives include downgradient distances of 5, 18, 20, and 30 kin. At the present time
there is no one residing 5 km downgradient**** from the repository, since it is within the
boundaries of the Nevada Test Site (NTS); there are about 10 people residing between 18 km
(the NTS boundary) and 20 km downgradient, and hundreds of persons around 30 km
downgradient. Future population increases are expected at the 20- and 30-km downgradient
locations (EPA99, 01). In addition, the depth to ground water decreases from about 300 meters
near the repository location to about 50 to15 meters within that portion of the Town of Amargosa
Valley where most of the population resides and commercial agriculture is the basis for the local
economy.
In the fmal rule, the Agency has incorporated a controlled area concept as a compliance

mechanism, as defined in Section 197.12 of the fmal rule. The controlled area concept comports
more directly with the direction of the EnPA, which explicitly mentions the "accessible
environment" and refers to its defmition from Part 191 which incorporates the controlled area
concept. The controlled area concept also more clearly delineates the extent of the natural
barrier around the repository than the simpler point of compliance approach. Neither the point of
compliance, nor the controlled area approach imposes any significant cost impacts on the
repository development program, because the site characterization efforts to defme the
magnitude and direction of potential releases are the same for either approach.
I

•••• This is the same compliance point as specified in 40 CPR Part 191, the generic disposal standard.
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

This chapter briefly describes the Yucca Mountain site and the wastes that would be stored
and disposed there if the site is approved for disposaL A summary of current estimates of
repository program costs, which total approximately $57.6 billion, is included.
2.1

Yucca Mountain as a Disposal Site

The Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987 (which amended the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (l\TWPA) of 1982) designated the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada as the only location to be
evaluated as a possible place for disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive wastes.
The Yucca Mountain site is located about 90 miles north of Las Vegas, Nevada, and is situated
on the boundary of the Nevada Test Site. The climate is semi-arid, and the location was
originally selected as a candidate location for disposal because it was expected that there would
be limited potential for water to enter the repository and then to transport radionuclides to distant
locations.
2.2

Sources and Characteristics of Radioactive Wastes to Be Disposed

A repository at Yucca Mountain would dispose of spent fuel from nuclear power reactors and
high-level wastes from reprocessing of spent fuel. The sources of spent fuel would be
commercial nuclear power reactors, naval reactors, and reactors used in DOE and research
programs. High-level wastes are the result of defense operations in the states of Washington,
Idaho, and South Carolina where fuel from production reactors was processed to obtain the
uranium and plutonium used in nuclear weapons. They will consist of solidified fission product
waste separated from the recovered uranium and plutonium.
The NWPA limited the amount of wastes to be disposed at Yucca Mountain to 70,000 metric
tons equivalent of uranium (MTU). The DOE has interpreted this to correspond to disposal of
63,000 metric tonnes of spent fuel and the equivalent of7,000 MTU ofhigh-level wastes. The
70,000 MTU limit remains in force today, but is subject to change by future Congressional
action.
The wastes would come to Yucca Mountain for disposal from commercial nuclear power sites
and DOE operations sites throughout the country, as shown in Figure 2-1. At present, the spent
fuel from commercial power reactors is primarily stored at the sites where the fuel was used in the
reactors. The amount currently in storage totals about 40,000 MTU. Such spent fuel continues to
be discharged from the commercial reactors at a total annual rate of about 2,200 MTU. If all
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Figure 2-1. Sources of Radioactive Wastes for the Yucca Mountain Repository
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reactors operate to the end of their current licenses, the total amount of spent nuclear fuel
discharged will be about 87,000 MTU.
The DOE spent fuel, which comes primarily from research and test reactors, and spent fuel from
naval nuclear reactors, is presently stored at various DOE sites. The current total amount of this
spent fuel is less than 3,000 MTU, and the amount will not increase significantly.
High-level wastes were generated by defense production operations at DOE's Savannah River,
Idaho, and Hanford, Washington sites. In the as-generated form, these wastes are liquid and have
a total amount of tens of millions of gallons. The wastes will be solidified, and the amount sent to
Yucca Mountain, in terms of number of cans of waste to be disposed, will depend on the
solidification process used. The draft Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed
repository at Yucca Mountain, issued by DOE in August 1999, estimated that the 7,000 MTU of
HLW would be contained in about 14,000 waste canisters (DOE99).

2.3

Overview of the Repository for Disposal

The basic concepts for disposal of highly radioactive wastes into geological formations were set
forth by the National Academy of Sciences in the 1950's and have been embodied in repository
design concepts and regulatory concepts ever since then. The wastes are to be emplaced in deep
geological formations which isolate them from the human environment, and a system of
engineered and natural barriers is to be used in combination to maintain the wastes in isolation
and to prevent release of radionuclides. The Yucca Mountain site, and other sites that had been
under consideration, would use a combination of engineered and natural barriers appropriate to
the site to maintain the wastes in isolation and to demonstrate compliance with regulatory
standards for radionulides that were released from the repository.
At Yucca Mountain, the repository would be excavated in the unsaturated zone, i.e., in a geologic
formation in which the pores and fractures in the geologic medium are not filled with water. The
Yucca Mountain site, in comparison with other candidate sites, was unique in having capability
for this type of emplacement. It was expected that the lack of ability for water to reach the wastes
and transport them to the environment would dominate the safety performance of the repository
and enable easy demonstration of compliance with regulatory standards.
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2.4

DOE Estimate of the Repository Program Cost

DOE documented estimated repository program costs in the Viability Assessment (VA)
documents (DOE98). The principal cost elements were identified as follows:
Historical costs -

$ 5.9B

Costs to complete work to the License ApplicationRespository costs from licensing to closure Total for the repository program-

l.lB
18.7B
$25.7B

Estimates of costs for design options (options to the VA design) were provided in Volume 5 of
the VA document. One of the options considered was use of drip shields and backfill, as is now
planned for the current design, EDA II (see Section 3.6). The estimated cost of this option was
$0.8 billion. However, this estimate did not consider the long-term total cost of these
modifications.
DOE has released an updated "Total System Life Cycle Cost" (TSLCC) estimate (DOEOla),
which gives a total cost for the repository of $57.6 billion, which includes historic costs. This
higher cost includes cost elements not included in the VA estimate, and is a more accurate
estimate of total program costs.
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3.0 EVOLUTION OF THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN REPOSITORY DESIGN
This chapter describes the evolution of design concepts for a repository at Yucca Mountain that
has occurred as a result ofsite characterization findings, performance assessment results,
external reviews, and strategy for dealing with uncertainties. The discussion demonstrates that
EPA's standards have not affected the design evolution. ·
This section describes how the design of a repository for the Yucca Mountain site has evolved
since the Site Characterization Plan (SCP; DOE88) was published in 1988. The SCP reference
design concept involved vertical emplacement of small, thin-walled canisters, with a design
lifetime on the order of300-1,000 years, into the floor of tunnels excavated in Yucca Mountain.
The current design concept calls for horizontal emplacement of large, double-walled waste
packages, with a design lifetime of more than 100,000 years (TRWOO), into drifts excavated in
Yucca Mountain with a tunnel boring machine.
The design evolution has been driven principally by acquisition of site characterization data
which showed that the performance of the natural features of the repository system dUring the
regulatory period would be less effective than anticipated when the SCP was issued and data were
sparse. It was originally expected that water would flow very slowly, and in limited amounts,
through the unsaturated g~ohydrologic regime, that radionuclides released from the repository
and transported by water would be trapped on rock surfaces and pores along the flowpath, and
that water would travel relatively slowly through the saturated zone. In contrast to this
expectation, site characterization data have demonstrated that water from precipitation infiltrates
into the mountain at rates much higher than originally expected; that there are paths for rapid
transport of water from the surface to the repository horizon and possibly to greater depths; and
that flow in the saturated regime is expected to occur primarily in fractures and with limited
dilution of radionuclide concentrations. Potential for radiation doses during the regulatory period
is dominated by soluble radionuclides that are mobile and move with the water. The natural
features will constrain transport of radionuclides that are insoluble and sorbed onto rock surfaces.
The design evolution also was guided by results of a series of analyses of expected repository
performance known as Total System Performance Assessments {TSPA); by DOE/NRC technical
exchanges and NRC documents which indicate NRC expectations for licensing reviews; and by
external reviews of program documents and status by parties such as the Nuclear Waste Technical
Review Board {NWTRB), the NRC staff, and the TSPA Peer Review Panel. A series of formal
Expert Elicitations on key performance topics such as waste package degradation also played a
significant role in design evolution.
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Several stages of design evolution can be identified and associated with the SCP and a subsequent
series ofTSPAreports. The SCP in 1988 was followed by a series ofTSPA evaluations in 1991,
1993, 1995, 1998, and 2000. These evaluations were aimed at providing guidance for site
characterization activities and priorities and at exploring the effects of engineered design options
on performance. in the 1996-1997 time frame, site characterization data and results of expert
elicitations became available and provided the basis for the TSPA evaluations included in the
Yucca mountain Viability Assessment (i.e., the TSPA-VA), which was issued in 1998 in response
to a mandate by the U.S. Congress. The TSPA-VA was the first performance evaluation for a
potential repository design at Yucca Mountain. This assessment has been replaced by the TSPA
for Site Recommendation (TSPA-SR), which focuses on the latest repository design. This design
was developed as a consequence of fmdings of the TSPA-VA, as described here.
External and DOE-internal reviews of the TSPA-VA revealed that there were highly significant
uncertainties and technical issues associated with the repository design that were the basis for the
TSPA-VA. In response to the critiques and suggestions, DOE subsequently developed and
adopted the Enhanced Design Alternative (EDA) concept, in which several improved repository
designs were evaluated. The selected alternative, known as EDA II, subsequently became the
design basis for the most recent TSPA iteration, known as the TSPA for Site Recommendation
(TSPA-SR).
Discussion ofthe design and associated TSPA evolution process is provided below. The cun-ent
design concept, EDA II, is described in Section 3.4. Discussion ofTSPA methodology and
results is provided in Section 4. The discussion here shows how the repository design was shaped
by the evolving understanding of the site's natural features and the uncertainties involved in
projecting repository performance.

3.1

The 1988 Site Characterization Plan

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) required each candidate rep_9sitory site to
prepare a comprehensive site characterization plan describing how information would be obtained
to determine the site's suitability for disposal ofhighly radioactive wastes. After enactment of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987, which designated Yucca Mountain as the
only candidate site to move forward with evaluation of suitability for disposal, DOE issued the
SCP for the site in 1988. The document received comprehensive, in-depth review by NRC staff,
whose comments, based on the Commission's 10 CFR Part 60 regulations for high-level waste
disposal, helped shape the path of site characterization and design.
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At the time of publication of the SCP, the site characterization database was highly limited.
Expectations of repository performance were based largely on assumptions concerning site
features and characteristics. The plans for site characterization activities were designed to obtain
data sufficient to assess compliance with existing regulatory standards in the 40 CFR Part 191 and
10 CFR Part 60 regulations. Repository development was subsequently driven by NRC
requirements.
3.1.1

Regulatory Framework for the SCP

Under provisions of the NWPA (NWP83), the EPA is to promulgate, for high-level radioactive
waste disposal, generally applicable environmental standards for protection of the environment
and human health. The NRC is to promulgate regulations to implement the EPA standards and to
review the License Application from DOE in order to evaluate compliance with the standards.
The EPA regulations were promulgated in 1985 and codified at 40 CFR Part 191; the
implementing NRC regulations were codified at 10 CFR Part 60. When the SCP was published in
1988, Part B of the EPA regulations had been remanded by a Federal District court to the Agency
for reconsideration. Part B specifies limits on cumulative, long-term radioactivity release from a
repository, and also characterizes use of performance assessment to evaluate releases. Although
Part B of the 40 CFR Part 191 regulations was being reconsidered by the Agency at the time the
SCP was issued, DOE treated the Part B requirements as an operative part of the regulatory
framework. Implementation was guided by the Issues Hierarchy (DOE86), which had at the top
of the hierarchy, as the overarching issues, the NRC's 10 CFR Part 60 subsystem performance
requirements.
The NRC's implementing 10 CFR Part 60 regulations, in addition to adopting the EPA
requirements, set performance objectives for specific parts of the repository system. These
subsystem performance requirements included:
,

•

Containment of waste within the waste packages must be "substantially complete" for
a period of 300 to 1,000 years.

•

The rate ofradionuclide release (with certain exceptions) from the Engineered Barrier
System (EBS) following the containment period must not exceed one part in 100,000
per year ofth~ inventory at 1,000 years following repository closure.

•

The pre-waste-emplacement ground water travel time along "the fastest path of likely
radionuclide travel" from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment must be at
least 1,000 years. The boundary of the accessible environment was defmed by the
EPA regulations to be located five km from the boundary of the repository and
·
covering no more than 100 km2 in area.
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These subsystem performance requirements drove the repository system design, e.g., selection of
a waste canister design with an expected lifetime of300-1,000 years. As previously noted, the
natural features of the repository system (low and slow water flow; radionuclide holdup) were
expected to be the dominant contributors to safety performance.
3.1.2

Principal SCP Repository Design and Natural System Features

The SCP repository design was based on emplacement of 70,000 MTHM of spent fuel and highlevel waste in an array of vertical boreholes drilled into the floor of drifts in the Topopah Spring
Member ofthe Paintbrush TuffFormation. (The 70,000 MTHM limit was set in the NWPA and
remains unchanged.) The areal power density for the repository was set at 57 kilowatts per acre,
, and the reference design was based on emplacement of 10-year-old spent fuel.
The SCP repository layout is shown. in Figure 3-1 (DOE88a). Three main drifts traverse the
length of the repository and the emplacement panels are accessed by side drifts from the mains.
Entrance into the repository is through ramps located at the North end.
As previously noted, the site characterization database was quite sparse when the SCP was issued.
It was expected that the water that could infiltrate the mountain and cause corrosion, waste form
dissolution, and radionuclide release was " .. .limited to very small amounts" (DOE88). Based on
annual precipitation of 15 centimeters, only about 0.1-0.5 millimeters/year were expected to
percolate from the surface to the deep rock units where the repository would be located. Travel
times to the boundary of the accessible environment were expected to be on the order of tens of
thousands of years because flow through the unsaturated zone was expected to occur in the rock
matrix.
Characterization of Yucca Mountain for the repository project began in 1978. It involved
extensive drilling of boreholes and measurement of hydrologic properties such as hydraulic
conductivity and transmissivity. Because of the complexity of the geohydrologic regime, the
database at the time the SCP was issued was still characterized as " ... scanty and incomplete." The
basic model for the unsaturated zone was one of flow dominated by the partially saturated matrix. .
The saturated zone model was based on Darcian flow and a dual-porosity (fractures and matrix)
concept.
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Figure 3-1. Layout of the Site Characterization Plan Repository
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The available models and data were used to estimate hydrologic parameters important to
repository performance. The average annual precipitation was estimated to be about 150 mm/yr.
Because of the thickness and heterogeneity of the unsaturated zone above the repository horizon,
temporal and spatial variations of infiltration were not expected to be the same at depth as at the
surface.
Various estimates of the infiltration rate were made; all of them showed low rates. One estimate
found that the infiltration rate at the repository horizon would be no more than 0.2 mm/yr, and the
surface rate would be no more than 0.5 mm/yr. Another study estimated that the net infiltration
rate would range from about 0.5 to no more than 4.5 mm/yr. Yet another study estimated the
range at 0.015 to no more than 4.5 mm/yr. Modeling studies after the SCP was published
generally used infiltration rates of 1.0 mm/yr or less. As discussed below, these types of values
prevailed as a basis for unsaturated zone performance until the 1996-1997 time frame.
Because of the 10 CFR Part 60 subsystem perfonnance requirements, estimates were made of
ground water velocities and travel times. The SCP quotes findings by Sinnock et al. that the
unsaturated zone travel time, for an infiltration rate of0.5 mm/yr, would be a minimum of9,345
years, a mean of 43,265 years, and a maximum of 80,095 years. If the infiltration rate was
doubled to 1 mm/yr, the minimum travel time was decreased to 3, 700 years, " ... still greater than
the amount of time required to satisfy the [regulations]." It was stated that " ...the modeling effort
has attempted to use the best available data, and it is believed the results obtained are realistic."
As indicated by this statement, at the time the SCP was developed (and for a considerable period
of time thereafter) the travel time through the UZ was believed to be sufficient to meet the
10,000-year requirement in the EPA standard.
Estimates of travel time in the saturated zone, which were based on Darcian flow and travel_ paths
parallel to the hydraulic gradient and nearly horizontal, showed travel times of30 years in the
3-km path in tuffacious beds of the Calico Hills Formation and 140 years in the 2-km path for the
Topopah Springs Member, for a total of 170 years to the 5-km boundary of the accessible
environment. It was noted that other factors such as dispersion, the existence of faults or
impermeable zones, or vertical movement of water could affect the saturated zone travel times. It
was also noted that " ... at this time it is uncertain whether some or all of this mechanisms exist
along the travel path." However, page 3-220 of the SCP states that more realistic data give an SZ
travel time to the 5-km accessible environment boundary of 1,700 years (SCP88). In contrast,
recent SZ travel time estimats:s presented to the NWTRB (EDDOl) estimated travel times to a
distance of 20 km downgradient to be between 640 years (median parameter values) to 900 years
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(mean parameter values). A "refined conceptual approach," equivalent to the SCP estimate using
more realistic data at that time, gave a travel time of 1300 years to the 20 km distance.
The SCP concluded that " ...based on an upper-bound flux of0.5 mm/yr, ground water travel time
within the unsaturated zone from the proposed repository to the water table is estimated to range
· from about 9,000 to 80,000 yr," and" ... the minimum ground water travel time from the edge of
the repository to the accessible environment [5 km] under present conditions is approximately
9,200 years, well in excess of the 1,000 year limits required by 10 CFR Part 60.113(a)(2)." ·
With these expectations of high performance for the natural features of the repository system, the
engineered barrier system could be the minimum required to meet regulatory requirements, as
discussed below.
3 .1.3

The SCP Engineered Barrier System

In accord with NRC's subsystem performance requirements, the waste package for the SCP
design consisted of Type 304L stainless steel containers 4.76 m long and 0.66 min diameter, with
a wall thickness of0.95 em. Most ofthe commercial spent fuel was expected to be consolidated,
but disposal of intact assemblies was planned for fuel assemblies with damaged rods. The HLW
containers were similar to those for spent fuel but shorter.
The containers were .to be backfilled with argon and welded shut. Fully loaded waste packages
would weigh 2.7 to 6.4 metric tons, would have a power output of about 3.3 kW at the time of
emplacement, and would have a surface gamma dose rate of about 50,000 rads per hour.
The waste packages were to be emplaced in 76-cm diameter holes bored into the floor of drifts in
the underground workings. The boreholes were to be metal-lined and had a metal support plate at
the bottom on which the waste package rested. A metal plug would be placed on the top of the
emplaced package, the upper portion of the borehole would be filled with crushed tuff, and a
metal cover would be placed on the floor of the drift. Eventually, the drifts would be backfilled
with crushed tuff.
An important concept included in the SCP design was use of heat emitted by the waste packages
to drive water in the rocks away from the emplacement cavities, thereby effectively drying out the
repository host rock. The concept was seen to make a good repository setting (the unsaturated
zone in a semi-arid environment), even better by delaying the eventual contact of water with the
waste containers. The technical difficulties in characterizing performance under high thermal
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load conditions were recognized in the SCP and was preserved as a significant technical issue in
commentary, in 1999, on the Total System Performance Assessment for the Viability Assessment
from external parties such as the TSPA Peer Review Panel (PRP99). This uncertainty played a
significant role in DOE's decision to adopt the highly engineered EDA II repository design
(described in Section 3.4 of this document).
The engineered barrier system (EBS) design, including the waste package desl.gn, was intended to
comply with the subsystem performance requirements of 10 CFR Part 60, including ability for
retrieval after 50 years. The package was intended to provide substantially complete containment
of waste for a period of not less than 300 years, but no more than 1,000 years would be required.
Thereafter the package was to limit the rate of radionuclide release from the EBS as required by
the NRC subsystem performance objectives. With the anticipated high performance of the natural
system barriers, the relatively modest performance expectation for the engineered barrier system
was expected to be sufficient to meet the assumed (from 40 CFR Part 191) standard for
cumulative releases.
The evolution of performance assessments, and the associated changing repository design, are
described in the following sections, along with the progressively improved understanding of the
natural barrier characteristics.

3.2

Design Options in the Total System Performance Assessments of 1991, 1993, and
1995

As previously noted, the TSPA evaluations reported in 1991, 1993, and 1995 were intended to
guide site characterization activities and priorities, and to explore the effect of design alternatives
on repository system performance. DOE carefully noted that none of the design concepts was
intended to represent an actual repository design, and none of the results were intended to be a test
of compliance with regulatory standards. However, to have a basis for assessing study results,
outputs of the evaluations were compared to the total system performance standards in Subpart B of
EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 regulations that had been adopted by NRC's 10 CFR Part 60 regulations.
Throughout this period, results of the site characterization work and other data acquisition
programs were, as they became available, incorporated into the studies and used to improve the
performance assessment models. Because the EPA Part 191 regulations set limits on radionuclide
releases to the accessible environment boundary at 5 km, the site characterization work was
focused on and near the repository footprint. The surface-based data acquisition program
included activities such as drilling numerous boreholes, geologic mapping of trenches,
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characterization of surface expression of faults, and daily acquisition of meteorological data.
Excavation of the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF), primarily during 1995 and 1996, enabled
data acquisition activities at the repository horizon to proceed in accord with excavation progress
and in parallel with the surface-based studies.
Highlights of the 1991, 1993, and 1995 TSPA analyses are presented below with focus on design
options considered. As can be seen, the options considered ranged from the simple waste
canisters in the SCP reference design to precursors of the VA design and the current design, EDA
II. During the time period through 1995, clear evidence oflimitations on the performance ofthe
natural features of the repository was not yet available; the shift of emphasis to large, highlyrobust packages was· driven by logistics considerations (far fewer packages to handle), the
decision to excavate the repository using a tunnel boring machine, and growing indications that
very conservative assumptions and analyses would be expected by the licensing authority during
licensing reviews.
3.2.1

TSPA-1991

The TSPA-1991 studies were the initial attempt to demonstrate TSPA concepts and methodology.
The design concept for TSPA-1991 was that of the SCP: PWR fuel with an average burnup of
33,000 MWd/MTHM and BWR fuel with an average burnup of27,500 MWd/MTHM would be
consolidated into vertically emplaced stainless steel waste packages. The waste package
performance evaluations were based on several assumptions not supported by detailed modeling
studies. The waste package was expected to be initially dry due to heating produced by
radioactive decay; this dry period would last from 300 to 1,300 years. After wetting, the
container was expected to have a lifetime range of9,500 years "to reflect the great uncertainty in
container performance" (BER92). A total of 33,300 containers was included in the repository
design.
3:2.2

TSPA-1993

Two separate but parallel performance assessments were conducted in 1993 - one by the DOE
M&O Contractor (DOE94) and one by Sandia National Laboratories (WIL94). These parallel
assessments are designated as the "M&O Approach" and the "SNL Approach" in the following
discussion. The EBS designs used in these assessments resemble the design used in the TSPAVA and the newer EDA II design, and represent the first attempt to examine designs that were
developed to reflect anticipated repository conditions at Yucca Mountain.
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3.2.2.1 M&O Version ofTSPA-93
The M&O's TSPA-93 studies considered three areal power loadings-- 28.5, 57 and 114 kilowatt
per acre. Waste packages using a thick, outer corrosion allowance material (CAM) and a thinner,
corrosion resistant material (CRM) as the inner package wall were horizontally emplaced in drifts
in the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Formation. The commercial reactor spent fuel
loading was 63,000 MTHM contained in thirty-year old fuel with an average burnup of36,437
MWd/MTHM (DOE94, p. 2-3). In addition, 7,000 MTHM in HLW from the defense programs
was included. The commercial spent fuel was contained in 6,468 waste packages and the defense
HLW was contained in 3,829 waste packages (DOE95, p. 8-15). (Note that this design concept
reduced the number of waste packages required for commercial spent fuel by about a factor of 5
in comparison with the SCP design.)
The waste packages were comprised of an outer, mild steel corrosion allowance material and an
inner, nickel-base corrosion resistant material, Alloy 825. Three thicknesses were considered for
the outer layer: 10, 20, and 45 em. The inner layer was either 0.95 or 3.5 em thick. The
packages were assumed to be placed horizontally on crushed tuff on the floor of the drifts.
The M&O TSPA-93 assumed an ambient percolation flux with an exponential distribution and an
expected value of0.5 mm/y. Two-thirds of the flux values were less than the expected value and
one-third were greater. These low flux values reflected SCP expectations; results of site
characterization studies had not yet had an impact.
Radionuclide sorption and decay were included in modeling of the unsaturated zone (UZ) but
diffusion was not. Six layers were used to represent stratigraphy in the UZ below the repository.
Nine vertical columns were modeled to represent UZ variability in thickness and stratigraphy over
the repository area. Temperature profiles, Darcy fluxes, and liquid saturations, were developed for
each stratigraphic layer for each thermal load as function of time. These determined dry out extent
and duration in the near field. No far-field thermal perturbation was assumed.
Climate change was incorporated by assuming that the infiltration rate would vary from 1 to
5 times the base value with an average value of2.5. Transition to a full glacial climate would
occur linearly over 100,000 years then return to baseline over the next 100,000 years. This cycle
was repeated over the one million year simulation time frame.
Retardation factors, developed for each nuclide for each stratigraphic unit, were similar to those
used in TSPA-1991. Sorption and decay were included in saturated zone (SZ) modeling but not
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diffusion. The SZ flux was assumed to have average value of 2 m/yr with a wide range from
4.7 x to· 6 m/yr to 390m/yr. Only the longitudinal component of dispersion was considered in
modeling of SZ radionuclide transport. A single porosity medium was assumed for the SZ.
3.2.2.2 SNL Version ofTSPA-93
The SNL TSPA-93 studies considered both vertical (in borehole) and horizontal (in-drift)
emplacement of waste packages and areal thermal loadings of 57 and 114 kilowatt per acre.
Alternative waste package designs were also considered. Details are presented in Table.3-1
(WIL94).
Table 3-1. Repository Designs Evaluated by SNL in TSPA-1993
:'::::· ..':; .. ;..- '

~f;

·~·~:G.

··;'.:c-y,~~~
~·

. ' .·'

i~?~::~~~f~:
Vertical
In-borehole

57

Thin-wall, corrosion
resistant hi~-Ni alloy

2

4.61

1,139

5.6

Vertical
In-borehole

114

Thin-wall, corrosion
resistant high-Ni alloy

2

3.14*

777*

2.8

Horizontal
In-drift

57

Mild-steel CAM over
thin-wall high-Ni CRM

8

4.63

1,144

23.2

Horizontal
In-drift

114

Mild-steel CAM over
thin-wall hi h-Ni CRM

8

2.33

575

11.6

* 2.33 km2 (577 acres) for spent fuel and 0.81 km2 (200 acres) for HLW.

The waste package for vertical, in-borehole emplacement was a thin-wall cylinder of a high-nickel
alloy such as Alloy 825. The waste package had a outside diameter of0.71 m, a wall thickness of
0.95 em and a length of 4.76 m. The package could handle ab~ut 2 metric tons of spent fuel (e.g.
3 PWR and 4 BWR fuel assemblies) and weighed about 5 metric tons when loaded. The waste
package for horizontal, in-drift emplacement was substantially larger with the ability to contain 21
PWR or 40 BWR fuel assemblies. The waste package was comprised of an Alloy 825 inner
barrier 0.95 em thick surrounded by an outer barrier of mild steellO em thick. The two barriers
were separated by a 0.6 em gap. This waste package was 4.91 m long, had an outside diameter of
1. 75 m and weighed more than 50 metric tons when loaded with spent fuel. This multiwall
container was too massive to permit it to be tilted and moved for vertical emplacement and
retrieval. Additional details on the two types of waste packages are summarized in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2. Spent Fuel Waste Package Inventory for TSPA-1993
.·W~ight~d;
'

Reactor
Type

Amount of
Waste
(MTU)

I \:,:<.

·Weighted
,Average.';
Percentage.
-~ .. IIY"!Jir•d ·
·. Butnup;;,~.•
of Total
Average Age
(Y'earsr· ·... (MWIJJMTU). •.
Spent Fuel · .·

';.·~~:~~es

Single Type
·Waste
Packa~es

' Borehole Emplacement*
BWR

22,248

35.3

26.3

31,550

1,215
28,057

·PWR

40,749

64.7

25.5

40,461

Totals

62,996

100

--

--

2,750
32,022

• In-Drift Emplacement
BWR

22,183

35.3

26.4

31,533

--

3,109

PWR

40,646

64.7

25.5

40,433

4,531

Totals

62,829

100

--

--

--

7,640

* For vertical borehole emplacement, an additional 13,957 canisters would be required for vitrified HLW.

3.2.3

TSPA-1995

At the time TSPA-1995 was prepared, the regulatory framework was still in a state of flux. The
National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards
issued its report in August 1995 (NAS95), but EPA had not promulgated the environmental
regulations specific to -x-uccaMountain. Given this situation, DOE chose in TSPA-95 to evaluate
cumulative releases of radioactivity to the accessible environment based on cumulative normalized
release limits included in Table 1 of 40 CFR Part 191 and maximum doses to individuals using
ground water from a well in the tuff aquifer at the boundary of the accessible environment. In
each case, the boundary of the accessible environment was assumed to be 5 km down the saturated
zone hydraulic gradient from the edge of the repository (DOE95). Evaluations were also made
against subsystem requirements in 10 CFR Part 60.
Repository design concepts investigated in TSPA-95 were based on 63,000.MTU of spent nuclear
fuel and 7,000 MTU of defense HLW emplaced in horizontal waste packages (the same as TSPA93). Two areal mass loading were considered- 25 MTU/acre and 83 MTU/acre. Both backfill
and no-backfill options were analyzed as repository closure strategies. The use of backfill was
expected to act as a capillary barrier to water and as a thermal management tool. Its use would
increase waste package temperatures; evaluations of the temperature impacts of the backfill were
included in the studies.
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Commercial spent fuel was assumed to be 30 years old with a weighted average burnup of36,666
Mwd/MTU. The same number ofwaste packages were assumed as in the TSPA-93 analyses
performed by the M&O contractor (DOE95, p. 8-15).
"Low" (ca. 0.02 mm/y) and "high" (ca. 1.2 mm/y) infiltration rates were considered. These rates
are in the range expected under the SCP; results of site characterization studies which showed that
infiltration rates are actually in the range of 1-10 mm/yr, and currently average about 8 mm/yr,
were not yet available for TSPA-95.
The waste package design concept for TSPA-95 was similar to that considered in TSPA-93; i.e., it
consisted of a outer mild steel corrosion-allowance material (CAM) over an inner corrosionresistant material (CAM) of Alloy 825. The waste container for either 21 PWR assemblies or 44
BWR assemblies was about 5.7 m long and about 1.8 min diameter. The CAM thickness was 100
mm while the CRM thickness was 20 mm. A 21 PWR waste package would weigh about 66 tons
and produce an average of 10 kW ofheat at the time of emplacement. The waste package was
assumed to rest on a gravel invert covering ·the bottom of a circular cross-section drift with a
diameter of 5m.
In summary, the TSPA exeryises and reports of 1991, 1993, and 1995 served several important

purposes in the evolution of the Yucca Mountain repository design. In brief, TSPA-91 provided
a baseline by introducing the TSPA concept and applying it to the SCP design. The subsequent
TSPA-93 and TSPA-95 efforts explored the potential ranges of contributions of engineered and
natural barriers to repository system performance. Key factors considered included the
following:
• In the 1993-1995 time frame, DOE knew, as a result of enactment of the Energy Policy
Act of 1992, that revised dose standards and requirements for demonstration of
compliance would be forthcoming, so alternative dose standards and receptor locations
were considered. Consequently, EBS designs more reflective of changing site
characterization information were beginning to be assessed.

• As stated in TSPA-95, the SCP conceptual engineered design" ... has been revised to
take into account the possibility of alternative areal mass loads, as well as the decision to
use a tunnel boring machine for the excavation of the emplacement drifts." In addition,
the large multi-purpose canister design was adopted. These design considerations led to
investigation of the performance characteristics of large, horizontally emplaced waste
packages with alternative design details, such as the type and thickness of wall
materials.
• Site characterization data were being incorporated into the TSPA-95 models and
information base as they became available, but it was becoming increasingly apparent
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that there was a high degree of inherent variability in natural system parameters, that
performance of the natural barriers might not meet expectations expressed in the SCP,
and that performance of the natural barriers might be difficult to demonstrate with
confidence in licensing reviews.
• As a result of a limited database (limited in part by the fact that the high variability of
natural features would require an extensive database for reliable characterization),
potential bounds of the performance of the natural features were explored, using models
not well founded. For example, TSPA-95 recognized that the principal contribution of
the saturated zone to performance would be dilution, and the TSPA-95 developed and
used models which predicted overall SZ dilution factors, for an infiltration rate of 1.25
mm/yr, of 4,500 at 5 km and 31,000 at 30 km. Subsequent expert elicitations confmed
the expected SZ dilution factor range to 1- 100.
Collectively, these exploratory studies and their results laid the foundation for the Viability
Assessment reference design and the TSPA-VA performance evaluations discussed below.

3.3

Design Features for the Viability Assessment - 1998

The Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act of 1997 specified that DOE prepare a
viability assessment of the Yucca Mountain repository, thereby providing a status report on the
project and identifying critical issues that must be addressed before the Secretary of Energy can
make a recommendation concerning suitability of the Yucca Mountain site for disposal. The
Viability Assessment report, which included a Total System Performance Assessment- Viability
Assessment (TSPA-VA), was published in December 1998 (DOE98). Although the EPA
standards had not been developed, DOE based its analyses on annual radiation doses to the
individual members of the general public. DOE assumed a radiation dose limit of25 mrem/yr.
Releases from the ground water to the biosphere were evaluated at a point 20 km downgradient
from the repository. Multiple exposure pathways were included in calculating doses to humans.
Time histories to one million years were considered.
As previously noted, DOE considers that the TSPA-VA evaluations are the first that address a
potential repository at the site. The major features of the repository design were similar to those in
TSPA-95. However, in response to recommendations from the expert elicitation on waste package
degradation, the waste package inner wall was Alloy 22 to provide enhanced corrosion resistance.
The drifts were assumed to be concrete lined. Backfill was not included in the reference design
but was examined as a design option. Use of ceramic coatings and drip shields were also briefly
investigated as options.
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The areal mass loading in the reference design was 85 MTU per acre with an initial heat output of
abo~t 100 kilowatt per acre. This is based only on 63,000 MTU of commercial spent fuel which
will be emplaced in about 7,650 waste packages (DOE98, p. 3-30). According to the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) (DOE99), the 7,000 MTU of DOE spent fuel and HLW
waste also to be emplaced in the repository will require a total of about 22,000 waste packages.
UZ flow modeling for the TSPA-VA included climate, infiltration, mountain-scale flow and
seepage into emplacement drifts. Climates modeled included the present day dry climate with an
average annual rainfall of 170 mm/y, a long-term average climate with a rainfall of300 mm/y and
a superpluvial climate with an average rainfall of 450 mm/y. About 90 percent of the one millionyear modeling period is spent under long-term average climate conditions.
The net infiltration rate in the TSPA-VA was assumed to be about 8 mm/yr (DOE98, p. 3-10) for
the cuJ.Tent dry climate. This value is substantially higher than the value of about 1 mm/yr used in
TSPA-93 and TSPA-95, and it reflects the results of site characterization studies. The increased
flow includes rapid travel through fast-path fractures which was not apparent from the earlier
equivalent COJ:?-tinuum models where fracture and matrix flows were closely coupled. The TSPAVA used a dual permeability model to represent the full range of possible fracture-matrix coupling
possibilities. Specifically, UZ transport was modeled using a three-dimensional, dual permeability
finite element code (FEHM).
As noted above, Alloy 825 in the TSPA-95 was replaced with Alloy 22 (a highly corrosionresistant nickel alloy) for the CRM in the VA waste packages. The drifts were lined with concrete.
The waste packages were placed on carbon steel supports which in tum rest on a concrete invert to
create level floors in the drifts. A typical21 PWR waste package was 4.89 m long (without lifting
extensions) and 1.65 min diameter. The inner barrier of Alloy 22 was 2 em thick while the outer
barrier of A516 carbon steel was 10 em thick (DOE98a).
The TSPA -VA was the first performance assessment in which the importance of fuel element
cladding as a long-term barrier to radionuclide release was considered.
The TSPA-VA base case assumed that one waste package would fail by some unspecified juvenile
failure mechanism at 1,000 years after repository closure (DOE98a). The probabilistic base case
assumed 0 to 10 waste package failures at 1,000 years based on a log-uniform distribution.
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The base-case expected-value TSPA-VA evaluations projected dose rates to the average individual
withdrawing water from a well 20 km downgradient from the repository (based on conservative
scenarios and modeling) as follows (DOE98, Figure 4-12):
•
•
•

0.04 mrem/yr at 10,000 years
5 mrem/yr at 100,000 years
50 mrem/yr at one million years

Results of more elaborate probability-weighted dose assessments (DOE98, Figure 4-26) show
mean and median values for the peak dose at 10,000 years of0.1 and 0.002 mrem/yr, respectively.
Hence, all applicable dose values were found to be well below the proposed 15 mrem/yr individual
protection limit. As discussed in Section 4, these results were developed using highly
conservative, and in some cases unrealistically conservative, assumptions concerning performance
factors and models for framing the performance scenarios analyzed.
The analyses found that the most important radionuclides contributing to individual dose for the
first 10,000 years are Tc-99 and 1-129; for the first 100,000 years they are Tc-99 and Np-237, and
for one million years they are Np-237 and Pu-242.
The most important factors contributing to uncertainty in the peak dose rate over the first 10,000
years (in decreasing order of importance) were determined to be the fraction of waste packages
contacted by seepage water, the mean corrosion rate of the waste package Alloy 22 inner barrier (a
contributing uncertainty is the effect on corrosion rates of carbonate dominated ground waters
resulting from contact with the drift lining), the number of juvenile waste package failures, and the
saturated zone dilution factor (DOE98, Figure 4-34). These uncertainties were to be addressed by
the design alternatives examined and selected for the new repository design (EDA II) as described
below.
The TSPA-VA assessment results showed that calculated doses within 10,000 years were
dominated by very conservative release assumptions. These assumptions, in turn, were associated
with arbitrary and non-mechanistic assumed juvenile failures of the waste packages. As a
consequence, subsequent attention focused on improved approaches for evaluating such juvenile
failures.

3.4

Enhanced Design Alternatives - 1999

As stated in the VA documentation, the design concept used for the VA and the TSPA-VA
evaluations was intended to be a step in design evolution to the design that will eventually be used
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for the license application. Even though the site characterization data indicating infiltration rates
that wer~ much higher than previously expected.were available for the VA, other data (e.g.,
concerning corrosion of waste package materials) were still limited, and the VA made extensive
use of the results of seven expert elicitations that had been conducted during 1996 and 1997.
Subsequent to publication of the VA, DOE began to develop an improved repository design. The
basis for the design development effort was a group of Enhanced Design Alternatives (EDA)". Six
EDA designs were evaluated and the EDA IT design (described below) was recommended by the
M&O contractor to DOE as the preferred approach. This recommendation was accepted by DOE
management in September 1999. Design features for the EDA II design are discussed in
Section 3.4.2.

In parallel with DOE's EDA design development effort, substantive action to revise the regulatory
framework was occurring for the first time since the original NRC and EPA regulations for Yucca
Mountain were promulgated in the 1980's. On February 22, 1999, the NRC published their
proposed I 0 CFR Part 63 regulations which set a dose limit of 25 mrem/yr and eliminated the
subsystem performance objectives included in 10 CFR Part 60. In August 1999, EPA issued for
comment the proposed 40 CFR Part 197 environmental radiation protection standards for Yucca
Mountain (EPA99). These standards would require DOE to demonstrate a reasonable expectation
for 10,000 years after disposal that the annual committed effective dose equivalent to the
reasonably maximally exposed individual is no more than 15 mrem (CEDE). The draft standard
also imposed ground water protection requirements. The EPA's proposed rule had not been
published at the time the EDAs were being evaluated, but the individual dose standard is the same
as that incorporated in the generic standard (40 CFR Part 191) and used in the WIPP certification
process.
3.4.1

Basis for the Current Design

Reviews of the repository design concept and performance assessment results for the Viability
Assessment by parties such as the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, the NRC, and the
Performance Assessment Peer Review Panel determined that some of the engineered features of
the VA repository contributed significantly to uncertainty in the Total System Performance
Assessment (TSPA) results. Major design factors contributing to performance uncertainty
included:
The high areal mass (thermal) loading, 85·MTU/acre, and resulting high temperatures
in the rocks surrounding the repository caused significant uncertainties concerning
thermal, hydrological, chemical, and mechanical coupling effects. It also caused
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uncertainties concerning the behavior of rock structure and ground water surrounding
,the drifts during repository tempera~e variations with time.
•

The use of concrete lining in the drifts caused concerns about the effect of materials in
the concrete on the chemkal constituents in ground water that contacts waste packages
and the effect ofthose constituents on the corrosiveness of the water.

•

The use of carbon steel as the Corrosion Allowance Material and the outer wall of the
waste packages, and use of Alloy 22 as the Corrosion Resistant Material and the inner
wall of the waste packages, caused concern that the carbon steel could create potential
for crevice corrosion of the Alloy 22, thereby increasing the rate of penetration of the
Alloy 22 by about a factor of 25 and consequently greatly reducing the waste package
lifetime.

•

The waste packages were not protected from the potential that ground water at the
repository horizon could, at times relatively soon after emplacement, drip onto the
packages and thereby produce aqueous corrosion, enter the package interior, contact the
waste form, leach out radionuclides, and transport the radionuclides to the enviroiiment.

The DOE's development and selection of an improved repository design was directed at being
responsive to these concerns.
3.4.2 Selection of the Repository Design for the Site Recommendation
DOE used the License Application Design Selection (LADS) process to select the engineered
design for the Site Recommendation. Six Enhanced Design Alternatives (EDA) were defined and
comparatively evaluated. They were identified as EDA options I, II, Ilia, Illb, IV, and V. Options
Ilia and Illb differed in the choice of waste package materials but were otherwise the same.

In defining the EDA options, specific design features were used to address the important
performance uncertainties. All EDA options use a drip shield of corrosion-resistant material to
divert water from the waste packages and to control the waste package environment; all EDA
options also use a corrosion-resistant material as the outer wall of the waste package and limit the
use of cementitious material in the repository. The options differ in their use of high or low
thermal loading, emplacement configurations and waste package energy densities, and backfilL
Use of evaluation criteria and a comparison methodology produced the results of analyses of the
EDA options shown in Table 3-3. These results produced a recommendation by the DOE's
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Table 3-3. Principal Results ofEDA Analysis
(Source: K.J. Coppersmith, TRB99a)

1•... :.:\···;-:Pe~forritiince Cat~gilrles:::;;x:·::.·. .F ':' .;,; EDA:Jif(.
Performance Factors

Licensing
Probability/Safety
Factors

Construction,
Operations, and
Maintenance Factors

Flexibility Factors

Cost

>;:'l(:i'~

,. rti)A.)L;:

... >.

J:;:y;J!iDASillainll)•·.' ···I·J '.X EDAIY>. -;:, 1·<·,\.::.EDAV' .

Margin

2,500

3,550

1,500

180,000

1,250

Time to 25mrem

290,000 years

310,000 years

Peak Annual Dose

85 mrem

85 mrem

290,000/31 0,000 years

I00,000 years

300,000 years

215/100 mrem

1,200mrem

200mrem

Rock Temperatures

Always below 96°C

>96°C several m's into
drift for hundreds of yrs.

>96°C across most of
repository

>96°C across most of
repository

>96°C across
essentially all of
repository

Waste Package
Corrosion

Does not enter
aggressive corrosion
range

Does not enter
aggressive corrosion
range

Some WPs in
aggressive corrosion
range for I ,OOOs of
years

Humid air corrosion
of WPs begins as
early as I00 years

Some WPs in
aggressive corrosion
range >I 0,000 years

Number of Waste
Packages

15,903

10,039

10,213

10,213

10,039

Length ofEmplacement
Drifts

132km

54km

55km

60km

54km

Key Construction,
Operations, and
Maintenance Issues

Operational impacts
of more packages and
longer drifts:
blending

Blending; emplacement
of backfill

Fabrication of dual .
corrosion-resistant
material package in
Illb

Fabrication, welding,
and handling thick
WPs; empl. of
backfill

Blending

Emplacement area for
70,000MTHM

1,400 acres

1,050 acres

740 acres

740 acres

420 acres

Ability to Change to
Lower Temperature

N/A

Requires longer
ventilation

Requires changes in
drift spacing

High temp. integral to
WP performance

Requires changes in
drift spacing

Ability to Change to
Higher Temperature

Requires
development of larger
packages and coupled
models for PA

Requires development
of coupled models for
PA

N/A

N/A

N/A

Repository Life Cycle
Cost..

$25.1 billion

$20.6 billion

$20.1 billion/
$21.3 billion

$21.7 billion

$20.0 billion

Net Present Value

$13.4 billion

$11.0 billion

$1 0. 7 billion/
$11.4 billion

$11.3 billion

$10.8 billion
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Management & Operations contractor that the EDA II option be selected for the Site
Recommendation (SR). DOE endorsed the contractor's recommendation in September 1999, and
this design is now being used as the basis for development of the SR.
3.4.3

Comparison of the EDA II and Viability Assessment Designs

The principal EDA II and VA engineered design features are compared in Table 3-4. DOE
estimated that the net present value for development, construction, operation, and closure of the
VA repository would be about $10.1 billion; the estimated net present value for the EDA II
repository is about $11.0 billion (Table 3-3). The cost difference for the two designs is minimized
by the assumption that the drip shields and backfill for the EDA II design would be installed at the
time of repository closure, i.e., 50 years or more after the end of emplacement operations.
Table 3-4. EDA IYVA Design Comparison (Source: M.C. Tynan, TRB99a)

I

Desi~m

Characteristics

Areal Mass Loading
Drift Spacing
Drift Diameter
Total Length of Emplacement Drifts
Ground Support
Invert
. Number of Waste Packages
Waste Package Material

.

~,

..

•

I

· 'EDAU···

.'

60MTU/acre
81 m
5.5m
54km
Steel
Steel with sand or gravel ballast
10,039
2 em Alloy 22 over
5 em stainless steel 316L
21 PWR assemblies

I ' •.Viabili!f Assessment Design' :·:· I
85 MTU/acre
28m
5.5m
107lan
Concrete lining
Concrete
10,500
10 em carbon steel over
2 cmAlloy22

20 percent above average PWR
waste package power

21 PWR assemblies
95 percent above average PWR
waste package power

Drip Shield
Backfill

2 em Ti-7
Yes

none
none

Preclosure Period
Preclosure Ventilation Rate

50 years

50 years
0.1 cubic rn/s

Maximum Waste Package Capacity
P~

Waste Package Power (blending)

2 to 10 cubic rn/s

The EDA II and VA designs are compared qualitatively with respect to the performance
uncertainties discussed in Section 3.4.1 in Table 3-5. As shown in this table, the EDA II design, in
comparison with the VA design, has a significantly reduced areal mass loading, no concrete liner,
a waste package design which has the corrosion resistant material on the outside rather than on the
inside, and use of drip shields and backfill to help reduce and defer contact of water with the waste
packages. Each of these design featUres is responsive to concerns for performance
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Table 3-5. Iillpact of EDA II besign Featurei:.onPerforrnance Uncertainties

I

Design Feature

I

VARenosiforv. ·

I

EDA IIRe}!ositorv.' ,1·-·.

· EDA Uimnact ' · '·"';:...:..

f.~.·'

.,

Areal Mass Loading

85 MTU/acre

60MTU/acre

Drift Spacing

28 meters

81 meters

Reduce thermal coupling issues

Drift Liner and
Invert Material

Concrete

Steel

Eliminate effect of concrete constituents
on water chemistry; reduce corrosion rates
and radionuclide release rates; increases
package lifetime

Waste Package
Materials

I 0 em carbon steel
over 2 em Alloy 22

2 em Alloy 22 over 5
em 316L stainless

Eliminate crevice corrosion potential;
reduce Alloy 22 corrosion rate by factor of
25 or more; increases package life

Peak Waste Package
Power

95 percent above
average

20 percent above
average by blending
assemblies

Drip Shield

None

2 em Titanium 7

Reduce_thermal gradients; less driving
force for water movement and degradation
processes
Protect waste packages; defer contact by
water and eliminate juvenile failure
potential

Backfill

None

Yes

No temperature rise above boiling point
in rock between drifts; reduces overall
performance uncertainty

Divert water from waste packages; protect
a!!ainst rockfall

uncertainties in the VA design; each helps to mitigate performance uncertainties and to improve
expected repository system performance with respect to timing and quantities of radionuclide
release. Improvement is obtained either by delaying penetration of the waste package walls or by
changing the expected physical/chemical conditions to reduce the amount ofradionuclides that
could be transported out of the EBS by migrating ground water that moves through the
repository.

3.5

Evolution of the Comparative Contributions of Engineered and Natural Barriers to
Repository System Performance

As previously noted, the evolution of repository design and performance has been characterized
by greatly augmented contribution of engineered barriers to performance and greatly diminished
contributions of the natural barriers. The natural barriers of principal significance are the rate of
infiltration of water into the mountain; the water percolation flux at the repository horizon; the
rate of seepage of water into the drifts and onto the waste packages; travel times in the
unsaturated and saturated zones; radionuclide holdup on rock formations as a result of sorption;
and dilution of radionuclide concentrations as a result of dispersion and mixing of contaminated
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and uncontaminated water. Acquisition of data to characterize these performance factors has been
underway since inception of the Yucca Mountain project, is continuing today, and will continue
through the post-emplacement performance confirmation period if a repository is built at the site.
The diminished role of natural barriers in repository performance expectations occurred relatively
abruptly in the 1996-1997 time frame, and was first made evident in the TSPA-VA evaluations
(which, as previously noted, were the first TSPA evaluations for a potential "actual" repository at
the site). In comparison with the prior TSPA studies, the TSPA-VA evaluations used greatly
increased infiltration values and greatly reduced dilution factors for the saturated zone. For
example, the SCP and all TSPA studies prior to the TSPA-VA assumed infiltration rates on the
order of one mm/yr or less; in contrast, the TSPA-VA used a current-climate average infiltration
rate of7 .7 mm/yr and a long-term climate. average infiltration rate of 42 mm/yr. Models and
analyses in TSPA-95 projected overall dilution factors for the saturated zone on the order of 1,000
to 100,000; TSPA-VA used a dilution factor range of 1-100 with a median value of 10.
These changes were brought about principally by the following:
•

In 1996, Flint et al. (FLI96) reported analysis of accumulated site characterization data
which demonstrated that the infiltration rate is on the order of 1-10 nnn!yr and is highly
variable over the area of the repository footprint.

•

In 1997, D' Agnese et al. reported a regional scale model of the Death Valley
hydrologic regime in Nevada and California (DAG97).

•

In 1997, an Expert Elicitation on unsaturated zone flow was conducted; based on
available data, the experts estimated the mean infiltration rates to range from 3.9 mm/yr
to 12.7 mm/yr (DOE97).
.

•

Data showing that Cl-36 from nuclear weapon tests had traveled to the repository
horizon in 50 years or less were interpreted to show that there are fast paths fQr flow
through the unsaturated zone, the infiltration rate had to be at least about 2 nnnlyr, and
the fast flow apparently took place in the fracture zones (Fab98).

•

An improved model for flow and transport in the unsaturated zone, based on integration
of hydrologic, mineralogic, structural, hydrochemical and geochemical site
characterization data, was reported and made available in 1997 for the TSPA-VA
(BOD97).

•

An Expert Elicitation on flow and radionuclide transport in the saturated zone was
conducted(GE098). The experts rejected the models used in TSPA-95 which showed
very large dilution factors, and they emphasized the limitations of processes that would
cause dilution of contaminant concentrations. The experts also took note of the
extreme lack of data to characterize the geohydrologic regime in the saturated zone
r
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beyond the 5-km boundary ofthe accessible eilvir5nment (the result of prior focus on
the requirements of the EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 regulations). The experts expressed
their belief that radionuclide transport would be by movement in vertically thin plumes
through flow tubes beneath the repository; they also recommended that the overall
dilution factor be constrained to the range of 1 to 100, with a median value of 10.
The results of these activities and findings were incorporated into the basis for the models and
perfonnance parameter values used in the TSPA-VA. For example, the Expert Elicitation
recommendations concerning dilution in the saturated zone were adopted directly, and a new onedimensional stream tube model for radionuclide transport in the saturated zone was developed in
response to the experts' opinions concerning flow in the saturated zone.
Overall, the models and assumptions adopted for the TSPA-VA analyses resulted in essentially no
contribution to performance from transit and holdup in the unsaturated zone, and dilution of
radionuclide concentrations during transit of the saturated zone to a location 20 km from the
repository occurred by only a factor of 10 in the base case. Dilution during pumping by the dose
receptor was assumed not to occur.
Despite minimization of the role of natural barriers in the TSPA-VA analyses, the TSPA Peer
Review Panel (PRP99) stated, "The current treatment of saturated zone (SZ) flow and transport at
Yucca Mountain is far from satisfactory." The Panel noted three main areas of weakness in the
TSPA-VA treatment:
•
•
•

The lack of data for some important parameters,
The incomplete nature of site characterization, and
Continuing questions regarding the adequacy of the numerical models.

The basic remedy for these weaknesses, which could permit increased and justified reliance on
performance of the natural barriers, is to significantly expand the database of site characteristics
and, by so doing, increase understanding of the functioning of the natural barrier. To do so would,
however, be costly and time-consuming, and may not be necessary given the extreme reliance on
engineered barriers that has been developed to reduce the importance of uncertainties in natural
barrier performance (see the description of the current repository design in Section 3.4.2). Indeed,
in 1996 the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board noted that " ...there are no data to support a
realistic estimate of dilution ... [and it is not clear] whether further characterization can provide the
data for reducing the uncertainty... further studies of the saturated zone beyond those now planned
or under way...may not be cost-effective" (TRB96). These considerations indicate that the DOE's
move to a more highly-engineered repository design was directed by a realization of the
limitations of further characterization efforts on the complex flow system in and around the site,
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and the recommendations of external parties to move in the direction of enhanced design to lower
the uncertainties.
At present, Nye County, in cooperation with DOE, is conducting ~drilling and testing program
using boreholes drilled approximately along a radius 20 km from the proposed repository location.
These data will expand knowledge of the characteristics of the saturated zone in the valley-fill
alluvium. Data available to date indicate that the geologic formations are highly
complex, and that flow may occur principally in channels within the alluvium (NYEOO). The
results of these and other tests planned by DOE may serve only to confirm that significant
contributions to performance from features of the saturated zone are not to be expected.

In contrast to the situation for the saturated zone, ongoing experiments in the unsaturated zone at
the repository horizon may provide a basis for increased reliance on, or confidence in, performance ofnatural features in the unsaturated zone in future TSPA evaluations. Experiments
concerning seepage into drifts (which has been consistently shown by TSPA evaluations to be one
of the most important performance parameters) are showing that seepage is highly limited, andl no
natural seepage into drifts excavated to date has yet occurred. A world-wide investigation of
natural analogs has also shown that seepage dripping into underground openings like those that
would be characteristic of the repository is highly limited or non-existent because of capillary
forces {TRBOOa). The most recent report on the seepage work (TRBOOb) indicated that the current
seepage model matches tJ:te limited available data reasonably well, and that the model predicts a
seepage threshold of 200 mm/yr for the rock formations at the repository horizon.
Seepage was incorporated into TSPA modeling for the first time in the TSPA-VA: The TSPA
Peer Review Panel found the modeling approach to be " ...both novel and informative" (PRP99).
The modeling approach assumed steady-state flow in a fracture continuum, in which seepage starts
where conditions exist for the drift surface to become fully saturated. The percolation flux
threshold was estimated to be in the range 2-3 mm/yr, i.e., approximately the same as the current
infiltration rate.
As noted above, experiments to date are indicating that the seepage threshold is actually on the
order of200 mm/yr. (This value corresponds to the high end of the values used in the TSPA-VA
for the superpluvial glacial period in the VA climate model.) Available data are, however, limited,
and the threshold will be highly sensitive to geometric and wetting conditions on the drift wall. In
addition, seepage patterns and rates may change as a result of thermomechanical and
thermochemical effects, and rock fall as a result of seismic events. The Peer Review Panel
recommended further testing, which is currently underway (TRBOOb).
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DOE has recently adopted a technique tetined. "neutralization ~nalysis" to characterize the
contribution ofindividual performance factors to overall repository system performance (TRWOO).
The technique is being applied to the EDA II design; its use, and the relative roles of the
engineered and natural barriers for the EDA II design, are discussed in Section 4.6. In general, the
natural barriers play even less of a role in the current EDA II repository design than in the VA
design because of further augmentation of engineered barriers in the EDA II design.

3.6

Summary of Factors Affecting Evolution of the Repository Design

As described above, the evolution of the design of the Yucca Mountain repository and its
engineered barrier system has been an iterative process occurring, to date, over an eleven-year
period from 1988, when the SCP was issued, until1999, when the EDA II design was selected to
be the basis for the Site Recommendation scheduled to be made in 2001. The evolutionary process
has been driven principally by the following factors:
•

Findings, from site characterization data, that performance of the natural barrier system
will be significantly less than was expected when the SCP was issued. Specifically,
infiltration rates are much higher than had been expected, water travel times in the l.TZ
are faster than had been expected, and dilution of radionuclide concentrations will be
much less than had been modeled as recently as 1995.

•

Findings, from TSPA evaluations of design options and natural barrier performance
models, that the SCP engineered barrier design concepts resulted in a high degree of
uncertainty of ability to achieve compliance with EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 total system
release standards and NRC's 10 CFR Part 60 subsystem performance requirements.

•

As a result of DOE/NRC Technical Exchanges, development ofNRC's Issue
Resolution Status Reports, and external reviews, development ofunderstanding of the
· rigor, depth, and limits on uncertainty that must be addressed in order to prepare a
safety case adequate for licensing reviews.

•

Results of external reviews such as those by the NWTRB, the TSPA Review Panel, and
NRC staff, and understanding of the sources and magnitudes of uncertainties and
technical issues in data, performance models, and performance assumptions that are
significant to the adequacy and defensibility of the safety case.
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In summary, the engineered design of the repository has evolved as a result of progress along a
learning curve involving understanding of what the engineered and natural barriers can and cannot
do in the Yucca Mountain setting, understanding of the essential elements of a safety case that is
adequate for licensing reviews, and understanding of the needs for design approaches and data to
bring uncertainties to acceptable levels. Identification of "acceptable levels" of uncertainties is
related to EPA's concept of"reasonable expectation" and NRC's concept of"reasonable
assurance", discussed in Section 5. The EPA standards have included, since promulgation of
40 CFR Part 191 in 1985, and through revised Part 191 in 1993, Part 194, and proposed Part 197,
individual-protection standards of 15 mrem/yr CEDE (or equivalent), human-intrusion standards
of 15 mrem/yr CEDE (or equivalent), and ground water protection standards derived from the Safe
Drinking Water Act.
It is noteworthy that the design evolution has not been driven by EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 standards
concerning radionuclide releases or by anticipated EPA dose standards. Examination of the DOE
performance evaluations to date show that there are many alternative means to reduce uncertainties
. in performance projections, even with limited contributions of natural barriers to repository system
perfonriance. What is necessary is to build a solid foundation, through use of data, reasonable
performance models, and reasonable assumptions, to demonstrate that the safety case is a
reasonable and appropriate representation of expected repository performance.

3.7

EDA II Design and the TSPA-SR

As discussed in Section 3.6, DOE has evolved the repository design over a number of years from
one emphasizing the natural barriers of the site to one with much greater reliance on engineered
barriers. Among the reasons for this shift in emphasis was an increasing realization that collecting
data to resolve residual uncertainties in the behavior of the natural system would be more costly
than to develop and use engineered barriers that would eliminate the concern over those
uncertainties. Foilowing the Enhanced Design Alternatives program in 1999 (Section 3.4), the
program focused on the EDA II design as the basis for the next iteration of the TSP A, known at the
TSPA for Site Recommendation (TSPA-SR).
The TSP A-SR is intended as an update and improvement of the TSPA for Viability Assessment
(TSPA-VA) (DOE98a), and as technical support for the Site Recommendation. Changes made to
the TSPA models were intended to address criticisms of the TSPA-VA modeling approaches, to
evaluate the system with more elaborate and soundly based modeling approaches. In addition,
greater emphasis was placed on quantification of uncertainties that were not addressed in the
TSPA-VA. In particular, in TSPA-SR greater emphasis was placed on the potential for igneous
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disruption of the repository, on waste packag~ degradatiofl. m~bhanisms potentially leading to early
failures, and on potential human intrusion events. Considerably more attention was focused on
evaluating the robustness of model assumptions and the influence of various engineered barriers
than had been done previously.
The TSPA-SR supports the mandated site recommendation process in Sections 112 and 114 of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWP83, NWP87). The site recommendation is an advanced stage of
development of a recommendation by the Secretary of Energy to the President regarding the
suitability of the proposed site for development. Since it is an integral part of the legal process for
detennination of the suitability of the repository to proceed toward a key decision step, the intent
is for the TSPA-SR to be a strongly defensible analysis, and to form the foundation for the TSPA
to be used in a license application.
3.7.1

New Approaches in the TSPA-SR

The primary scenarios evaluated in TSPA-SR are: (1) a nominal scenario, (2) an igneous scenario,
and (3) a human intrusion scenario. ·In addition, assessments were conducted that evaluate the
robustness of the analysis to extreme assumptions regarding system behavior, such as very early
failure of engineered barriers. These assessments were conducted as part of a series of analyses
intended to investigate "barrier neutralization," ''uncertainty importance," sensitivity, and
robustness of the TSPA. As such, they are regarded as parallel and supporting lines of argument in
the Repository Safety Strategy, but are not central to TSPA-SR conclusions regarding regulatory
compliance.
3.7.1.1 The Nominal Scenario
The "nominal scenario" is intended to represent the "sequence of anticipated conditions"
(TRWOOa). This is contrasted with "discrete, unanticipated events that disrupt the nominal case
system" (TRWOOa). That is, the sequence of ex;ternal events and processes influencing the system
in the nominal scenario represent only gradual degradation processes, with discrete, rapid
degradation processes characterized as "disruptive events." The intent of the TSPA is both to
show "how the system is thought to behave, but also to provide information on how much
uncertainty is associated with each total system performance assessment component..." (TRWOOa).
To that end, the analyses in the nominal scenario are intentionally biased toward
conservatism in assumptions and choices of parameters. Consequently, despite using scenarios
that represent "anticipated conditions," the expected values of the consequences of the nominal
scenario should not be interpreted as the expected consequences of the repository. Instead, the
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"expected values" are a mathematical expression of a conservative representation of reality. This
approach is generally acknowledged to be an appropriate approach to ·developing defensible TSPA
analyses for repositories. Nevertheless, while a conservative approach to defining performance
scenarios is typically used in TSPAs, proper interpretation of the results and subsequent decision
making must be done with an understanding of the nature and extent of the conservatism
embedded in the TSPA results. These points are key to understanding the TSPA-SR results in the
context of reasonable expectation (described in Section 5) of compliance.
There appears to be consensus among DOE and EPRI commentators that the assumptions in the
nominal case ofthe TSPA-SR are defensible and conservative, and in some cases very
conservative. EPRI (EPROO) provided a long list of "departures from reality" in assumptions in
the TSPA-SR. Essentially all potentially non-conservative assumptions listed were offset by an
associated conservative assumption. However, there were numerous conservative assumptions
that were not offset by any balancing approach. Among the most important conservative
assumptions in the TSPA-SR are (EPROO):
•

The model for hydrogen absorption on the titanium drip shield can be considered very
conservative since it assumes that all the hydrogen absorbed during general corrosion
will remain in the residual wall thickness and is available to induce hydrogen-induced
cracking (HIC). This constitutes a very conservative assumption for the materials in
the EDA II design. Without hydrogen absorption, dripshield lifetimes would be
extended to greater than 30,000 years (EPROO). The primary effect of modifying this
assumption would be to displace the dose curve out further in time, lowering doses
calculated in the first 100,000 years by perhaps two orders of magnitude.

•

The model for crevice propagation, if it were to initiate, is conservative. The crevice
propagation is assumed to progress in a conservative non-mechanistic manner that may
allow moisture ingress into the waste package. However, EPRI (EPROO), in comparing
the potential effects of crevice corrosion on the failure time of the waste packages,
found that it had only moderate effects (about 1,000-2,000 years) on the failure time.

•

The initiation of stress corrosion cracking in the annealed fmal closure weld is a
conservative assumption. EPRI argued that the material properties and the stress-state
the waste package will experience imply that the probability of initiation of stress
corrosion cracking is negligible, approaching zero. Eliminating this mechanism from
the model may delay the onset of releases for several ten of thousands of years (EPROO,
Figure 5-17).

•

The cladding is assumed to be in an extremely aggressive environment, representing
severe conditions for corrosion (DOEOl). It is assumed that fluoride enters the waste
package and comes in contact with only the cladding. The model does not account for
buffering the fluoride by the basket internals. Accounting for this buffering would tend
to provide a competitive mechanism for reaction of the fluoride, in tum providing a
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much less aggressive environrtlent for the clad$ng; In addition, for fluoride to enter
the waste package, significant water would need to flow through the crack, diluting the
concentration of the fluoride and lessening the impact. It is unclear whether these
concentrations might be decreased enough to eliminate fluoride corrosion initiation
entirely. If fluoride effects are eliminated, one would expect the onset of releases to be
significantly delayed, since the reaction of cladding with fluoride is the primary
initiation reaction in the DOE model. The TSPA-SR also assumes that the fluoride
contacts the cladding in a limited area, which is argued by EPRI (EPROO) to be
extremely conservative. In presenting an alternative model for cladding corrosion, in
which corrosion was treated as general in nature (not specifically driven by contact
with fluoride), EPRI calculated the median time to cladding failure as between 25,000
and 70,000 years, for dripping and dry conditions, respectively. This result contrasts
with the barrier sensitivity analysis presented by DOE (DOEOI, Figure 4-214), which
shows little difference between the base case analysis and one in which virtually no
credit is given for cladding corrosion.
In addition, it is noted that the flow model at the repository level includes an assumption that

seepage initiates when a percolation threshold of 10 mm/yr is reached. Research on this effect
suggests that a threshold value of 200 mm/yr is needed to overcome capillary effects (TRBOOb).
Notably, the only extant measurements associated with the threshold value indicate 200 mm/yr in
the middle nonlithophysal unit of the Topopah Spring Tuff(DOEOI, p. 4-92). This value is treated
as ·an extreme end of a probability distribution in the TSPA-SR. Consequently, this assumption
represents a significant level of conservatism, and particularly overestimates the effects of wetclimate states. Applying a higher threshold value would imply that the emplacement drifts would
experience dry conditions for a considerably longer time.
A key change to the TSPA-SR compared with the earlier TSPA-VA was the treatment of
manufacturing defects in the waste package. In the TSPA-VA, DOE assumed that some defects
would lead to almost instantaneous releases from the repository. These early failures dominated
the dose consequences in the period less than 10,000 years. However, these assumed early failures
were somewhat arbitrary and not based on any known mechanism. For the TSPA-SR, the
initiation of early failures was evaluated based on established engineering approaches for
evaluating the likelihood of manufacturing defects, which are subsequently not identified during
inspections. This approach, which is far more reasonable than the TSPA-VA approach, is
nonetheiess coupled with conservative models and parameters for corrosion initiation and
propagation. The resulting approach, while still conservative, has shown the early failures used in
the TSPA-VA to be non-mechanistic and implausible (DOEOI).
Despite the apparent level of conservatism of the nominal scenario, there are no significant doses
to the RMEI in the time period over which the performance objectives apply. The conservatism of
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the nominal scenario leads to releases and subsequent doses to the RMEI during the period 10,000
to 100,000 years. Less conservative assumptions could well delay the releases until after 100,000
years.
3.7.1.2 Igneous Scenarios
The igneous scenario is subdivided into two scenarios: eruption and intrusion. The eruption
scenario refers to penetration of the repository, leading to total disruption of waste packages and
drip shields encountered by the magma, bringing waste to the surface. Doses result from ash
eruption, with downwind transport, redistribution of ash at the surface, and subsequent human
exposures. The intrusion scenario refers to penetration of the repository by magma, leading to
total disruption of waste packages and drip shields encountered by the magma, but without further
movement of radionuclides. However, since the engineered barriers are assumed to be totally
destroyed, this scenario functions as equivalent to assessingjuvenile failures of wast~ packages.
Releases for the magma intrusion scenarios are via releases to ground water from the disrupted
waste packages.
DOE01 has described the process by which the probability of occurrence of the igneous scenat.ios
was derived. A panel often experts representing a wide range of expertise was assembled to
interpret the volcanic hazard. The panel evaluated existing data, tested alternative models and
hypo~eses, and produced an integrated assessment of the volcanic hazard. The use of this
procedure may have elicited slightly overstated probability of occurrence. The panel was
concerned that some past basaltic activity in the area may have been eroded or buried by younger
sediments. Consequently, the panel formally recognized this possibility by including these
undetected volcanos into their estimates of the number that have occurred. DOEOOa stated that
most common multiplier for hidden events was 1.1 to 1.2 of the known volcanic events, despite the
fact that there is no known episode of magmatic intrusion in the Yucca Mountain region that has
not been accompanied by a surface expression.
The mean estimated annual frequency of intersection of the repository by a dike is 1.6xl0·8• The
51h and 95th percentiles of the annual probability are 7.6x10- 10 and 5.0x10-8, respectively. Shifting
even selected probability values by 10-20 percent is unlikely to reduce the mean annual probability
below the scenario cutoff value of 10·8 • Furthermore, DOEOOa cites a series of estimates for the
probability of intersection of the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain published during 19821999. These values cluster between l-3xl0·8, with a few values as high as 10·7 for very conseivative assumptions, and other values as low as 10·10 for less conservative assumptions. Regardless, a
series of investigators have suggested that a probability slightly above 10·8 is credible. Hence,
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while the probability may be slightly overstated by the TSPA-SR analysis, it is unlikely that the
igneous scenario can be eliminated solely by arguments related to the probability of occurrence.
By contrast, the consequence analysis conducted for the TSPA -SR appears to be very strongly
biased toward conservatism. All eruptions are assumed to be violent strombolian for their entire
duration. The justification for this assumption is that this is a conservative approach, and that it is
consistent with the capabilities of an existing NRC computer code, ASHPLUME. EPRI (EPROO)
strongly criticized this assumption, and concluded that strombolian eruptions are both rare in
extensional environments like Yucca Mountain, and are not consistent with existing basaltic
deposits associated with past events in the region. EPRI (EPROO) suggested that the Pu'u O'o
eruption of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii would be a better model for the type of eruption that may
occur in the Yucca Mountain region. This type of eruption would have much less severe
consequences than would a violent strombolian eruption. NRC (NRC99a) notes that such " .. .lowenergy, low-dispersivity eruptions have limited potential to disperse HLW to critical group
locations."
In the TSPA-SR it is assumed that the magma destroys all waste packages and drips shields that it

contacts, making the full inventory of those packages available for transport. The justification for
this assumption is that it is conservative, and that other assumptions would be difficult to support
(TRWOOa). The TSPA-SR is based on a very high temperature (1200 C) in the dike. It has been
noted (EPROO) that literature information is available that would indicate that dikes of similar size
to the drifts would solidify in 10 to 20 days, and that the expected contact temperature between the
magma and the containers would be substantially (as much as 40%) lower than the value used by
DOE. Taking these effects into account would drastically reduce release rates associated with this
scenario, since the containers would likely survive intact at lower temperatures. EPRI (EPROO)
also notes the existence of natural analogues for this effect, in which cars, telephone poles, and
other objects in the magma path are embedded in the. magma rather than consumed by it. In the
supporting documentation for the TSPA-SR, DOE (DOEOO) acknowledges these temperature
effects, conduct modeling of the thermal interactions of waste packages and magma, and presents a
conceptual model in which the waste packages are primarily intact after interactions with magma.
This conceptual model was not used in the TSPA-SR.

These two assumptions (waste package destruction and type of eruption), if modified, have
the potential by themselves to lead to minimal or zero releases from the waste packages in
the case of igneous activity.
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A number of additional assumptions in the TSPA -SR igneous models are also conservative
(EPROO), but would tend to have less profound impacts on ihe results:
•

Effects associated with magma viscosity and velocity are conservative. It is assumed
that sufficient magma enters the emplacement drift to contact between 6 to 18 waste
packages and move them around, contributing to waste package failure. Assumptions
ofless violent behavior would tend to decrease releases directly in proportion to the
number of damaged containers.

•

The assumed waste form particle size after disruption is conservative. When the waste
form is exposed to the erupting magma it is assumed that the spent fuel is pulverized
into very fine particles. The shearing forces involved in magma eruption are unlikely
to be able to cause enough grinding of the ceramic fuel to pulverize the majority of the
fuel into a fme powder. This is conservative for the eruption scenario because a fme
powder is more easily dispersed over long distances. This assumption is inconsistent
with the conceptual model of dike-waste package interactions presented by DOBOO. In
that report, waste packages were described as being substantially intact following
interactions with a dike. If the waste is not pulverized during the eruption, the eruption
scenario, which relies entirely on an airborne pathway, would likely be inconsequential.

•

The fuel particles are assumed to be on or near the top of all of the magma and eruptive .
material as it falls back to earth. This assumption is conservative since the majority of
the dose from the eruptive scenario is via the inhalation pathway. Waste buried deeper
within the fallen ash is less likely to be resuspended by the wind. The particle size
assumption discussed above would make this assumption even more conservative.

•

The wind is conservatively assumed to always blow toward Amargosa Valley, thereby
ensuring the ash fall lands on the greatest local population. The SCP Chapter 5
(DOE88a) shows that no more than about 15 percent of the surface winds are from the
north, and at higher elevations winds are generally from the east or southeast.
Consequently, this assumption likely represents a conservatism of on the order of a
factor of2-3 in the probability-weighted dose.

•

A magma conduit is always assumed to be centered on a drift. This will tend to be
conservative since a conduit not centered on a drift should intersect less waste
containers. Based on the ratio of the area of the drifts to the area of the repository, this
assumption is likely to be conservative by less than an order of magnitude.

•

The major faults on either side of the repository have the potential to divert any magma
around the repository. This has been conservatively ignored. The effect of accounting
for such diversion around the repository would be to lower the probability of its
occurrence. Given that the mean probability of occurrence of the scenario is. only
marginally above the value that should be considered in the TSPA, altering this
assumption may eliminate the igneous scenario from further consideration.
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3.7.1.3 Human Intrusion Scenario
The human-intrus~on scenario is a hypothetical analysis of the potential effects of a dri~ling event
at the site. In this analysis, a stylized drill hole is assumed to penetrate a waste package and
continue to the saturated zone. The scenario therefore serves both to disrupt a waste package
prematurely, and to provide a reasonably enhanced pathway to the saturated zone. DOE
developed the human intrusion scenario for the TSPA-SR to be consistent with existing guidance
in the proposed 40 CFR 197 (EPA99), the proposed version of 10 CFR 63 (NRC99), and the
proposed version of 10 CFR 963 (DOE99a). The implementation of the regulatory requirements
was conducted in the TSPA-SR as shown in Table 3-6 (TRWOOa). The central feature' for
treatment of these requirements was to be consistent with the more conservative.oftheiproposed
requirements from the draft regulations. Most notably, the intrusion is assumed to occur at 100
years, consistent with the proposed NRC requirement (NRC99). Intrusion at later times, when
(consistent with EPA99) a waste package might reasonably be more degraded to allow an
unrecognized drilling penetration, was treated as a sensitivity case study.
As illustrated in Table 3-6, similarities between the proposed 40 CFR Part 197 and the,proposed
10 CFR 63 consist of:
•
•
·•
•

the intrusion event is a single borehole that penetrates a waste container and continues
to the saturated zone,
doses to the driller are not considered,
doses are evaluated only for gradual processes occurring at the repository, and
borehole properties are consistent with current technical practices.

The primary differences between the two proposed regulations are:
•
•

different dose criteria (15 vs. 25 mrernlyr), and
,
the time of intrusion (1 00 years vs. a credible time for unrecognized penetration).

The DOE approach presented in Table 3-6 was to be consistent with the proposed re~lations
where they are consistent, and to consider both proposed regulations where they differ: The
human intrusion standard in EPA's final regulations is unchanged in the aspects described
in
I
Table 3-6 (EPAO 1).
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Table 3-6.

Implementation of Regulatory Requirements in the TSPA-SR for Regulatory
Requiremel).ts (Table adapted from TRWOOa). Key differences between the NRC
and EPA assumptions are indicated as underlined text.

.<

NRC Base Assumptions (from
ProJ)osed 10 CFR Part 63)

EPA Additional and/or <.::onfli~tiD.g,
Assumptions (from Proposed 4~ · :,. ..
.
.
': .
'
..
. CFR Part 197)
" .· ..
·Conceptualization for'TSPA-SR:····
.

'

Assumed intrusion is an acute and
inadvertent drilling event.

Inadvertent drilling event.

Borehole penetrates a degraded
waste package, and extends to the

Single vertical borehole from smface
through a single waste package to
the SZ.

, Intrusion occurs I 00 years after
closure

Intrusion time should take into
account the earliest time after
disposal that a waste package could
degrade sufficiently that current
drilling techniques could lead to
waste package penetration without
recognition by the drillers.

Intrusion occurs at 100 years (a
I 0,000 year intrusion tinie is
examined in a sensitivity
simulation).

Borehole properties {diameter,
, drilling fluids) are based on current
practices for resource exploration.

Borehole results from exploratory
drilling for ground water. Borehole
properties are consistent with current
practices.

Borehole diameter consistent with an
exploration ground water well.

Borehole is not adequately sealed to
•prevent infiltrating water.

Natural degradation processes
gradually modify the borehole, the
result is no more severe than the
creation of a ground water flow path
from the crest ofYucca Mountain
through the potential repository and
to the water table.

Infiltration and transport through the
borehole assumes a degraded,
uncased borehole, with propertie:s
similar to a fault pathway.

Hazards to the drillers or to the
public from material brought to the
surface by the assumed intrusion
should not be considered.

Only consider releases through the
borehole to the SZ; consider releases
occur gradually through air and
water pathways, not suddenly as
with direct removal.

Ground water is only pathway
considered.

A separate consequence analysis is
, required, identical to the
; performance assessment, except for
' the occurrence of the specified
human intrusion scenario.

Unlikely natural processes and
events are not included, but analysis
could include disturbances by other
processes or events that are likely to
occur. Separate consequence-only
analysis.

Intrusion borehole is applied to
nominal case; effects of volcanism
are not included.

Peak dose is not to exceed 25
· mrern!Yr. in the first 10,000 years.

Peak dose is not to exceed ~
mrem/vr., in the first I 0,000 years.

Does not affect simulations.

Assumed intrusion is a drilling
. event.
Drilling result is a single, nearly
vertical borehole that penetrates a
waste package and extends down to
the SZ.

sz.
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The approaches used in TSPA-SR for evaluating these conditions are shown in Table 3-7. The
analyses are based on a representation of an exploratory drilling intrusion, which leads to
disruption of a waste package and an enhanced pathway through the unsaturated zone. The
saturat·ed zone and biosphere analysis are the same as in the nominal scenario.
3.7.2

Results of the TSPA-SR

The results of the TSPA-SR show the following characteristics. The results are composed of the
combination of the nominal scenario and two igneous scenarios. The dose curves from these
'

scenarios are weighted by their probabilities so they can be combined, as shown in Figirre 3-2.
These curves are then intended to be compared with proposed dose criteria, which are also shown
in Figme 3-2. Human intrusion is treated as a separate scenario, which is not combine~ with the
results from the nominal and igneous scenarios.
The nominal scenario produces nil dose values during the compliance period (<10,000 years). The
only significant doses associated with the nominal scenario occur in the post-compliance period
(> 10,000 years). This is the result of complete containment of the waste by the design-:-basis

engineered barrier system during the first 10,000 years.
TRW (TRWOOa) states that doses in the first 2,000 years after closure are dominated by the
eruption scenario. From 2,000 years until after 10,000 years, the doses are dominated hy igneous
intrusion followed by releases to ground water from the magma-disrupted waste packages. After
10,000 years~ the dose curves are a more complicated function of the probability weighted doses
from each of the three scenarios (nominal, eruption, and intrusion).
In all cases the mean dose rate from the combined scenarios is substantially less than the

regulatory standards over 10,000 years. In addition, analyses presented in the TSPA-SR
(TRWOO a) show that none of the TSPA realizations exceeded any of the proposed regulatory
criteria during the 10,000-year compliance period. As discussed in Section 3.7.1 above, the results
I

within 10,000 years are likely to be extremely conservative because of the conservative treatment
of igneous activity. Modified assumptions for repository behavior during interaction with magma
have the potential to eliminate all calculated doses in the first 10,000 years.
It is interesting to contrast these results with earlier TSPA results presented in the TSPA-VA
(DOE98). In the TSPA-VA, doses in the period less than 10,000 years were dominate~ by
artificially introduced juvenile failures of the waste containers from manufacturing defects. These
early doses have been eliminated in the TSPA-SR through a combination of an improv~d waste
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Table 3-7. Technical Assumptions Implemented in the Human Intrusion Scenario in TSPA-:SR
(Table excerpted from TRWOOa).

Issue

.·

,

Key Component
Affected

'

'

/

.

,'

''
'

'

.

.

.

, TSPA;.sR Implementation

\

;'

,·····

Borehole diameter

Infiltration
Borehole Transport

Typical water well borehole has a diameter of20.3 em
(8 in.)

Infiltration into borehole

Infiltration

Assumed infiltration rate distribution is based on modeled
infiltration in the Yucca Mountain region for the glacial
transition climate. Values at the high end of the
distribution inherently include the possibility of surface
water collection basin focusing.

Seepage into penetrated
waste package

Infiltration
Waste Mobilization

Volumetric flux is equivalent to infiltration rate times
borehole area. Volume of drilling fluid is ignored.

Type of waste package
penetrated

Waste Mobiliza,tion

Sampled from CSNF and co-disposed waste packages.
Co-disposed packages contain both DSNF and HLW glass.

Thermal and geochemical
conditions in waste package

Waste Mobilization

Assume temperature and in-package chemistry as
calculated in nominal scenario. This assumes Well J-13
water and ignores any chemical effects of the drilling fluid.

Waste form degradation

Waste Mobilization

Waste in penetrated package is assumed to have perforated
cladding from drilling disturbance.

Solubilization of
radionuclides in water

Waste Mobilization

Infiltrating water can mix with waste in entire waste
package. Solubility is based on temperature and inpackage chemistry as in nominal scenario.

Borehole flow and transport
properties

Infiltration
Borehole Transport

Volumetric flux consistent with seepage into the waste:
package. Transport properties consistent with a UZ fault
pathway.

Infiltration
SZ Transport

Random over the footprint of the potential repository.
Uncertainty in location is captured in infiltration rate and
location that radionuclides enter the SZ.

Borehole length

Borehole Transport

Borehole length from the potential repository to SZ
conservatively assumes water level consistent with glacial
transition climate.

sz

SZ Transport

Assume SZ flow and transport properties identical to
nominal scenario.

Biosphere processes

Biosphere

Assume exposure pathways and receptor characteristics
identical to nominal scenario.

;

'

· Borehole location
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Figure 3-2. Comparison of Radiation Protection Stand~ds with Expected
Values ofTSPA-SR Calculations for a Repository at Yucca
Mountain for Nominal and Igneous Scenarios (Figure adapted·
from TRWOOa)

package design, and improved, more realistic modeling of juvenile failures associated with the
new design. However, in the assessments of doses within 10,000 years these juvenile failures from
manufacturing defects have been replaced in the TSPA-SR by juvenile failures associated with the
igneous scenarios, with their associated assumptions about early complete destruction of the waste
containers, and very conservative assumptions for eruption characteristics.
Mean dose-rate results from the human-intrusion scenario are presented in Figure 3-3. As
discussed in Section 3.7.1, the base case represents a conservative assumption of intrusion at 100
years, in keeping with NRC guidance (NRC99). Mean dose-rate results from a sensitiVity case are
also shown on the figure, in which the intrusion occurs at 10,000 years in keeping with EPA
guidance (EPA99). The mean dose-rate is not significantly higher at 100 years than at' 10,000
years. The mean dose-rate is well below the relevant regulatory standards at all times.:

3.8

DOE's Current Program Costs

The cost figures in Table 3-8 reflect DOE's most recent estimates (DOEOla) for both historical
costs for the repository program to the year 2000, and projected costs through the closure and
decommissioning phases. These cost estimates are adjusted to a common basis of constant dollars
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Expected Values of TSPA-SR Calculations for a Repository at
Yucca Mountain for the Inadvertent Human Intrusion Scenario
(Figure adapted from TRWOOa)

at year 2000. Table 3-8 retains DOE's cost estimates that were presented in the Viability i
Assessment documents (DOE 98) for site characterization work, since comparable detail for these
expenditures were not given in the newest cost es$nates.
I

Cost figures indicate that the combined cost of the EDA II design waste package and drip shield
fabrication is estimated at $13.2 Billion. Emplacement costs for the waste package and drip
shields is estimated at an additional $8.2 Billion (DOE01a, p. 3-10), giving a total cost of"
implementing this component of the EDA II design of$21.4 Billion. This sum is considerably
higher than the cost of planned additional site characterization investigations and reflects DOE's
choice to use enhanced engineering to reduce or eliminate uncertainties in the behavior of the
natural barrier.
As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 of ¢is document, overly conservative assumptions incl11:ded in
perfonnance assessment scenarios produce dose projections that will be considerably higher, by
orders of magnitude, than what should be expected for more realistic assessments. Typically,
perfonnance assessment analyses are deliberately framed with conservative assumptions. , This is
done to provide a measure of confidence that the assessments represent a conservative, and
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Table 3-8. Estimates of Costs for the Yucca Mountain Program*

1.

Historical Total, Mined Repository FY 1983-2000 (DOE01a TSLCC, p. 1-2}

2.

Complete Work to License Application (DOE01a TSLCC, p. 1-3):

3.

Details of Completion Work, FY 1999-2002 (DOE98, Vol.4, Table 6-2)
:Site Investigations (total}
$ 189.2 million
Nye County
$15.6 million
SZ data analysis
3.4
SZmodeling
2.2
Repository Design
296.5
Performance Assessment
63.6
Final analyses
8.3
lEIS
64.1
:Site Recommendation
2.9
Licensing
76.6
lf"ield Operations
106.1
Other Support
277.3
)Financial Assistance
61.8
$1138.1 million

4.

Repository (2003-2119) (DOE01a, p. 3-8)
Licensing (2003-2006)
ll?re-Emplacement Construction (2006-2010)
Emplacement Operations (20 10-2041)
Monitoring (2041-2110)
Closure and Decommissioning (2110-2119)

'

$8.2 B
$0.8B

$35.4 B
$

$

1.3 billion
4.4
19.7
6.0
4.0
35.4 billion

5.

Design Options to the VA Repository
Drip Shields and Backfill Fabrication (DOE01a, p. 13-2)

$13.2 B

6.

Total Repository Cost (1982-2119) (DOE01a, p. 3-8)

$36.3 B

7.

Total Pro~rram Cost (DOE01 p. 1-2) $49.3 B +Historical Costs $8.2B

$57.6 B

*Costs from the Total System Life Cycle Cost Estimate (DOEOla) are in constant year 2000 dollars. ,

perhaps "worst case" analysis so that the acceptability of the disposal system's projected
perfonnance can be evaluated with a greater public acceptance and a fundamentally conservative
perfonnance case for the licensing process. Counterbalancing this conservative assessment bias
must be a recognition. that excessive conservatism in framing performance scenarios can lead to
design choices which may be significantly more "robust" than necessary to provide a reasonable ,
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expectation of satisfactory performance. Greatly increased costs can result if the conserVative bias
in framing performance scenarios is taken to excess. Chapters 4 and 5 of this document discuss
the evolution of DOE's performance assessment approaches for the Yucca Mountain repositOfiJ,
and the conservatism incorporated in them, as well as the contrast between these performance
scenario assumptions and the "reasonable expectation" approach inherent in the Agency's
standard.
I
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4.0 EVOLUTION OF PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND BARRIER ROLES

This chapter summarizes and evaluates the repository system performance assessments that
have been conducted by the Yucca Mountain program. Results ofrecent performance
assessments demonstrate that the current repository design is able to meet, by a large margin, a
15 mrem CEDE individual-protection standard and the ground water protection and humanintrusion standards.
This section presents and discusses performance assessment results that have been conducted by
DOE for Yucca Mountain. It also discusses conservatism in the models and assumptions that led
to the assessment results, and alternative results that might be obtained through selection of
alternative dose receptors or repository designs. The sub-sections of this chapter examine DOE's
performance assessments to date and the use of conservatism in the definition of the performance
scenarios and their analysis.
There will always be uncertainties inherent in modeling the interaction of the natural and
engineered components of the repository system over the long time frames involved in projecting
the repository's performance, and the performance projections are always subject to these
uncertainties. Uncertainties should not always be assumed to mean the repository performance
will be worse than quantitative estimates indicate, but it is always desirable to reduce uncertainties
to the extent possible and practical. To reduce uncertainties, the DOE repository effort could elect
to enhance the repository engineered components to reduce or eliminate the potential effects of the
uncertainties, or expend additional effort to characterize and model the interaction be~een the
natural and engineered systems more realistically to remove overly conservative assumptions used
in prior assessments. The results of the assessments described here indicate that the repository
design evolution was not driven by the components of the EPA standard, but rather by the
uncertainties in the interaction of the natural and. engineered systems at the repository site, as well
as the very conservative approach taken in framing the performance scenarios in the DOE
performance assessments.

4.1

Performance in Comparison with the Individual-Protection Standard

The TSPA-SR included a comprehensive TSPA effort, and was intended to be a complete
demonstration of the ability of the system to meet proposed technical requirements. The TSPA-SR
perforn1ance evaluations used a complex system of ~inked computer codes to model the
performance factors; and used a suite of highly conservative assumptions concerning performance
of the engineered features of the repository as the basis for the performance models. M~st notably,
the TSPA-SR assumed violent disruption of the repository by strombolian igneous intrusion,
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leading to complete destruction of waste packages contacted by the magma. As discussed in
Section 3.7, both the existence of strombolian activity at Yucca Mountain and the subsequent
behavior of the magma in contact with waste packages are questionable, and are likely tp be
extremely conservative. Modification of any of the key assumptions associated with the igneous
scenarios would likely lead to negligible releases from the repository in the 10,000-year
performance period.
The TSPA-SRrepresents the latest step in an evolution ofthe TSPA of Yucca Mountain.
The earlier TSPA-VA methodology and assumptions were used to produce the performance
assessment results presented in the DEIS for a repository at Yucca Mountain (DOE99) .. A key
point is that the TSPA-VA analyses of the anticipated conditions (nominal scenario) were
generally more conservative than those in the TSPA-SR. Despite this additional conservatism, the
TSPA-VA was able to meet all applicable standards for Yucca Mountain. Consequently, TSP AVA results for the nominal scenario continue to be relevant as a conservatively biased
representation of Yucca Mountain performance relative to current understanding and the curre:nt
EDA ll design. Furthermore, this means that conclusions made in the DEIS regarding the abiHty
of Yucca Mountain to meet performance objectives are still correct and appropriate.
;

Minor modifications to the TSPA-VA models were made for the DEIS evaluations in order to
i
accommodate the DEIS options that were considered (e.g., alternative areal mass loadings and
alternative waste quantities dlsposed), but the intent for the DEIS performance evaluations was to
use the same basis used for the TSPA-VA evaluations. The DEIS included estimates of
radionuclide concentrations in ground water that can be compared with EPA's ground water
protection standards, discussed in Section 4.2.
I

The uncertainties in performance of the EDA II repository are also significantly less than those for
the VA repository; as previously discussed, and as illustrated in Table 3-5, the EDA II design
features were selected specifically to reduce performance uncertainties as well as to improve the
margin between expected performance and the regulatory standard.

In summary, it is evident that the expected performance in TSPA-SR is significantly better than
that of the VA repository; this is the result of design features specifically selected to improve
expected performance and to reduce uncertainties in expected performance. Furthermore,
improved model rigor and supporting data have eliminated consideration of juvenile failure
mechanisms that led to early releases in TSPA-VA. Currently, the only credible mech~isms for
release from the repository in the performance period are associated with igneous activity. As
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discussed earlier, this scenario is treated with extreme conservatism. A more reasonab~e treatment
of igneous activity would likely lead to negligible releases from this scenario.
The EPA individual-protection standard of 15 mrem/yr at 10,000 years and 18 km therefore is not
controlling or forcing. DOE's approach to repository design. As discussed in Section 3, the
evolution of the repository design, performance assessment methodology, and performance
assumptions has been driven by factors other than the EPA IPS standard.

4.2

Performance in Comparison with the Ground Water Protection Standards

In the DEIS for Yucca Mountain, DOE calculated and reported ground water concentrations of
radionuclides released from a repository at Yucca Mountain. The evaluations used the VA design
and modeling methods and were, therefore, as previously noted, highly conservative, i.e., they
overstate the expected concentration by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, they overstate
expected concentrations with respect to the current EDA II design and the TSPA-SR results.
The results of the DEIS concentration evaluations for the radionuclides released during periods up
to 10,000 years and transported to locations at 5, 20, and 30 km downstrea:r:n from the repository
are summarized and compared to the current (1976) Maximum Concentration Limits (MCLs) in
Table 4-2. The DEIS concentration values are strongly influenced by the assumed juvenile waste
package failure at 1,000 years and by assumptions of limited dilution during transport.: As a result
of the assumptions that maximize the amount of release from the repository and minimize dilution
during transport, the radionuclide concentrations shown in Table 4-2 are much higher than would
reasonably be expected with more realistic assumptions for the performance scenarios.·
As can be seen in Table 4-2, the concentrations reported in the DEIS for the TSPA-VA repository
are well below the current MCL values despite the conservative assumptions and desigD. that are
the basis for the performance calculations.
As shown above in Section 3.7, no radionuclide releases from the EDA II repository w~uld be
expected during 10,000 years unless it is violently disrupted by volcanic activity. The results for
the EDA II design from the TSPA-SR for comparison with the ground water protection MCLs are
shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. The ground-water protection analyses assumed a representative
water volume of 1285 acre-feet/yr centered on the highest concentration in the plume in the
saturated zone. It was recognized in the TSPA-SR (TRWOOa) that the regulatory time period for
ground-water protection is 10,000 years. However, the analyses were carried out
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Table 4-1. Comparison ofDEIS Ground Water Radionuclide Concentrations with MCLs

1

Mean Cone.
for85
MTU/acre*,

:Mean ConC. ·. •· · 95'h Per~entile
Cone. for 85 ·
for 25 : ·.: )
Con:c. for 25 ..
MTU/acre, . ·: r,· MTU!acre~:· •··.
MTU/acre,'
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. 'slfut:·· ·
. 5 tqD A~
1
lOkm //: ''
·20km·
~;
·20knl
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MCL, in pCi/1
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1.9
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6)

I-129

1
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0.07
0.04

0.57
0.12
0.20

0.10
0.50

o.o2

0.40
0.1S

2.1
1.1
0.64

8.2
1.8
3.1

1.6
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0.40

5.6

5km ..

2,000

C-14

30 kiD

> . ' ..

30 k:ri.

.1

30 kffi"'.

. ·•· .

o.q
5.~

0.21

*

The 85 MTU/acre thermal loading is the VA design value. The DEIS Proposed Action corresponds to the VA
design, but the DEIS also considered options of 60 and 25 MTU/acre.
'

**

The apparent inversions of concentrations with distance are a consequence of the modeling methods used for
the DEIS performance evaluations.
'
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to 100,000 years to ensure that no significant degradation of the performance occurs after 10,000
years.
The per:f.ormance of the. repository in the TSPA-SR is shown to be significantly improvec:I
compared to the performance presented in Table 4-2 for the TSPA-VA over 10,000 years. This
dramatic improvement in calculated performance is the result of improved design and more
credible treatment of the failure of waste packages.
Sequential analyses on several designs and using several TSPAs have been analyzed for
comparison with current ground water MCLs. These have included comparisons in the DEIS,
TSPA-VA, and TSPA-SR. In the TSPA.:.vA the MCLs were met by a substantial margiri, despite
significant levels of conservatism built into model assumptions, which would increase th~
COJ?pliance margin to orders of magnitude if more realistic scenario and model assumptions were
used. In the DEIS, the MCLs were met despite even more conservatism applied to the analysis. In
the TSPA-SR, ground-water concentrationS are projected to be zero for the first 10,000 years. The
current ground water protection MCLs therefore are not expected to affect the repository design or
costs.
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4.3

Conservatism in the TSPA-VA, TSPA-DEIS, AND TSPA-SR Evaluations

As previously noted, DOE exercised considerable conservatism in the modeling methods and
assumptions for the TSPA -SR dose projections. These assumptions were more realistic' and less
conservative than the earlier TSPA-VA approaches for the nominal scenario, but still retain a
significant conservative bias. Both TSPA -SR and TSPA-VA reports, and their supporting
technical basis documents, provide a comprehensive description of the modeling metho~s and
assumptions. The DEIS states that the TSPA-VA methods and assumptions were used to produce
the TSPA-DEIS results, except for minor modifications to accommodate the waste inventory a.nd
thermal loading options considered in the DEIS but not considered in the VA. Since th~ TSPAVA has been shown to be more conservative than the TSPA-SR for the nominal scenario, the
results and conclusions of the DEIS remain appropriate.
The strategic approach used by DOE for TSPA-VA, TSPA-DEIS, and TSPA-SR modeling and
assumptions can be summarized as follows:
•

Values and distributions for natural system performance parameters such as water
infiltration rates were as realistic as possible on the basis of data available at 1the time of
the analyses. Uncertainties in these performance factors were so high that it would be
difficult to identify and characterize conservatism for them; values for many'ofthese
parameters, such as dilution during transit of the saturated zone, were based,· as
·
necessary, on the results of expert elicitations.

•

Biosphere dose-conversion factors were as realistic as possible on the basis of standard
pathway parameters and local data on current human locations and activities: such as
farming.

•

Some performance factors that could contribute significantly to deferral of radionuclide
release from the repository, to reduction of release quantities, and to reduction of
radionuclide concentrations in the biosphere were simply omitted from the perfonnance
model system if parameter values and distributions of values could not readily be
established and defended. Such factors include dilution of radionuclide concentrations
in water within a failed package, delays in radionuclide release from a failed, package as
a result of low water entry rates, and dilution of ground water concentrations at the
dose receptor location as a result of pumping. Each of these factors will tend to either
delay doses to later times, or to lower the peak dose.

•

Conservatism was exercised for engineered barrier system performance parameters, for
which a data and/or experience base exists and enables a characterization of:
conservatism. This implementation of conservatism is discussed below for specific
performance factors: juvenile failures, crevice corrosion, water flow into th~ package
interior, exposed waste form area, and in-package dilution and transport del~ys.
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4.3.1

Assessment of Juvenile Failure

In the TSPA-VA, doses prior to 10,000 years were dominated by juvenile failures, specifically by
the potential for weld failures associated with defects at emplacement despite rigorous inspection
procedures. The potential for juvenile failures is inevitable, owing to the possibility for human
errors :in manufacturing, inspection, and emplacement. In the absence of such effects, the design
basis lifetime for the waste package in the TSPA-VA was very long, and precluded releases during
the first 10,000 years, with early corrosion failures limited to less than 20 waste packages out of a
population of about 10,000 within 10,000 years (DOE98a, Volume 3, Figure 4-13). In. ~e TSPAV A, therefore, the potential for these problems was treated using a conservative screening
approach. The subsequent results therefore constituted a real-world worst case scenario.
104 ~==~==~~==~====~==±=~~~~
~~- Mean Annual Dose for Single CSNF Juvenile FaUure

~ ···-·· Mean Annual Dose for Single Co-Disposal Juvenile FaUure

(ij
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Figure 4-3. Estimates of the Consequence of an Artificial Juvenile
Failure

Penetration of a single waste package was assumed in the TSPA-VA base case to occur at 1,000
years as the result of a phenomenon such as failure of a bad weld. The TSPA-VA assumed entry
and exit holes form at the same time. Seepage was assumed to enter the package, since the entire
waste package was assumed to be wetted. These assumptions provided essentially an instantaneous high release rate, which is an unrealistic and very conservative treatment ofweld-;-failure
effects. The penetration was assumed to result in immediate release of radioactivity from
1.25 percent of the cladding. This single package failure assumption contributed about 50 percent
of the base-case 10,000-year dose rate of0.04 mrem/yr. For this juvenile failure to occur, water
would have to drip directly onto a bad weld. Absent this juvenile failure assumption, penetration
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of a waste package wall was not be expected to occur sooner than about 4,000 years, and
penetration at that time would occur only if crevice corrosion occurs.
This mode of failure was determined to lack credibility for the design used in TSPA -SR.: Instead,
juvenile failures were evaluated using a more elaborate model of the corrosion of the EDA II
design system accounting for the likelihood of technical, administrative, and inspection failures
and their distribution at the waste package surface. As discussed in Section 3. 7, the resultant
treatment of corrosion remains quite conservative in its treatment of the details of the corrosion
mechanisms (e.g. hydrogen absorption, stress corrosion cracking, crevice propagation). :
,

I

In addition, sensitivity analyses were conducted to assess introduction of an artificial juvenile
failure (TRWOO) at 100 years for the EDA II design. This assessment is not based on a~y knm~
mechanism, and is not considered to be a credible occurrence. It was evaluated solely for the
purpose of evaluating extreme behavior in the system and investigating the role of the w,aste
package in system performance. In addition, the release mechanisms associated with this juvenile
failure were, as discussed above, treated in a very conservative manner leading to rapid telease~s
from the waste package. Hence, this analysis represents a comparable approach to the manner in
which waste package failure was treated in the TSPA-VA. Results of this juvenile failure are
shown in Figure 4-4. Even in these extreme conditions of unrealistic failure behavior at very e~arly
times, the resulting doses are not large.
4.3.2

Local Crevice Corrosion of Alloy 22

Early penetration of the corrosion-resistant Alloy 22 waste package was assumed in the TSPA-SR
to occur as a result of crevice corrosion, which produces a local pit-type penetration. Tile Alloy 22
is assumed to be potentially vulnerable to crevice corrosion as a result of water dripping directly
on it from a point in a failed drip shield. The electrochemical conditions for crevice corrosion are
not expected to occur in the repository (TRWOOa). This is a significant modification frqm the
TSPA-VA design and analysis, in which crevice corrosion initiated as a result of its bei~g under a
carbon steel outer wall. As a result of this design modification, crevice corrosion of this type no
longer plays a significant role in early waste package failures. Consequently, in the TS~ A-SR the
waste packages fail either as a result of manufacturing defects or by general corrosion. The nc:~t
effect of this change in mechanism is a significantly longer expected lifetime for the containers,
with juvenile failure becoming fa,.r less important than in the TSPA-VA.
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DOE99)

4.3.3

Water Flow Into the Package Interior

The amount of water that enters the interior of a penetrated package and can contact the exposed
waste form depends on the precipitation rate onto the top of the mountain, the fraction of the
precipitation that infiltrates into the mountain, the fraction of the infiltration flow that amves at the
repository horizon as percolation flux, the fraction of the percolation flux that seeps into the drifts,
the extent to which th~ surface of a waste package contacted by seepage flow is wetted, and the
fraction of the waste package surface area that is open, as a result of corrosion, to permit seepage
water to enter the interior.
I

Key elements of the TSPA modeling of these performance factors included the following:
•

Precipitation and infiltration as a function of location in the repository footprint were
characterized, for current climate conditions, using available site characteri~ation data.

•

After 600 years, the climate is assumed to change to what was termed long-term
average conditions, under which the precipitation and 'infiltration rates are '
approximately five times greater than for current climate conditions. This ~s a
modification from the TSPA-VA, in which the change was assumed to occur 5,000
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years in the future. The estimate of a 600-year initiation of this wetter climate state is
argued in the TSPA-SR to be representative of past climatological cycles. Hpwever,
EPRI (EPROO) _has suggested that this assumption does not adequately account for
greenhouse effects on climate over the next few hundred years. They argue that
greenhouse effects may well lead to a drier climate over a significant length of time.
•

The total percolation flow at the repository horizon is assumed to be the sam¢ as the
infiltration flow, i.e., there was no holdup or lateral diversion during flow tlliough the
unsaturated zone above the repository horizon. Current data do not appear adequate to
justify alternatives to this assumption.

•

The portion of the percolation flow that was in fractures is assumed to be available to
seep into drifts.

•

The surfaces of waste packages contacted by seepage flow into the drifts are :assumed
to be totally wetted. This assumption may well be overly conservative at low flow
rates.

•

Seepage water that contacts and wets a waste package was assumed to enter the
package interior in proportion to the fraction of the waste package surface area that is
open as a result of corrosion.
A seepage flow model was developed in which, under current climate conditions, about
five percent of the waste package inventory would be contacted by seeps int0 the drifts,
and the seepage flow contacting each package would be on the order of 10-20 liters per
year. Under long-term average climate conditions, about 25 percent of the waste
packages would be contacted, and the seepage flow onto each waste package would be
on the order of 100-200 liters per year. It was stated in the TSPA-VA that there " .. .is a
great deal of uncertainty about seepage, particularly in the fraction of waste packages
contacted by seepage." In addition, as discussed previously, there is recent evidenc:e
that the threshold for seepage may be much higher (200 mm/yr) than the threshold used
in the TSPA-SR. Indeed, while the value of200 mm/yr is treated as an extreme
minimum value in the TSPA-SR analysis, this value was obtained in field data for the
middle nonlithophysal unit of the Topopah Spring Tuff (DOE01, p. 4-92). A,pplying a
higher threshold value would significantly increase the amount of time befor~ the
packages are wetted.

Within this modeling framework, the assumptions concerning infiltration, percolation, and seepage
rates constitute conservative conditions based on currently available information. These
assumptions are likely to more strongly influence the timing of the release than the potep.tial pc~ak.
However, by delaying the release sufficiently, doses in the first 100,000 years may be

~amatkally

decreased using alternative assumptions.
The assumption that the entire surface of a waste package that is dripped on by seepage ,water is .
wetted and therefore susceptible to aqueous corrosion is highly conservative. It is reasonable to
4-10

expect that only water that drips onto a narrow band of the top of the package (e.g., at most a
20-degree arc of the 180-degree arc of the top half of the package) has real potential to initiate
aqueous corrosion. To totally wet the package surface, such drips (which could occur, according
to the seepage model, at a maximum rate of 10-20 liters per year under current climatf) conditions),
would have to spread uniformly over the package surface, which has a total area of about 40
square meters. This situation would produce a water film only about 0.2 millimeters thick, which
is an unrealistic condition to produce and sustain the Alloy 22 corrosion that is presurri.ed to be the
mechanism for waste package failure.
4.3.4

Exposed Waste Form Area

For commercial spent nuclear fuel (CSNF) waste packages, which are the dominant (by two orders
of magnitude) source of radionuclide releases in the TSPA-VA analyses, the exposed waste form
area that can be a source of released radionuclides is related directly to the status and performance
of the CSNF cladding as a barrier. The TSPA -SR analyses assumed that eight percent of the
cladding will be failed at the time of emplacement owing to creep failure and stress corrosion
cracking. The TSPA-SR noted that "this mean percentage is very conservative and likely above
the amount of creep and SCC that the NRC will tolerate of operators of dry storage facilities." The
stainless-steel-clad rods were assumed to be distributed among the waste packages, arid the entire
CSNF area in any failed rod was assumed to be exposed for contact with water. Zircaloy cladding
degradation by general corrosion and other means such as crushing by rockfall was assumed to be
a long-term phenomenon of no significance to 10,000-year dose estimates.
The assumptions concerning CSNF exposed area are highly conservative. Specifically:
.,

Stainless-steel-clad fuel rods will not be distributed throughout the waste p~ckages
except as a result of deliberate effort. Less than one percent of the CSNF assemblies
have fuel rods with stainless-steel cladding, and they probably would actu~lly be
disposed together in less than one percent of the total waste package inventory, in order
to reduce personnel exposures and operating costs.

•

The estimate that eight percent of the Zircaloy-clad fuel rods are failed at ~e time of
emplacement is very conservative in comparison with available data. The observed
historical incidence of failure is less than 0.05 percent, is perhaps as low as 0.01
percent, and is confined to fuel manufactured in the early days of nuclear p'ower or
subjected to external failure factors such as debris in the reactor coolant. F:uel yet to be
discharged from operating reactors (about 50 percent of the ultimate reposi~ory
inventory) can be expected to have no failures, so the incidence of at-emplacement rod
failure in the final repository inventory will be significantly less than the ~storical
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incidence to date and significantly less than the incidence assumed for the TSPA
. analyses.

•

In over 90 percent of the cases, "failure" ofZircaloy cladding has been found, in postservice examinations, to consist of pinhole penetrations or hairline cracks. Therefore,
only a very small fraction of the fuel contained in a failed rod will be exposed as a
source of released radionuclides if contacted by water. In contrast, the TSPA
evaluations assumed that the entire spent fuel area in a fuel rod would be exposed f.or
contact with water and release of radionuclides. This assumption overstates the
exposed area, based on available data, by about three orders of magnitude.

•

Many potential modes of Zircaloy cladding degradation, such as hydride fonilation and
creep failure, have been identified and characterized because cladding integrity is so
important in its reactor service conditions. EPA has performed and documen,ted a
comprehensive review and analysis of available information and has concluded that
degradation of cladding by any of the failure mechanisms is not expected to occur
under repository conditions after emplacement for disposal. The exposed waste foxm
area will therefore be that which exists at emplacement for disposal until vecy long··
term failures, such as package crushing by a rockfall, occur (SCA99).

Collectively, the TSPA-SR assumptions concerning exposed waste form area overstate the are:a
available for nuclide release by about four orders of magnitude (i.e., three orders of magnitude on
the exposed area per failed rod, and a factor often on the number of failed rods). They also
overstate the potential for long-term degradation of the cladding. If realistic assumptiOD;S
concerning performance of the EDA II repository are used, water would not contact the cladding
for more than 100,000 years, and cladding performance would be irrelevant to dose potential
before that time. Cladding perfoirnance will, however, be important to estimation of long-tem1
peak doses. In comparison with the preliminary estimate of peak dose of85 mrem/yr at 650,000
years for the EDA II repository (Table 4-1 ), a realistic estimate of cladding performance and
exposed waste form area would decrease the peak dose estimate by several orders of magnitude.
1

It is important to note that assumptions concerning cladding performance as a barrier anp the,
amount of waste form area exposed for radionuclide release are essentially independent 1of
assumptions concerning performance of engineered features of the EDA II design. The Enk
between the EDA II design features and cladding performance is the design temperature limit for
the cladding. This limit is the same, 350°C, for both the VA and EDA II designs, and tb;e expe:cted
actual maximum cladding temperature in both designs is about 250°C. The 8% failure rate use:d in
the TSPA-SR was acknowledged to be very conservative. It represents a mean value for failm-e
rates at low (177-227 C) temperature. However, DOE also reports. the mode of this distribution as
about 2 percent. Hence, the mean appears to be skewed to a high value by a few outlier. high
values (the maximum value is 19.4 percent). With "blending" of subassembly allocatio~s to the
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waste packages in order to reduce thermal gradients, confidence in assumptions concerning
cladding performance that are less conservative than those used for the TSPA evaluations would
be increased.
In summary, the TSPA evaluations are highly conservative regarding cladding perforiJ?.ance in
comparison with reasonable interpretations of the available information base. Assumptions of
exposed waste form area exposed for nuclide release for each failed fuel rod exceed actual exposed
areas by about three orders of magnitude; assumptions concerning the number of Zircaloy-clad
failed rods exceed the actual number by about a factor of 10. A realistic approach to these
assumptions based on principles of Reasonable Expectation is described in Section 5.
Nonetheless, despite these highly conservative assumptions, releases from the waste packages do
not occur within 10,000 years according to the TSPA-SR. Modification of these assumptions may,
however, improve long-term dose estimates for times greater than 10,000 years.
4.3.5

In-Package Dilution and Transport Delays

If water enters a penetrated waste package at the seepage rate or some fraction thereof,, significant
delay could occur before the water contacts exposed CSNF and initiates radionuclide release. For
example, if the package interior fills slowly from the bottom up (as a result oftrickle-dpwn from a
small hole in the top and needs first to corrode through basket materials), and if the exposed CSNF
area(s) are in a subassembly near the top, thousands of years could pass before contact between the
water and the exposed waste form occurs.
Subsequent to water/waste contact, released radionuclides that are mobile must be transported to
the point of exit from the package interior by advective and/or diffusional processes. By the time
release and transport occur, temperature gradients will be too low to drive significant advective
transport processes, and temperature levels will be too low for inside-to outside wall corrosion to
occur and to create an exit path at the bottom of the package. Consequently, radionuclide transport
rates will be low, the package interior will have to fill with water in order to enable radionuclides
to exit through the same penetration that provides water ingress, and the volume of water to fill the
package interior will be available to dilute the radionuclide ·concentrations.
The void volume of the interior of a 21-assembly PWR waste package is about 3,000 liters. If
water emters and exits the packages at rates in the range 6 to 400 liters per year, which corresponds
to the seepage rate range for the TSPA-SR long-term-average climate conditions, at st~ady state
and with complete in-package mixing, the in-package dilution factor would be in the ra:nge
3,000/400 ~ 7 to 3,000/6 = 500. Additional dilution would then occur during transit of the near-
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field, the unsaturated zone, and the SZ by the contaminated water that exits the package.; Such
dilution mechanisms may be particularly important for radionuclides not limited by their elemental
solubilities, such as I-129.
These in-package delay and dilution possibilities were considered and analyzed in the stt;tdies
described in the TSPA-VA Technical Basis Document (DOE98a). They were not, howe:ver,
included in the base-case performance assessment models for TSPA-VA and TSPA-SR l;>ecause of
uncertainties, and an inability to justify the assumptions. If included in the models, they could
have reduced the predicted TSPA-VA 10,000-year dose by one to two orders of magnitude,
depending on how probabilities for the relevant performance factors are taken into account.
I

To incorporate these performance factors into the TSPA models, it would have been necessary to
develop probability distributions for factors such as time elapsed between water entry to:the
package interior and time of water contact with the exposed waste form. DOE chose to develop
probability distributions many of the performance factors external to the packages, but cbose to
omit the in-package performance factors and associated probability distributions, from the TSF'A
models. It is worth noting that the in-package performance factors are potentially as important to
the TSPA results as climate change and seepage rate. It is reasonable, for example, to expect, at a
minimum, some degree of dilution of contaminant concentrations in water exiting a waste package
as a result of mixing with nearby water in the near field and the UZ.
As for the role of exposed waste form area in performance of the EDA II repository, the inpackage performance factors will not be important to evaluation of 10,000-year doses irfrealistic
assumptions concerning performance of the EDA II drip shields and waste packages are:used, such
as has been done in TSPA-SR. The in-package performance factors could, however, help to show
'
that long-term peak doses will be low in the period after 10,000 years. Specifically, penetration of
the EDA II waste packages will occur so far into the future that there will be virtually n~ them1al
driving force for radionuclide release and transport in the waste package interior. Mixin,g an~
homogenization of concentrations within the waste package would have to be driven by diffusional
processes.
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4.4

Radiation Doses to Alternative Receptors

To date, eleven alternative dose receptors have been identified by DOE, the NAS, NRC, EPRI, and
EPA as the potential basis for evaluating compliance with the individual-protection standards for
Yucca Mountain. The options include alternatively-characterized individuals and critical groups.
Each has, to some degree, taken cognizance of site-specific conditions and each has, to some
degree, utilized ICRP principles for designating a group or individual receptor, e.g., to base
assumption of the future receptor's habits on present-day habits. Each also seeks to identify and
characterize the receptor with the highest dose potential, without being extreme, in order to assure
protection of other individuals.
I

DOE's TSPA-VA, DEIS, and TSPA- SR used the so-called "average resident" as the dose
receptor. This individual was located 20 km from the repository, and had habits corresponding to
those of current residents, as determined in a survey performed by DOE. The TSPA-VA states
that thiis person consumes part ofhis food from local sources and consumes 1.8liters per day of
drinking water contaminated with radionuclides released from the repository, at the maximum
contaminant plume concentration. The DEIS, which was stated to use the same TSPA evaluation
methodology as the VA, states that the average resident receptor consumes 2.0 liters of
contanlinated water per day. The TSPA-SR states that the average-resident receptor in Amargosa
Valley consumes slightly more than 2.0 liters of water per day (753 liters per year), an~ this value
is used in the assessment. With this water consumption rate, the DOE's average-resident is
essentially equivalent to EPA's "rural residential" RMEI dose receptor.
Results of the DOE's average-resident dose evaluations at 10,000 years, based on the assumptions
and methods described above in Section 3.7, can be summarized as follows:
•

TSPA-SR mean all-pathways dose (using probabilistic evaluations) is 0.10 mrernlyr.
This value is the same as the mean value at 10,000 years for the TSPA-VA~ However,
this agreement is fortuitous, as entirely different scenarios are associated with the dose.
For the TSPA-VA, the dose was associated withjuvel).ile failures of waste packages
that were unrealistic and gave high releases. The TSPA-SR treats these juvenile
failures more realistically, and these failures do not affect pre-10,000 year ~oses in the
TSPA-SR. By contrast, in the TSPA-SR the dose at 10,000 years is associlited with
igneous intrusion, with subsequent releases to ground water. This scenario appears to
be highly conservative, giving unrealistically high releases as well.

•

VA base-case dose using an evaluation with all parameters set at their expected values:
0.04 mrem/yr. A similar result is not reported for TSPA-SR. Instead, the range of
doses at 10,000 years is about 104 -10° mrernlyr (5th to 95th percentiles), with the mean
·
about 10·1 mrernlyr and the median about 10·2 mrem/yr.
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•

DEIS mean all-pathways dose for the Proposed Action, which corresponds to the VA
repository: 0.22 mrem/yr (this result presumably differs from the VA result ~f
0.10 mrem/yr because of modeling adjustments made for the DEIS evaluations in order
to be able to address the DEIS options concerning waste inventories and therinal
loadings).

Since the DOE's average resident corresponds to EPA's rural residential RMEI, these results are
representative ofthe results that would be obtained using· the EPA's rural-residential RMEI at 18
Ian as the receptor and the TSPA-SR methodology and assurp.ptions. As previously noted, and
discussed in Section 3.7, these results overstate the dose to be expected as a result ofthel
conservative assumptions used in the evaluations.
The DEIS also evaluated doses to the average resident at alternative locations and for the
alternative areal mass loadings considered. Results are shown graphically in Figure 4-4;'
corresponding Tc-99 concentrations in ground water, and assumed saturated-zone dilution factors
at each distance, are shown in Figure 4-5. Variations ofl-129 concentration with location and
areal mass loading are similar to those for Tc-99, but I-129 concentration levels are about two
orders of magnitude less than those ofTc-99.
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The reason for dose variation with areal mass ioading is not evident from available documentation.
For example, repository temperatures, which would affect corrosion rates, are virtually identical
for the 85 and 60 MTU/acre loadings during the period from 1,000 to 10,000 years, while the
repository temperatures for the 25 MTU/acre loading are about 40°C less (DOE99). Similarity of
results for the 85 and 60 MTU/acre cases might therefore be expected; Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show,
however, that the results for 60 and 25 MTU/acre are most similar. Also, Figure 4-4 does not
show any correlation between SZ dilution factors and distance from the repository.
The valiations of dose with areal mass loading may be the result of differences in repository areas
and attendant differences in transport and dilution in the unsaturated zone. The 85, 60, and 25
MTU/acre repositories, for the reference inventory of70,000 MTU ofwastes, occupy 740, 1050,
and 2,520 acres, respectively. The 60 MTU/acre repository occupies two emplacement blocks and
the 25 MTU/acre repository is spread over several emplacement blocks. Transport and dilution in
the UZ may therefore have been modeled differently for the three loading options.
While 1he DEIS evaluated doses for the same receptor at alternative locations and for alternative
repositories, the VA characterized doses for alternative receptors. The VA reported dose
evaluation results for only the average resident as receptor, but it also characterized doses for a
subsistence farmer receptor and a so-called residential farmer receptor. All food and water
ingested by the subsistence farmer was assumed to be contaminated; only part of the food
consumed by the residential farmer was assumed to be contaminated. DOE's surveys found no
current residents who correspond to either of these receptors. The characterizations determined,
however, that the Np-237 biosphere dose conversion factor (BDCF) for the residential farmer
would be three times greater than that for the average resident, and the BDCF for the subsistence
farmer would be about six times greater. The 1-129 BDCF for the subsistence farmer was stated to
be about 10 times greater than that for the average resident. The VA also stated that the ]llOSt
important factor for doses due to 1-129 and Tc-99, which are the only radionuclides of significance
released in the 10,000-year time frame, is leafy vegetable consumption, and that direct :
consumption of contaminated ground water contributes about 50 percent of the dose.
I

.

The NRC defmt:s .a critical group as the dose receptor in the proposed 10 CFR Part 63 regulations
for Yucca Mountain. The critical group is described as residing within a farming community
located approximately 20 km south ofYuccaMountain. Members ofthe group would have
characteristics that are consistent with current conditions and that result in the highest expected
annual doses. The group would be a farming community of up to 100 individuals residing on 15 to
25 fam1s. The behaviors and characteristics of the average member of the critical group would be
based on the mean value ofthe group's variability range.
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The average member of the NRC's critical group would be predicted to incur less dose than either
the DOE average resident or the EPA's rural residential RMEI, and this choice of dose receptor
would therefore be less protective of the general population. Less dose would be predicted for two
principal reasons: the dose conversion factors for the NRC critical group would be based on mean
values of the dose factors, whereas the EPA's RMEI uses maximum values for one or more of the
dose factors (e.g., drinking water rate); and the members of the farming critical group would he so
spread out that only a fraction of the group would use contaminated water at the maximfun
concentration. The current average size of an alfalfa farm, which is the dominant farm.iD.g activity,
is about 255 acres; in the most compact configuration, a square, 25 farms of current average size
would occupy an area more than three miles long on each side. The VA shows (p. 3-13 'iJ of
Volume 3) that the contaminant plume width is only about 1 mile at 20 km distance from the
repository. Many of the members of the NRC's critical group would therefore, in reality, receive
no dose or significantly less than the maximum
dose, so that the average would be unrealistically
I
low. Ground water flow systems dominated by fractured rock hydrology would be exp¢cted to
produce narrow contamination plumes (see the BID for descriptions of the fracture-flow
dominated hydrological system at the Yucca Mountain site.)
If25 average-size alfalfa farms are located 20 km from the repository (e.g., at Lathrop Wells), the
number of farms that intercept the plume at that distance will depend on how the farms are located
'
relative to each other. If the farms are in an east-west line, only one farm would intercept the
plume. If the farms are adjacent to each other in a square, at most five farms would int~rcept the
plume. If the farms are in a north-south line, some of the farms would extend beyond 30 km from
the repository, i.e., beyond the current Amargosa Farms area (SCAOO).
In summary, the dose receptors considered in DOE's TSPA-VA and TSPA-SR are simiiar to the

EPA's RM,EI as described in the rule, and may actually be somewhat more conservative. For
instance, the TSPA-SR assumes slightly more than the 2 liters/day drinking water consUmption
specified in the rule. In addition to these earlier treatments, the critical group receptors 'evaluated
in the TSPA-SR are subject to exposures to contaminated ash in the eruption scenario. Dose
estimates in both of these TSPAs are well below the 15 mrem/yr individual protection 11mit,
despite the use of very conservative assessment scenarios and models. Based on these
considerations, the EPA's choice of an RMEI rather than a critical group for the dose receptor does
not have any impact on repository development costs or progress. As described above, .the
proposed farming community critical group potentially makes assessment defensibility more
difficult and subject to challenge, owing to the requirement for arbitrary assumptions on the size
and location of farms. These may not necessarily be consistent with current and projected land use
I
in the area, so as to ensure that all members of the critical group receive some level of exposure.
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4.5

Alternative Means to Reduce Urlcerfainties and boses

As noted in Section 3.4.1, principal objectives in selecting the EDA II design as the basis for the
site recommendation were to improve the real performance potential of the repository and to
reduce uncertainties in projections of performance. The benefits of the EDA II design are
illustrated in the differences between dose projections in the TSPA-VA and the TSPA -SR, which
shows that projected doses for the EDA II repository up to 10,000 years are substantially less than
those for the VA repository. Indeed, the EDA II design only produces doses in the first 10,000
years as a result of potential igneous activity. In terms of performance for the nominal behavior of
the system, the improvement in performance over 10,000 years is extremely dramatic. As shown
in Figure 3-2, the nominal case for the EDA II analysis exhibits no releases over 10,000 years.
Overall, it can be said that the objective of the EDA II design is to defer and reduce the potential
for, and uncertainties in, thermally driven degradation processes such as corrosion and ,advective
radionuclide transport. Alternatives to the EDA II design that address this objective are illustrated
by the EDA options considered, from which the EDA II option was selected for the TSPA-SR
(Table 3-3). Comparison of these options shows that they reflect widely different strategies for
meeting the objective. For example, the EDA I option takes a direct approach by reducing the area
mass loading and repository temperatures. The EDA V design takes the opposite approach: it
drives ilie temperatures to high levels in order to greatly defer the time at which water can enter
'
the repository and initiate high-rate degradation processes.
Other advanced repository designs which incrementally improve the VA design might have been
identified and evaluated. For example, the waste package design with the Alloy 22 on the outside
could have been adopted with all other EpA II parameters except use of drip shields and backfill.
This choice would have considerably increased waste package performance by eliminating the
crevice corrosion process that greatly accelerated package failures in the VA design (17 packages
failed by this mechanism within 10,000 years), thereby extending expected waste package
lifetimes beyond 10,000 years. Another incremental design feature that could be adde4 would be
to tilt tlhe packages along the axis at emplacement in order to have drips run off the surface, or to
use weld shields rather than drip shields that cover the entire package. These are simple,
inexpensive design features that could reduce the potential for juvenile failure and subsequent
releases.
With respect to the impact of juvenile waste package failures, their treatment in the TSPA-VA was
extremely conservative and consequently releases from such failures dominated doses ~ithin the
10,000 year period. In the TSPA-VA, an exit hole in a waste package was assumed to exist as
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soon as an entty hole was created. Under this assumption a juvenile failure from a manufacturing
defect (weld failure) resulted in immediate releases into the waste package surrounding~. In the
TSPA-SR, a more realistic treatment of juvenile failures was incorporated, eliminating ~e extreme
conservatism of the TSPA-VA treatment. These modeling changes, along with the move to an
improved waste package design that eliminated the potential for accelerated failure assdciated with
crevice corrosion, were sufficient to greatly improve the projected performance. Improving
!
performance projections and reducing uncertainties could be done in a variety of ways, fWith cost
impacts that vary according to the extent and nature of changes in the repository and waste
package design, and according to increases in data needs for the assessment of performance.
Analysis results for the EDA options that are presented in Table 3-3 show that the optiqns me,~t the
objective to varying degrees and with different costs. In examining the performance factor results
in Table 3-3, it is important to remember that these results were produced using the same
performance models and conservative assumptions that were used to produce the TSPA-VA
results. More realistic evaluations, using reasonable parameter values, models, and ass~ptions,
would produce peak annual doses at least several orders of magnitude less than those sliown in the
'
Table. Realistic evaluations and assumptions that would lead to lower doses are discussed in
Section 5, which addresses Reasonable Expectation.
To paint a realistic picture of repository performance potential, it is important to ackno~~edge~ the
benefits of the design features in the models and assumptions used to make performance'
predictions. For example, the backfill/drip shield/waste package design features of the :EDA Jl
repository completely eliminate the real potential for juvenile waste package failures or corrosionrelated radionuclide releases for 10,000 years and more. Similarly, assessments oflong-term peak
dose potential that use reasonably-expected parameter values and assumptions will show dose~
levels ihat are orders of magnitude less than those that have been reported to date, even: without
including performance factors such as in-package dilution that have been omitted from ~t~e model
hierarchy to date.

In summary, the EDA II repository design, which is the basis for the TSPA-SR, is a highly
conservative design with extensive redundancies that assure no radionuclide releases in the
nominal scenario during 10,000 years. The design has enabled modifications to the TSPA models
and assumptions that reflect the benefits of the design to repository system performance. The use
of this robust design has allowed DOE to use a number of very conservative assumptiop.s in its
assessment. Modification of these assumptions to more reasonable, yet still credible, approaches
would result in very significant delays in releases from the repository; there is the potelftial that
modified assumption~ would produce no significant calculated doses in the first 100,000 years.
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4.6

Current Repository Design and Safety Strategy:

As part of its program evolution to the TSPA-SR, DOE has recently revised its Reposi~ory Safety
Strategy previously described in 1998 (DOE98d). The most recent description of the revised
strategy and plans for its implementation is provided in TRWOO.
The TRWOO Rev 3 strategy updates the previous version of the strategy (DOE98) which was the
basis for the VA. It reflects the EDA IT design (Section 3 of this document), which is the current
stage of evolution of the repository design. The revised strategy also reflects recent additions to
the program database; response to the regulatory framework; and internal and external comments
on the VA design and TSPA-VA methodology, and the eventual implementation as TSPA-SR.
Under this strategy, the postclosure safety case is based on developments and evaluations in five
principal areas: performance assessment; safety margin and defense-in-depth; consideration of
potentially disruptive processes and events; insights from natural analogs; and long-term
perfonnance confirmation.
The design evolution (from the VA to EDA IT) and the safety strategy evolution are intended to be
responsive to the concerns about uncertainties and technical issues associated with the TSPA
methodology and assumptions as it evolved from TSPA-VA to TSPA-SR. The approa<;:h will
reduce potential difficulties during licensing reviews by reducing or eliminating the TSPA
uncertainties and issues that would create difficulties in licensing reviews.
The EDA IT design and the Rev 4 Safety Strategy are the latest step in evolution of the repository
concept. Over time, as shown in Table 4-3, the relative contributions of the engineered and natural
system features of the repository to overall performance have inverted: site characterization has
shown that the natural features will not contribute nearly as well to performance as was expected
in the SCP, and the performance of the engineered barriers has been increased dramatically to
compensate for the lesser natural barrier performance expectations, and to respond to licensing
requirements for defense-in-depth and minimization of uncertainties and technical issues.
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Table 4-2. Change Over Time of the Roles ofNatural and Engineered Barriers
in Repository System Performance
)

Project Era

I

Infiltration Rate

I

GWTT*

~ -1·

WP** Lifetime

I

EBS

;F~atur•es

·

SCP (1988)

lmm/yrmax

9K- 80Kyrs

300- 1,000 yrs

Thin-walled can,
vertical ip. floor

EarlyTSPAs
(1991-1995)

lmm/yrmax

9K- 80Kyrs

Various designs, 300
-10,000 yrs

Horizontal, robust
WP con~idered

Viability
Assessment
(1998)

8-40 mm/yr now;
200 in superpluvial

As short as 50 yrs for
fast paths in the UZ

Less than 20
packages fail within
10,000 years; 20,000
years for general
corrosion

Horizontal WP used
steel over Alloy 22

TSPA-SR (2001)

0.4-12 mm/yr now
4.7-20 in monsoon
climate

Mean delay in UZ is
1,000 years and mean
delay in SZ is I ,300
years

expect no radionuclide release for
10,000 +years

Alloy 2:i on outside
ofWP; add drip
shields

*
**

GWTT =Ground Water Travel Time to the Accessible Environment
WP =Waste Package

Another facet of the Safety Strategy has been an extensive evaluation of parameter uncertainty and
sensitivity. The TSPA-SR (TRWOOa) reported three kinds of evaluations ofpararneteruncertainty
and sensitivity: Uncertainty Importance Analysis, Sensitivity Analysis, and Robustness Analysis.
Uncertainty Importance Analysis refers to the use of regression analyses to determine the most
important parameter contributors to the spread of output results, and classification-tree analys,es to
determine the parameters leading to extreme outcomes in the distributions. Sensitivity Analys.is
refers to single-parameter sensitivity analyses, in which one parameter is varied while the oth(~rs
are held at particular values. Robustness Analysis (also referred to as Degraded Barrier Analysis in
the TSPA-SR) refers to a focused approach to examining parameters associated with e~treme
degradation behavior of individual barriers, keeping intact the remaining analysis of th~ system.
Uncertainty importance analyses were performed beginning with stepwise linear rank regression
analysis. The results of these analyses were evaluated using classification and regression tree
analysis to determine decision rules that determine whether a particular realization wo~ld produce
doses at the upper or lower end of the output distribution. These approaches were used. to evaluate
the spread in doses at a particular time and the spread of times needed to produce a part,icular dose.
Particular attention was also focused on the extreme high end of the output distribution; to
deterrnine which parameters lead to the extremes of the output.
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The uncertainty importance analyses showed that the waste package and saturated zone processes
are the most important factors in the nominal scenario, whereas the probability of the ~ccurrence
of igneous disruption of the repository is the most important factor for igneous scenarios. As
discussed in the TSPA -SR, the assessment that these are the "most important" in this uncertainty
importance analysis reflects two factors: the change in variance of dose rate with variance of the
parameter, and the change of the dose rate itself with changes in the parameter. If either of these
two derivatives is small, the techniques used in the TSPA-SR will tend to show the parameter to be
unimportant.
Sensitivity analyses, as used in the TSPA -SR, refer to a single parameter variation method. This is
considered to be a complementary technique to the uncertainty importance analysis. In this
approach, a single parameter was ranged between its 5th and 95th percentiles, and other
parameters were fixed at particular values.
The robustness analyses were conducted by setting a suite of parameters associated with a
particular barrier at their 5th or 95th percentile, whichever tends to maximize the dose rate over
the time period of interest. For the sake of completeness, the results are also shown compared to
results from the same suite of parameters set at the opposite end ofthe behavior (i.e., values which
. tend to minimize dose consequences). The intent of these robustness analyses is to present the
behavior ofthe system as a whole if any part of the system degrades quickly, and functions
according to its extreme behavior. Robustness analyses were conducted on nine facets of system
behavior (TRWOOa):
•

UZ. This barrier represents the function of the UZ above the potential repository in
limiting the amount of water that reaches the potential repository. This barper includes
the climatic conditions at Yucca Mountain, the processes at and near the surface that
lead to infiltration, and flow through the UZ above the potential repository. Parameters
treated in the robustness analysis were the seepage-uncertainty factor and the flowfocusing factor. Degraded conditions for these parameters resulted in a small increase
in dose rate over the base case.

•

Seepage into emplacement drifts. This barrier represents the function of the drifts
themselves as a capillary barrier that limits the amount of water that enters the drifts.
Both infiltration and seepage parameters were set to their degraded behavior for this
analysis. Degraded conditions for these parameters resulted only in about factor of 5
increase in dose rate over the base case.

a

•

Drip shield. The first of the engineered barriers, the drip shield limits the ap10unt of
water that reaches the waste package. In the robustness analysis, the general corrosion
rate parameters were set to their extreme values. While the drip-shield lifetime is
significantly degraded in this analysis, there is almost no change in the dose rate. This
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results reflects the fact that the waste package degradation model is independent of the
drip shield function. This appears to be an example where the high degree of
conservatism in one model masks the importance of a different function, as discussed in
TRWOOa.
•

Waste package. The primary engineered barrier, the waste package limits th~ ammmt
of water that reaches the waste form and limits radionuclide transport out of the EBS.
Degradation parameters considered in the robustness analysis were: residual hoopstress state and stress intensity factor at the closure-lid welds; number of manufacturing
defects at the closure-lid welds per waste package; Alloy-22 general corrosion rate;
microbially-induced corrosion enhancement factor for general corrosion; and
enhancement factor for Alloy-22 general corrosion from aging and phase stability. The
enhanced case (optimistic parameters) led to no releases from the waste package for the
first 100,000 years. The degraded parameters show a somewhat earlier failwj"e profile,
with frrst failure occurring at 7,000 years compared to 12,000 years for the bi:Ise case.
For the degraded case there is 50 percent probability that 1 percent of waste packages
fail at about 10,000 years and 10 percent of waste packages fail at about 12,qoo years.
For the base case it is about 25,000 years for the 1 percent failure and about 50,000
years for the 10 percent failure. Accordingly, the predicted mean dose starts: earlier
(about 8,200 years versus about 15,000 for the base case), and the predicted Jillean dose
rates are much higher.

•

CSNF cladding. The Zircaloy cladding is an engineered barrier that is part o;f the waste
form. It limits the amount of water that reaches the CSNF portion of the waste and
limits radionuclide transport out of the CSNF waste form. (CSNF is planned to be
approximately 90 percent of the mass of waste in the potential repository.) Four of the
five parameters in the cladding degradation model were evaluated in the robustness
analysis: the number of rods initially perforated in a CSNF waste package, the
uncertainty in localized corrosion rate, the uncertainty of the CSNF degradation rate,
and the uncertainty in the unzipping velocity of the cladding. It was concluded that
these parameters are unimportant for performance in the first 100,000 years, but that
they contribute to the spread of doses during the period 100,000-1,000,000 years. The
effect of these parameters on dose rate in the robustness analysis is not repo~ed by
TRWOOa.
.

•

Concentration limits. This barrier represents the function of environmental ~onditions
and radionuclide solubility limits in limiting radionuclide transport out of the EBS.
The primary dose contributor in the first 30,000 years is technetium-99. Th~ solubility
ofTc-99 is assumed to be large (1 M), and is not treated as uncertain. The ppmary
radioelements for the period after 30,000 years are neptunium, americium, a:nd
uranium. The solubilities of each of these is controlled by pH in the TSPA-SR model.
The pH, in turn, is assumed to not vary widely in the invert. This limits the yariability
ofthe dose rate as a function of any other factors in the near-field model. ln 1particular,
TRWOOa notes that most of the releases are by a diffusive mechanism, hence controlled
by diffusion-:-related parameters. This too appears to be an area in which a st;rong
structural conservatism of the model (in this case the assumed diffusional re\eases) tend
'
to mask the importance of other effects.
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•

EBS transport. This barrier repres~ilts the function bf environmental conditions and
diffusion in the drift invert in limiting radionuclide transport out of the EBS,. In this
case of the robustness analysis, the combined effects of degraded concentration limits
and high diffusion cases. The results are reported as a decrease in the time to earlyarrival doses (defmed as time to 10-3 mrem/yr) of several thousand years, and an
·
increase in the peak dose rate of about a factor of five.

•

UZ transport. This barrier represents the function of the UZ below the potential
repository in delaying radionuclide transport to the biosphere. An extensive set of
robustness analyses were presented for this function. The degraded cases showed
between a factor of 5-l 0 higher dose rates than the base case, whereas the enhanced
cases showed significantly improved behavior (many orders of magnitude) over the
base case. That is, since the base case is little different than the degraded dse but very
different than the enhanced case, this means that the base case is strongly biased toward
the conservative end of the spectrum ofbehaviors.

•

SZ. This barrier represents the function of the SZ in delaying radionuclide transport to
the biosphere. The robustness analysis was used to investigate parameters associated
with travel time in the saturated zone: sorption, and flow rate. The difference between
degraded and enlianced performance in these analyses is between one to two orders of
magnitude, with the base case very close to the upper end of this variability. Again,
this indicates a strong bias toward conservatism in the base case.

The TSPA -SR explicitly acknowledges that the results of these analyses are dependent upon the
scenarios and conceptual models implemented in the TSPA-SR. They note that the conservatism
of parameter values and assumptions may tend to mask the importance of some of these to the
results, or may mask the importance of others. Two of these situations were noted above in the
discussion of robustness analysis: the conservatism of the drip shield treatment masks the
importance of the waste package behavior, and the assumption that diffusion dominates releases
together with an assumption of high solubilities tends to mask the importance of other phenomena
in the waste package. These assumptions therefore compound the conservatism of the analysis,
since they are, by themselves, conservative, and they also minimize the functional importance of
other barriers.
The strong reliance on evaluations of parameter sensitivity and uncertainty analyses sk~ws the
evaluation ofthe TSPA-SR results. Instead, the model is in some cases so structurally biased
toward conservatism that appropriate conclusions cannot be drawn. For instance, one conclusion
of the TSPA-SR is that the primary factor influencing the consequences of the igneous scenarios is
its probability of occurrence. All other parameters investigated in the sensitivity analysis were
found to have relatively minor influence on the dose from igneous disruption. However, as
discussed previously, such a conclusion ignores the heavy conservative bias of the consequence
modeling assumptions. Given the extremely conservative basic assumptions of the con~equence
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model, one would not expect parameter variations to significantly affect the results. By: contrast,
changes in the basic assumptions about interaction of magma and waste containers could decrease
releases and their associated doses by orders of magnitude, or eliminate them altogether.
Similarly, the use of a model for release from the waste package in the nominal scenario that
assumes diffusion in the absence of significant amounts of water near the package, results in a
significant conservative bias. This assumption and associated model masks the importance and
utility of the presence of the drip shield. The lack of significance of the drip shield in the TSP ASR nominal case is therefore seen to be an artifact of the conservative bias of the waste package
release model, rather than a fundamental property of the repository.
The reliance on evaluations of parameter uncertainty illustrates (potentially deceptively) smaU
uncertainties in relatively high consequences associated with the repository. Uncertainties in
parameters, as shown by the robustness analyses, lead to at most about an order of magriitude
increase in dose rate under unfavorable conditions. Application of favorable sets of parameters
were shown to potentially decrease the dose rate by several orders of magnitude in some case8, and
to push the doses out to much longer times, in some cases past 100,000 years. By contrast,
uncertainties in assumptions (conceptual model uncertainty) have the potential to lead to dramatic
improvements in consequence analyses. Alternative conceptual models for the igneous scenarios
have the potential to lead to minimal or zero releases from these effects, thus eliminatin$ the
consequences associated with igneous activity. Alternative conceptual models for the waste
package in the nominal scenario would likely show early releases at much later times, ~erhaps
with minimal release in the first 100,000 years. In addition, the use ofless extreme assumptions
may lead to a better understanding of the effects of design features such as the drip shields.
Consideration of these less conservative, yet defensible and physically realistic, models is
consistent with the principles of Reasonable Expectation (see Chapter 5), as well as with the
concept and intent of Importance Analysis (KOZ97) .
I

I

I
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S.O EPA'S "REASONABLE ExPECTATION" APPROACH TO REPOSITORY
PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS

This chapter discusses reasonable expectation and reasonable assurance as concepts to be used
in implementing the standards. We believe the reasonable expectation approach is more
appropriate for repository compliance determinations and provides a more realistic link between
design and anticipated performance in the iterative process of developing a repository design for
licensing.

5.1

Overview of Reasonable Expectation

The impact of the EPA standards on repository design and data collection is complicated by the
fact that NRC will adopt and implement the standards, as mandated by the NWPA. The NRC is
therefore the agency that determines what is needed to comply with the EPA standards. The
method of implementation of the standards then becomes a deciding factor in evaluation of
compliance. This chapter discusses the issue of compliance methodology, i.e., reasonable
expectation versus reasonable assurance.
The EPA standards call for use of "reasonable expectation", rather than "reasonable assurance," as
a basis for assuring compliance with the EPA standards. Reasonable expectation and reasonable
assurance are both compliance assessment approaches and can be distinguished as discussed
below. In brief, the intent of reasonable expectation is to recognize the inherent uncertainties
involved in repository safety performance evaluations, and to encourage realistic treatment of the
uncertainties in performance assessments and evaluations of compliance with the disposal
standards. Reasonable expectation takes what might be termed a realistic or best-value approach
to dealing with uncertainty in performance projections when compliance issues are complicated by
uncertainties imposed by extrapolations of data and projections of performance over long time
periods. Reasonable assurance is a concept that has been used in the licensing of facilities which
involve only short term extrapolations of performance.
In developing a repository design, there is an iterative process between design and performance

assessment that evolves over time to a final design and compliance calculations that are presented
for licensing. A process that recognizes and deals realistically with inherent uncertainties would
offer an efficient approach to optimizing design and performance.
The 40 CFR Part 197 standards require that DOE demonstrate compliance with the individualprotection, human-intrusion, and ground water protection standards under principles of
"reasonable expectation." The standard states, at § 197.14, that reasonable expectation requires
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less than absolute proof, because absolute proof is impossible to attain for disposal due to the
inherent uncertainty in projections oflong-term performance. The rule also states that Reasonable
Expectation (RE) focuses performance assessments and analyses upon the full range of 9-efensible
and reasonable parameter distributions rather than only upon extreme physical situation~ and
parameter values.
The Preamble to the proposed 40 CFR Part 197 (EPA99) described RE and its use as follows:
In carrying out peiformance assessments under a "reasonable expectation "
approach, all parameters that significantly affect peiformance would be identified
and included in the assessments. The distribution ofvalues for these parameters
would be made to the limits of confidence possible for the expected conditions in
the natural and engineered barriers and the inherent uncertainties involved in . .
estimating those values. Selecting parameter values for quantitative peiformance
assessments wouldfocus upon the full range ofdefensible and reasonable
parameter distributions rather than focusing only upon the tails of the distributions
as is more commonly done under the "reasonable assurance" approach. The ·
"reasonable expectation" approach also would not exclude important paramete~s
from the assessments because they are difficult to quantify to a high degree of ·
confidence.

5.2

Prior Consideration and Use of Reasonable Expectation

Reasonable expectation is the basis for evaluation of compliance with the Subpart B and C
standards in EPA's 40 CFRPart 191 (amended at 58 FR66414, Dec. 20, 1993), and is·
implemented in 40 CFR Part 194, the criteria for certification of WIPP (61 FR 5224, February 9,
1996). Use of the concept was upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals, First Circuit, in its decision
concerning the suits brought against the EPA for the 40 CFR Part 191 standards issued in 198:5.
The Court stated, in its decision:
Given that absolute proofofcompliance is impossible to predict because of the ,
inherent uncertainties, we find that the Agency's decision to require "reasonable
expectation" of compliance is a rational one. It would be irrational for the Age~cy
to require proofwhich is scientifically impossible to obtain. Any such purported
absolute proofwould be of questionable veracity, and thus of little value to the .
implementing agencies. Nor can we say that this provision is arbitrary and
capricious because it will afford the implementing agencies a degree ofdiscretit;m,
since such imprecision is unavoidable given the current state of scientific
lcnowledge. Thus we are again faced with a decision that is within the Agency's.
.
area of expertise and on the frontiers ofscience, and, as such, we refuse to
substitute our judgment for that of the Agency. (824 F.2d 1258 (1 81 Cir. 1987, at
page 1293)).
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The use of reasonable expectation is the sa.me-in 40 CFR Part i91 and 197. Part 191 states, at
§ 191.15, Individual-Protection Requirements:

Disposal systems for waste and any associated radioactive material shall be
designed to provide a reasonable expectation that, for 10, 000 years after disposal,
undisturbed performance of the disposal system shall not cause the annual
committed effective dose, through all potential pathways from the disposal system
to any member ofthe public in the accessible environment to exceed 15 millireins
(150 microsieverts).
The individual-protection standard for Yucca Mountain is stated, in§ 197.20, as:

The DOE must demonstrate, using performance assessment, that there is a
reasonable expectation that, for 10,000 years following disposal, the reasonably
maximally exposed individual receives no more than an annual committed effective
dose equivalent of 150 microsieverts (15 millirem) from releases from the
undisturbed Yucca Mountain disposal system. The DOE's analysis must include all
potential pathways ofradionuclide transport and exposure:
5.3

Comparison of Reasonable Expectation and Reasonable Assurance

.Reasonable expectation can be compared to reasonable assurance, used by the NRC in licensing of
nuclear power reactors and other engineered fuel cycle facilities. In engineered faciliti~s licensed
by the NRC, parameter values usually lie within a narrow range around an expected value which is
well known as a result of testing and experience, and the range itself will be based on actual testing
and experience. For example, testing multiple samples of an alloy to measure the brittle fracture
strength will result in a mean value with a small range of variability.
For reactors, the projected performance of engineered components of the facilities can be verified
during their in-service lifetimes, which are only a few decades long. Consequently, the
extrapolation of laboratory testing results over the relatively short reactor operating lif~time allows
confirmation of the projections. This."real time" verification has been a part of the licensing
experience for power reactors. Extrapolation of important natural processes in reactor licensing is
limited to predictions of seismic hazards which in practice is done only for short periods of
decades.
In contrast, repository performance projections involve the extrapolation of natural processes and
events, and laboratory performance testing of engineered materials over time periods of
10,000 years and beyond. Such extrapolations have to date been applied only to WIPP in EPA's
certification of that disposal facility.
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All engineered elements of a reactor are subject to performance verification, integrity of;welds can
be confmned, quality of construction can be verified, and training of personnel can be confirmed.
The NRC can, therefore, establish a measured pedigree for every factor important to system
I
performance and can expect and require, to a very high degree of assurance, that the facility will
operate as intended and expected. Principles and methods of reasonable assurance were !developed
to serve these circumstances. Transferring reactor licensing experience and expectation~ unalt1~red
into regulatory decision making for deep geological disposal is not an appropriate adoptipn of
reasonable assurance used for licensing of reactors and other fuel cycle facilities. In adapting the
reactor-based reasonable assurance to the geologic repository application, NRC has adopted a
weighted probabilistic approach to evaluate performance projections. This approach moves
significantly toward a recognition of the inherent differences between reactor licensing and de<~p
geological disposal (e.g., the difficulty in verifying long time frame performance project,ions).
However, a probabilistic approach does not, by itself, unequivocally guarantee that repo~itory
performance projections will appropriately incorporate the inherent uncertainties in these
projections in a way that is not excessively conservative.

In contrast to reasonable assurance, reasonable expectation takes into account, for long-term, deep
geologic disposal, the fact that many relevant performance parameters cannot be clearly:
characterized as can those for an engineered facility with a forty-year lifetime. Specific~lly, many
natural features important to repository performance cannot be extensively characterizeQ, and
many exhibit a high degree of inherent variability. In addition, performance characteristics of
engineered features of the repository must be extrapolated well beyond the time period for whilch
measurements can be made.
For example, ground water flow in the volcanic rocks in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain will occur
primarily in fractures which have highly variable physical characteristics such as width, length,
and connections to other fractures. Tests can establish characteristics of fractures for locations
where the testing was done, but testing at various locations will produce different results, which
can vary widely. (Reflecting these variations, yield from water supply wells located in fractured
rocks can vary widely over short distances.) In addition, the hydrological behavior of a,fractu:red
rock system can change over time, as tectonic processes and seismic activity readjust the stress
state in the area. Fracture networks could be enlarged, and their connectivity and flow J;>ehavior
could be gradually altered either favorably or unfavorably over long time periods. In aggregate,
thorougb test results will produce a picture of what is a reasonable interpretation of the tange of
results, and this would be the basis for implementation of the concept of reasonable expectation. It
.
i
would not be reasonable to base performance assessment models and parameter values only on
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results which show limited fractures and lhnitM flow, or Cih results which show extensive
fracturing and high flow rates.
A specific example for Yucca Mountain is the case of so-called bomb-pulse Cl-36 detected at the
repository horizon in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) (FAB98). These data indicate that
there are pathways in the rock formations above the proposed repository horizon that can rapidly
transmit infiltration water to the repository horizon in about 50 years; the pathways may extend to
greater depths. However, the data showed that the bomb-pulse Cl-36 was present in only a small
fraction of samples taken at the repository horizon, and these results could be correlated with wellknown fractures (FAB98).
These results demonstrate that it would be reasonable to expect that some relatively small fraction
of the entire UZ flow will occur via fast paths, and that modeling of UZ flow should take this into
account. It would not be reasonable, however, to base the evaluation of UZ performance on fast
paths alone. The reasonable expectation is that most of the UZ flow and radionuclide transport
will occur in accord with the bulk characteristics of the UZ geohydrologic regime.

In comparison with the reasonable assurance concept, reasonable expectation accommodates the
necessity for performance assessment results for a geologic repository to recognize the inherent
uncertainties and limitations of characterizii;lg the natural system. Performance models can be
defined with as much mathematical sophistication as they are for reactors, and the analyses can be
as analytically complex as they are for reactors, but some of the models and parameters used in
repository performance analyses will inherently be less well defmed than those used for reactors.
This can lead to particularly difficult problems if parameters are expected to be measured to too
high a degree of confidence, accuracy, or precision; in such a case, excessive conservatism may be
applied in an attempt to offset the inability to meet these unrealistic data objectives.
The analyses should be based on reasonable models and reasonable parameter values, not biased
toward extremes by unrealistically conservative assumptions and parameter value selections. This
approach recognizes that uncertainty encompasses the high-end aspects of performance potential,
as well as the worst-case potentiaL
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5.4

Use of Reasonable Expectation for Yucca Mountain
'

Given the long time frame of the regulatory period for geologic disposal, the possibility that
changes in the repository system will occur over time, and the fact that, unlike reactors, prediction
'
with certainty of such changes and ability to remedy them is not possible, assumptions cpnceming
the agents and means of change are necessary. Similarly, assumptions are needed concerning
performance factors that are difficult or impossible to characterize reliably, such as the ~xtent to
which dripping water will wet the surface of a waste package. Reasonable expectation requires
that assumptions ·are reasonable~ rather than purely biased toward conservatisxn, and that
performance factors that can be identified, and potentially have a significant impact on
performance be reasonably valued and not omitted from the models and evaluations sim:ply
because they are difficult to characterize. Consistent selection of conservative parameter values,
and omission ofbeneficial aspects of performance, because accurate characterization is ~fficult,
would result in unduly conservative performance assessments that represent situations of very low
probability. Decision-making using such analyses would be unavoidably biased.
It is reasonable to expect, for example, that climate conditions in the future can be estim~ted and
bounded on the basis of evidence of past and present climate conditions. It would be unreasonable, however, to assume that future climate conditions will be extreme in comparison with th€~
'
past. Also, in implementing the NAS finding that future performance of geologic featur,es can be
bounded for periods up to one million years (NAS95), it would be reasonable to base thb
assumptions on reasonable, not extreme, interpretations of past processes and events. S1milarly, it
'
is not reasonable to assume that long-term changes will always be in the direction of worsening
performance, and to exclude positive aspects of such changes.
One of the most important aspects of reasonable expectation is to make reasonable assumptions
concerning performance factors that are difficult to quantify with confidence. There are numerous
performance parameters that can contribute significantly to system performance, but art:r difficult
to quantify accurately, such as the area of a waste package wetted by dripping water and the area
of spent fuel exposed in a breached fuel rod. To establish a realistic characterization ofithe
performance capability of the engineered barrier system, it is necessary to make reasomible
estimates for these factors and to include them in the performance models. As discussed in
Section 4.3, DOE used highly conservative assumptions for such factors in the TSPA-VA
evaluations or omitted them from the models because they were difficult to quantify. Our studies
have convinced us that the TSPA-VA results were consequently highly conservative an~
understated the performance potential of the disposal system by several orders of magn~tude.
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The effects of some of the TSPA-VA conserV~tive assumptions on results of the TSPA-VA
evaluations can be estimated as follows:
•

Assumption that the waste package is as wide as the drift: conservative by a factor of
three, since the package diameter is about one-third that of the drift.

•

Assumption that the Alloy 22 is penetrated rapidly as a result of crevice corrosion:
conservative by a factor of25, since the crevice corrosion rate was assumed to be
25 times higher than the general corrosion rate. This assumption was subsequently
modified to reflect the updated EDA II design, and this mode of degradation was
eliminated from TSPA-SR.

•

Assumption that stainless-steel clad fuel rods are distributed among all packages and
fail immediately when the package is penetrated by water: conservative by' about a
factor of about 10, since these rods can be packaged together in about one percent of
the total number of packages, and radionuclide releases were assumed to occur from
Zircaloy-clad fuel rods as well as the stainless-steel clad rods.

•

Assumption that 0.1 percent of the Zircaloy-clad rods are failed at the time Iof
emplacement: conservative by a factor of 5-l 0, since an extensive database shows that
0.05-0.01 percent are failed.

•

Assumption that the entire waste form area in a failed fuel rod is exposed and leaches
radionuclides when contacted by water: factor of 100 to 1,000; data show breaches of
cladding are primarily small hairline cracks, and all evidence shows that no significant
deterioration of cladding is expected after disposaL

Overall, many ofthe assumptions used in the TSPA-VA analyses can be shown, as illustrated
above, to have understated the reasonably expected performance of the repository by at least three
to four orders of magnitude. These arguments apply to the TSPA-VA, as a mechanism for
illustrating the concept of reasonable expectation.
Consideration of reasonable expectation in the TSPA-SR evaluations for the EDA II repository
design included the following:
•

Use of a base case that is based on expected performance of the drip shields and the
waste package. As shown in the TSPA -SR, under these conditions, no radionuclide
releases would be expected for more than 10,000 years. Early waste package failures
were treated as possible, but their likelihood evaluated probabilistically and shown to
be unimportant in 10,000 years.

•

Realistic estimates of seepage rates, the fraction of seeps that drip onto the drip shields
and subsequently onto waste packages, and the fraction of waste package sUrfaces that
is wetted. Realistic estimates can be based on emerging data which show that the
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seepage threshold may be as high as 200 mm/yr, i.e., 20 times higher than the estimate
'
of current infiltration rates. These were not used in the TSPA-~R (a mean ~eshold of
only 10 mm/yr was used), but may be included in future iterations of the TS~A.
'

•

Realistic estimates of the rate and mechanisms of penetration of the waste package wall
by corrosion. A rapidly growing database for corrosion of the wall materials'replaced
the assumed values used in the TSPA-VA that were based on expert elicitation results.

•

Improved estimates of the rate at which water can enter the waste package interior
through wall penetrations were not used in TSPA-SR, but could be adopted for future
iterations. Models of penetration blockage that were recognized for the TSPA-VA and
TSPA-SR evaluations but not included in the models can be adopted. Modified
assumptions for these effects would likely results in releases occurring at si~ificantly
later times than found in the current model.

•

Realistic estimates of the time required to achieve contact between water tha~ enters a
waste package and the exposed waste form. As a result of low seepage rates :and
limited entry pathways, the elapsed time to fill the package interior and achi~ve
water/waste contact can be tens of thousands of years.

•

Realistic estimates of the duration and means for radionuclides mobilized from the
waste form to transport within, and exit, the interior of the waste package. ~s
discussed in Section 6.3, release ofradionuclides from the package interior would be
expected to be controlled by extremely slow diffusional processes. By contrast, tht:
diffusional model included in the TSPA-SR is highly conservative, to the ex~ent that
the majority of the releases are by diffusion. Modification of these assumptions would
lead to a qualitatively different type of release rate, in which significant releases would
not occur until substantial breaching of the waste container would permit adyective
flow to dominate. Accommodating these alternative assumptions would like'ly delay
releases from the facility for tens of thousands of years.

•

Realistic estimates of radionuclide transit times and concentrations for migration from
the repository to the dose receptor location. The expanding database for the UZ and SZ
regimes should enable databased estimates ofUZ and SZ flow and transport.

•

Realistic estimates of radionuclide concentration dilution associated with pu¥J.ping by
the dose receptor. As previously noted, this performance factor was omitted from the
TSPA-VA and TSPA-SR evaluations. Realistic stUdies including those done by the
NRC staff for the Issue Resolution Status Reports, indicate that the dilution factor for
this performance factor could be in the range 10-50.
1

•

Realistic estimates of the type of igneous activity expected in the Yucca Mo"\}ntain
region rather than extreme strombolian events could be incorporated in future TSPAs.
Changing this assumption, by itself, may eliminate or greatly reduce the consequences
I
of an entire scenario (eruption) from the dose results of the first 10,000 years, although
not necessarily eliminating the occurrence of the igneous event.
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•

Realistic models of the contact between magrrtil and waste packages, which account for
temperature decreases, may eliminate all consequences from igneous scenarios. By
accounting for these effects, the potential exists for the repository to be a zero-release
facility during 10,000 years.

Implementation of these applications of reasonable expectation would be expected to predict that
no radionuclide releases will occur until more than 10,000 years after disposal. In addition, longterm dose rates would occur at much later times, and be significantly lower than those published in
the TSPA-SR.
In the TSPA-SR, as discussed in Chapter 4, DOE has introduced a variety of "uncertahity
importance" analyses, intended to investigate the extreme ends of output distributions. These
analyses include regression analysis and classification tree analysis (TRWOOa). Regression
analysis involves conducting stepwise linear rank regression between total dose and all input
parameters, to determine the strength of the relationship between parameters and the output they
produce. Classification tree analysis is a method for determining which variables or groups of
variables produce a particular category of results. In particular, this approach is used to look at
extremes in the output range, and to categorize which input parameters are associated \vith those
·extremes.
.'i

Since these uncertainty importance analysis techniques are focused purely on parameter
uncertainty, the degree to which they are consistent with the concept of reasonable expectation
depends on the conservatism of the underlying models and scenarios expressed by the.
parameterizations they represent. For scenario and model representations that are reasonable
representations of the expected phenomena, it may well be appropriate to investigate and act upon
the boundaries of the output distributions. However, if the scenario and model descriptions
themselves are highly conservative, then making decisions based on the extrema of the parameter
distributions compounds the conservatism, and is not consistent with reasonable expectation. As
discussed in Chapter 4, several examples of models in the TSPA -SR appear to be so conservative
that they fall outside of the realm of expected system behavior, and the tails of the parameter
distributions appear to compound these conservatisms.
The igneous scenarios in the TSPA -SR appear to be an example of compounding conservatisms.
The annual probability of occurrence is highly uncertain, and one must look to the high end of the
possible values for the probability to consider the scenario at all, based on NRC guidance on
probability of scenarios (NRC99). The scenario description itself is for an extreme type of
volcanic event in a location in which such events are highly unlikely. The model for magmatic
interaction with the waste packages also takes extremely conservative assumptions, so that waste.
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packages are entirely destroyed, and the radionuclides are mobilized as an extreme finely groundup, easily dispersed powder. Despite these extreme assumptions, the central tendency of the
output distribution associated with parameter uncertainty provides a probability-weighted mean
dose of around 10"2 mrem/yr (see Figure 3-3). However, the distribution that produces this value
includes a few realizations of very low probability with substantial doses. Figure 6.1-2 of
TRWOOa illustrates that a few realizations produce doses in excess of 10 mrern!yr in the first
10,000 years. The potential exists to use uncertainty importance analysis methods to identify
conditions (input parameters) that lead to these high doses, and to use that information iri. decision
'
making: for example, to seek design modifications to the repository to mitigate them. However,
the concept of Reasonable Expectation would recognize that it is inappropriate to use the results of
extreme values of parameters applied in an extremely conservative model in an extremely
conservative scenario for prudent decision making. Similar, though less extreme, examples are
possible to elaborate for the nominal scenario ofTSPA-SR as well.
'

5.5

lmpact oflmplementation of Reasonable Expectation for Yucca Mountain

The concept of Reasonable Expectation was developed by EPA to recognize that "absolute proof'
of repository performance projections can not be obtained in the commonly understood rp.eaning of
the term, because of the long time frames and inherent uncertainties of the extrapolation~ involved
in projecting repository performance. The approach, however, is intended to encourage realistilc
assumptions and assessments of repository performance, which recognize these inherent
limitations. "Bounding" approaches that exclude important processes which will affect
performance because these processes are not readily quantified with high precision and ~ccura<:y,
or that frame performance scenarios unrealistically, have the danger of disguising import;ant
aspects of the site performance. The effect of overly conservative analyses can be to drive
repository design efforts to unnecessary extremes or to set performance expectations be~ond what
can be reasonably demonstrated with conservative but reasonable analyses.
As discussed above, the EPA standards for Yucca Mountain were developed under the concept of
reasonable expectation. In examining the conservative basis for the TSPA-SR results, a reasonable
'
expectation approach to framing the performance scenarios and assumptions indicates that
expected performance would be orders of magnitude better than the TSPA-SR results. UJ,is
difference would be more than enough to compensate for the uncertainties in the assessments.
We believe the reasonable expectation approach is more appropriate for repository com~liance
evaluations and provides a more realistic link between design and anticipated performan~e in the
iterative process of developing a repository design for licensing.
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6.0 COST IMPACTS OF THE STANDARDS IN THE RULE
Preceding sections of this EIA have provided perspectives on the evolution of engineered design
features for a repository at Yucca Mountain; the evolution of understanding of the performance
potential for natural features of the Yucca Mountain site; the relationship between engineered and
natural barrier contributions to repository system performance; and the series of repository system
performance assessments that have provided insights leading to the current repository design
concept.
This section discusses the impact of the EPA's individual-protection standard, human~intrusion
standard, and ground water protection standard on the costs of the Yucca Mountain program and
the costs ofthe repository. Section 6.1 underscores the fact that individual-protection .standards
are fundamental to radiation protection, and that the costs for the Yucca Mountain program and
repository design have evolved independent of the EPA IPS. Section 6.2 notes that the HIS is the
same as the IPS, and that it imposes no incremental costs. Section 6.3 demonstrates that the GWS
also imposes no incremental cost impacts.
In sum, the data and analysis requirements are the same for evaluating compliance with the IPS,

HIS, and GWS standards, and the Yucca Mountain program, repository design, and costs have
evolved without having been driven by the EPA standards.

6.1

The Individual-Protection Standard

As previously noted, the need for an individual-protection standard is fundamental to radiation
protection in general and to protection of health and ~afety for deep geologic disposal of
radioactive wastes. The issue here is not whether or not to have a standard; the issues are, what
level of protection should be required, and is there a cost impact of a standard that is more
stringent than an alternative? The choices under consideration are the 15 mrem/yr (CEDE)
standa:rd selected by EPA and the 25 mrem/yr standard advocated by the NRC.
The issue concerning incremental cost for the more stringent standard can be addressed by
detennining if there are any data colle'ction requirements or design improvements imposed by the
more stringent standard. For Yucca Mountain, the basis for assessing the need for incremental
cost is provided by considering the information presented above in Sections 3 through 5
concerning the design features and projected performance for the EDA II design. As discussed in
Sections 3 and 4, the TSPA-SR shows mean doses two orders of magnitude less than the
15 mrem/yr standard for the reference individual at 10,000 years and 20 km, and the reference
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individual corresponds to the EPA's proposed RMEI. In addition, these doses are only realized for
a highly catastrophic and unlikely volcanic event.
The assessment results are based on highly conservative assumptions, to the point that some of
them are highly unrealistic. Despite the conservatism, the results still showed potential to
demonstrate compliance with EPA's proposed individual-protection standard. lfthe EPA's
approach of"reasonable expectation" was used to frame the igneous scenario and assumptions, the
projected dose results may have been negligible during the first 10,000 year~.
The spread of the dose curves associated with parameter uncertainty shows that uncertainty in the
peak dose covers at least 5 orders of magnitude during the first 10,000 years (see Figure'6.1-2,
TRWOOa). A very few of the realizations appear to have extreme consequences, to the extent that
mean value is strongly biased by the high dose results. Indeed, for a portion of the curve this bias
is so strong that the mean value exceeds the 95th percentile of the dose curves. This sug$ests that
the mean dose curve is strongly influenced (perhaps unduly influenced) by a few realizaFions
representing the extreme tails of the distributions. In viewing these results, it must also pe kept in
mind that the curves are themselves the result of the scenario and model assumptions discussed
above. Modification of these assumptions to reflect more reasonable system behavior would likely
decrease all of the output dose curves to negligible values in the first 10,000 years.
Demonstration of compliance with individual-protection standards for Yucca Mountain requims
detailed, in-depth characterization of engineered and natural barriers and analysis of performance
potential that assures a high degree of confidence in results presented for licensing reviews, an.d
results that indicate that the predicted performance is substantially better than the requirFd
perfonnance. As demonstrated clearly by Figure 3-2, current estimates of performance: are
significantly better than either the 25 mrernlyr standard or the 15 mrernlyr standard, and there is no
need for increased costs for design improvements or data acquisition to demonstrate cotp.pliam:e
with the 15 mrem/yr standard in comparison with the 25 mrernlyr standard. Indeed, it can be
argued that adoption of the EDA II design, with an incremental cost of only $0.8 billion, out of a
total forward cost of nearly $22 billion (Section 3.8), is an effective time and cost savin~ strat(~gy.
It reduces the uncertainties and issues that were of concern for the VA design, and it improves the
expected performance of the repository by several orders of magnitude, without facing the costs
I
and time involved in trying to reduce uncertainties in the performance of the natural bamers,
perhaps without defmitive results. It can also be argued that more realistic treatment ofjuvenile
waste package failures in the TSPA-VA, together with a relatively minor design change to switch
the corrosion-resistant layer to the outside of the package, would by themselves have sufficiently
improved perfonnance. By this line of argument, the full change to the EDA II design inay have
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been lUill1ecessary, so that even a simply modified VA design may have been able to meet the IPS
standards by orders of magnitude. In contrast to the several orders of magnitude improvement in
performance for the EDA II design as shown in the TSPA-SR, the NRC and EPA individualprotection standards differ by less than a factor of two. The practical implication of this
observation is that the proposed design can be expected to protect the public far better than is
required by either of the slightly different standards.

6.2

Cost Impacts of the HIS Requirements

The standards for human intrusion, a performance standard unique to long-term geologic disposal,
are the same as those for the IPS. All parties to evaluation of factors important to this
demonstration of compliance concur with the NAS finding that a stylized scenario of intrusion and
its consequences is needed because circumstances of intrusion cannot be predicted on the basis of
scientific evidence. Therefore, the issues to be addressed in licensing reviews and compliance
evaluations are:
•
•

whether the intrusion scenario considered for licensing is reasonable, and
what are the dose consequences of the appropriate scenario.

The EPA's standard for individual exposure limits for human intrusion (15 mrem/yr) is no
different from the individual exposure limits applicable to gradual processes that will eventually
degrade the repository's functional capability. Protection of human health is independent of the
means by which it might be threatened. It is therefore appropriate and necessary for the EPA to
prescribe that the standard for human intrusion be no different than that for the RMEI under
undisturbed performance ofthe repository. The EPA is concerned only with the fact that
individuals potentially affected by human intrusion be protected to the same extent as others.
Details of the stylized intrusion scenario given in the rule are based on the recommendations of the
NAS to EPA for the rulemaking (NAS95). EPA has adopted those recommendations it agrees
with, to make clear to DOE and NRC the intent of the standard. However, EPA has not prescribed
the scenario in excessive detail, thus allowing DOE and NRC to exercise their appropriate roles as
applicant and regulator in implementing the EPA standard. Considerable flexibility has been left
in the standard to explore the effects of alternative processes associated with releases from the
repository and transport through natural barriers.
As discussed above, it is apparent that the HIS requirements have no impact on the costs of the
DOE program for Yucca Mountain because, in fact, they are no different than the IPS
requirements, as should be the case (i.e., protection is independent of the circumstances that
require protection). Program schedules and costs for DOE have been established on the basis that
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demonstration of compliance with the IPS is needed and crucial; demonstration of compliance
with HIS requirements can be developed independently through the intrusion scenario characteristics accepted for the basis for licensing reviews. Parameter values needed for the HIS analyses are
available either from the parameters used in the IPS analyses, or may be based on straightforward
assumptions without the need to collect additional field or laboratory data, as shown in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1. Data and Analysis Requirements f<;>r Assessing Compliance With
th~ Human-Intrusion Standard

I

Data/Analisis Reguirement

I,

'"-.'

. ·• source of thtHnformidi.on:

:=I
..

Nature of the intrusion to be modeled

Defined in the standard: waste package penetration lby wate:r
well drilling with current technology; connection to the
saturated zone

Probability of the intrusion

Defined as unity (1.0) in the standard

Time frame for the intrusion

Derived from corrosion modeling done for the IPS

Mechanism for release ofradionuclides from the
penetrated waste package:
direct fall down borehole
leaking package or diffusion release

Assumptions for the analysis; no testing required

Transport ofradionuclides through the saturated
zone to the compliance point

Required to use the same methods as for the IPS assbsments

'

..
..

' Doses to the receptor:
definition of the receptor
path through the biosphere

a.ssessm~:nts

;

I

Same definition and analyses as for the IPS assessments

The key point is that the EPA standard is designed to assure that future populations are afforded
the same protection as present populations. DOE programs and projected costs have be~n
developed on the basis of the Department's expectations with regard to general licensing review
requirements for demonstration of compliance with applicable standards. They have not been
based on an assessment of the impact·of compliance with specific regulatory standards.
TSPA-SR estimates ofthe impact of inadvertent human intrusion to be about 3 orders of
magnitude below the standard, as shown in Figure 3-3. Differences are negligible between th~:
proposed NRC approach to assume intrusion at 100 years, and the reasonable expectation
approach, which would suggest that the waste package will be identifiable for much longer times.
It can be concluded that neither the HIS requirement nor its timing have any impact on repository
'
cost.
Data and analysis requirements for assessing compliance with the human-intrusion standard,
which fall within the framework of requirements for assessing compliance with the individual
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protection standard, are summarized in Table 6:.:.1. From this table, it is apparent that parameters
and data necessary to analyze exposures are either defmed in the rule or are already available from
the IPS assessments. Consequently, no additional demands for data collection are imposed by the
HIS. As a result, no additional significant program costs are imposed by the HIS requirements.
6.3

Cost Impact of the GWS Requirements

The Ground Water Protection Standards do not impose any additional costs on the program. The
information required to evaluate compliance with the GWS is radionuclide concentration in the
ground water as a function of distance from the repository. This is the same information as is
required for assessment of compliance with the IPS, and no incremental costs or effort to assess
ground water concentrations with a higher degree of certainty for the GWS in comparison with the
·IPS is appropriate or necessary. As shown in Figure 3-2, the GWS is of the same order of
magnitude as the IPS, and the characteristics of the database.that are needed for licensing reviews
are the same for the GWS and the IPS.
As shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, the TSPA-SR analysis indicates no potential for impact of the
GWS within the performance period, as there are no releases in the nominal scenario during this
period. As noted in Section 4.2, concentrations were calculated in the period out to 100,000 years
to demonstrate that no significant degradation occurs even after the 10,000-year time period is
ended.
Data a:nd analysis requirements for assessing compliance with the ground water protection
standards are summarized in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2. Data and Analysis Requirements for Assessing Compliance With
the Ground Water Protection Standards
Data/Analysis Requirement
' Water flux through the unsaturated zone above and into
the repository (precipitation, infiltration, seepage into
drifts, etc.)
Source tenn for radionuclide releases from the
repository (container failure profiles, exposed waste
fonn areas, radionuclide leach rates, solubilities, etc.
Characterization of saturated zone flow ·and
radionuclide transport (hydroponic conditions downgradient to the compliance point; only average values
· are required by the GWS)
Methods for calculating radionuclide concentrations in
the Representative Volume

.

·'.''

..•.. Source of.tbelnformation ·

,·,,

Characterization data, models, and analyses for the IPS
compliance evaluations
Engineered barrier system characterization, testing altld
modeling as required for the IPS compliance ;evaluations
Characterization data, flow and transport models, and
analysis of the type required by the IPS compliance
evaluations, but GWS requires less detail '
Methods defined in the standard; no further Mfort
required
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7.0 SUMMARY DEMONSTRATION THAT THE EPA STANDARDS HAVE NO COST
IMPACTS ON THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROGRAM AND REPOSITORY

7.1

Principal Bases for Findings of No Cost Impacts

This Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) has demonstrated that DOE's strategy for development
and design of a possible repository at Yucca Mountain has evolved to the point that EPA's 40 CFR
Part 197 standards will have no impact on the total life-cycle costs of the repository. This has been
demonstrated through an examination of the factors that influenced evolution of repository design
and a review and analysis of DOE's performance assessments. The principal factors that provide
the basis for a finding of no-cost impact of the standards are:
•

The DOE plans for repository design strategy, data acquisition, and budget:allocations
and requirements have been established independent of the EPA standards. DOE's
plans and cost estimates reflect, as suggested above, expenditures and activities not
needed as a direct consequence of the EPA standards.

•

Earlier performance assessment results (TSPA-VA), which are based on highly
conservative assumptions that would not be used under principles of Reasonable
Expectation, suggest expectation of compliance with EPA's IPS, HIS and GWS limits.
More recent performance assessment results (TSPA-SR) show even greater margins for
compliance with the EPA standards than the TSPA-VA results. The newer design
(EDA II) is augmented to produce improved expected performance for the nominal
case, and design features have been selected to reduce the potential for significant
issues during licensing reviews. Figure 3-2 demonstrates dramatically the assertion
that EPA's standards have no impact on Yucca Mountain program costs. Under the
nominal scenario there is no release during the time period over which the IPS, HIS,
and GWS would apply. Releases may only be expected to occur ifviolentvolcanic
activity occurs at the site, and this is unlikely considering the volcanic history of the
site. The magnitude of releases associated with volcanic activity are very
conservatively estimated in the TSPA-SR in comparison to reasonably expected
conditions.

•

The data and analysis requirements for assessing compliance with the ground water
protection and human-intrusion sta.J+dards are the same as those required for assessing
compliance with the fundamental and essential individual-protection standard. The
ground water protection standard and the human-intrusion standard therefore impose no
incremental costs.

These factors are discussed in more detail in Sections 7.1.1 through 7.1.3. Section 7.2 discusses
alternative standards and their relationship to repository performance, and Section 7.3 provides an
overall summary and conclusions.
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7.1.1

Evolution. of the Repository Design and Roles ofNatural and Engineered Features
'

The initial repository design concept, described in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) issued in
1988, anticipated that natural features of the repository system, such .as very low rates of water
movement in the unsaturated zone (UZ), would dominate repository performance. Engineered
features would be the minimum necessary to meet the subsystem performance requirements of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) 10 CFR Part 60 standards, such as substantially
complete containment ofradionuclides within the waste package for 300-1,000 years.

In contrast to SCP expectations, acquisition and analysis of subsequent site characterization data
revealed that the SCP's performance expectations for the natural system would not be achieved,
e.g., there are paths for rapid movement of water through the UZ and rates of ground water
infiltration were higher than earlier thought. Consequently, the performance capabilities of the:
engineered features of the system have been revised from the SCP concept to one in which the
engineered features play the dominant role in disposal system performance during the regulatory
period: more specifically, the use of highly corrosion-resistant waste package wall mat~rials and
drip shields to defer contact of the waste packages by water that drips into the repository. The
design features are intended to provide defense-in-depth for performance.and to minimi~e
uncertainties and technical issues associated site performance that could become contentious h;sues
during the licensing process.
The inversion of performance roles of the natural and engineered features of the repository sys:tem
has evolved as a result of site characterization findings, guidance from external reviews ;such as
those of the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, and interactions with NRC staffv/:hich
'
provide guidance on licensing requirements. The evolution has been independent of ~he EP'A
standards, the major components of which have remained essentially unchanged since the
!
1985 promulgation of the generic 40 CFR Part 191 standards for geologic disposatI
7.1.2

DOE's Use ofPerformance Evaluations

The Department has used a series of Total System Performance Assessments (TSPA) to, guide
selection and prioritization of site characterization activities, to guide selection of engineered
features and parameters, and to make projections of repository safety performance. TSPA models
and methodology have evolved in parallel with the evolution of the site database and en,gineered
design concepts.
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The TSPA for the Viability Assessment in 1998 (TSPA-VA) was the first TSPA for a potential
repository system at the Yucca Mountain site. Despite use of conservative models and
assumptions, TSPA-VA results for the base case using average parameter values showed dose
rates at 10,000 years, for a dose receptor at 20 km distance from the repository and with
characteristics comparable to EPA's Reasonably Maximally Exposed Individual (RMEI), that
were two orders of magnitude lower than the EPA's individual-protection standard of 15 mrernlyr
CEDE. More reasonable assumptions in framing these scenarios and the associated conceptual
models would show lower projected doses of at least several orders of magnitude.
In response to reviews of the TSPA-VA which found that there were uncertainties in the models
'
and results that could produce significant technical issues for licensing reviews, DOE subsequently
adopted the current engineered design, EDA II, which has as principal features use of titanium drip
shields and a highly corrosion resistant waste package outer wall. This engineered barrier design
concept is significantly augmented in comparison with the VA design. TSPA-SR estimates of
performance for this design indicate that, under expected conditions, there will be no radionuclide
releases and no potential for radiation doses for more than 10,000 years after repository closure,
unless the repository is disrupted by volcanic activity. Even in that extreme occurrence, the
repository is shown in the TSPA-SR not to exceed the exposure limits. The performance scenarios
and conceptual models in the TSPA-SR were also developed using conservative assumptions,
although more realistically than the TSPA-VA approaches. Expected releases would be
considerably lower for even more realistic assessments.

All of the above actions were completed or underway by the time NRC put forth its proposed
10 CFR Part 63 regulations in February 1999 and EPA put forth its proposed 40 'CFR Part
197 standards in August 1999. In particular, DOE program plans, repository design
concepts, and program cost estimates had all been documented before EPA's proposed
standards were issued for public comment.
7.1.3

Impact of the EPA Standards on Data and Analysis Requirements

The third perspective included in this EIA is an examination of the data and analysis requirements
imposed by the individual-protection, ground water protection, and human-intrusion standards.
Each of these components of the standard requires a quantitative evaluation of projected repository
perfmmance, and a database of performance parameters for the repository's natural and engineered
features, for compliance assessment. This EIA demonstrates that the data and analysis
requirements for assessing compliance with the ground water protection and human-iritrusion
standards are the same as those required for assessing compliance with the fundamental and
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essential individual-protection standard. The ground-water-protection and human-intrusio111
provisions therefore impose no incremental cost impacts.
7.2

Comparative Impacts of Alternative Dose Limits for the Individual-Protection
Standard

An important issue in developing the individual-protection standard has been comparati~e impacts
of alternative dose limits, e.g., 15 mrem/yr versus 25 mrem/yr. Figure 3-2 (which is the same as
Figure ES-1) shows the performance projections EDA II designs given in TSPA-SR.
As seen in Figure 3-2, the EDA II repository design demonstrates performance such that'projec:ted
doses are significantly less than either the 15 mrem/yr or the 25 mrem/yr dose limit. lnd~ed, the
only doses that occur in the first 10,000 years are the result of potential volcanic activity,scenruios
that are very conservative. It is therefore evident that selection of a 15 mrem/yr dose limit rath,er
than a 25 mrem/yr limit will not impose any additional cost impacts on the repository. This is a
highly significant finding in that the 15 mrem/yr CEDE dose limit is consistent with the :
recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences and regulatory precedents for de~p
geologic disposal applications (WIPP).
I

As noted in Section 4 ofthis document, the TSPA-VA evaluations of potential VA-repository
performance used highly conservative models and assumptions, such that the actual exp~cted
performance of a VA repository would be at least several orders of magnitude better than was
reported in the TSPA-VA results. Similarly, with the enhanced engineered barrier system design
for EDA II, the performance as evaluated in the TSPA-SR is significantly better than that
projected for the VA. No radionuclide releases are expected to occur for more than 1O,ObO years,
and even ifhighly-improbable violent strombolian eruption occurs, the repository desi~ easily
meets either the 15 mrernlyr or the 25 mrem/yr limit. Performance scenarios in the TSPA -SR
analyses and the models used to evaluate them, although different in many respects from: the
TSPA-VA, are still very conservative. Analyses using more realistic, yet still defensible,
assumptions would show performance results considerably better than the one presented ;in the
1
TSPA-SR.
The projections of repository performance for the EDA II design are shown in Figures 3'-2 and 3-3
compared to the EPA and proposed NRC regulations. As can be seen in these figures, and as
noted above in the discussion of the alternative dose limits, performance in all cases considered is
significantly better than required by the standards. The highly conservative igneous intrusion and
eruptions considered in the TSPA-SR show dose estimates one to two orders of magnitude below
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the limits imposed by the standards; the expected perforn'i.ance (nominal scenario, excluding
volcanic events) within the regulatory time period for the EDA II repository shows no releases
relevant to the proposed standards.
As discussed in Section 3.4, the EDA II design and the refmement of repository strategy serve
primmily to ease concerns for uncertainties and technical issues that were associated with the
TSPA-VA methodology that could be difficult to resolve in licensing reviews, and to add to the
performance margin with use of drip shields to implement defense-in-depth concepts. The new
design was not driven by requirements in the EPA rule, but rather as a means to compensate for
uncertainties in performance projections.
7.3

Summary and Conclusions

The need to demonstrate compliance with the individual-protection standard is fund~ental to
assurance ofprotection of public health and safety for deep geologic disposal. There is also need,
for geologic disposal, to provide protection in the event of inadvertent future human intrusion and
there is need to protect ground water resources for future generations. Imposition of, and
compliance with, the HIS and GWS standards is essential for consistent and comprehensive
application of EPA policy concerning ground water protection and for appropriate application of
generic principles set forth in 40 CFR Part 191 to the Yucca Mountain setting.
As shown in this document, the evolving understanding of the Yucca Mountain site characteristics,
and the resulting information base needed to provide defense-in-depth and to reduce m:lcertainties
during licensing reviews has driven the Yucca Mountain program data acquisition program and
evolution of design concepts. Because of site-specific conditions, DOE's strategy for development
and design of a possible repository at Yucca Mountain has evolved so that EPA's 40 CFR Part 197
standards will have no impact on the costs of the repository program. This document has also
shown that EPA's generic 40 ~FR Part 191 standards did not influence evolution of the Yucca
Mountain program or the repository design. Moreover, as illustrated by Figures 3-2 and 3-3,
expected performance for the current repository design is significantly better than is required by
the EPA standards for HIS, GWS, and IPS.
The information base required for demonstrating compliance with the HIS and GWS standards is
the same as that required for demonstrating compliance with the individual-protection standard.
Costs ~md effort above those needed to evaluate compliance with the IPS therefore do not have to
be incurred to evaluate compliance with the HIS and GWS standards.
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-- Editorial Changes to Docket Version -The following changes to the EIA in the Yucca Mountain Rule Docket (A-95-12, V-B-2) were
'
made in this document to correct typographical and other minor errors in the text.
P. i

Item 1.1 changed to read, "EPA Action and Authority"
Item 1.7 changed to read , "Final 40 CFR Part 197 - Public Health and Environmental
Radiation Protection Standards for Yucca Mountain, Nevada"

P. ii

Item 4.1 changed to read, "Performance in Comparison with the Individual-P:totection
Standards"
Item 4.2 changed to read, "Performance in Comparison with the Ground Water
Protection Standards"

P. iv

Titles for Tables 3.6 and 3.7 added to the Table of Contents, existing Table 3i7
renumbered as 3.8.
Figure ES-1 changed to read, "Comparison of Radiation Protection Standards with
Expected Values ofTSPA-SR Calculations for a Repository at Yucca Mountain for
Nominal and Igneous Scenarios"

P.v

Acronym OCRWM (Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management) add~d

P. 1-1

Changed first sentence in subsection 1.1 to read, "The U.S. Environmental Piotection
Agency ...... has issued a rule....."

P. 1-2

Changed the third sentence in subsection 1.3, paragraph 1, to read, "The regu~ation
contains site-specific environmental standards ....."

P. 1-11

Changed the subsection heading to read, "Final40 CFR Part 197- Public Health and
Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Yucca Mountain, Nevada.f'

P. 1-12

Changed the reference designation in subsection 1.7.1 italicized text to read (EPAO:l).

P., 1-13

Inserted the word "proposed" in the first sentence below the first bulleted tex~ in
subsection 1. 7 .2, before the text " ... § 197.26"

I

8-6

Changed the first sentence after the second bulleted text to read, "In the fin~l rule, EPA
selected this second alternative in which DOE must project.. .."
P. 1-14

Modified the fmal sentence of the· first paragraph of subsection 1. 7.3 to read,
"However, it is Agency policy, as well as national policy and the policy of many states,
to protect grourtd water resources."
Deleted the sentence that begins, "If revised MCLs are promulgated.....", and the
concluding sentence to the paragraph.

P. 1-15

Revised the italicized text to match the regulatory text in §197.30 ofthe final rule.

P. 1-16

Revised the italicized text to match the regulatory text in §197.21 ofthe final rule.

P. 1-18

Changed the first sentence of the second paragraph to read, "Another alternative RV
proposed was 120 acre-ftlyr."

P .1-19

Deleted "has" from the first sentence of the second paragraph.
Corrected the reference (EPA99) to read "(EPA99, 01)."
Modified the second paragraph, last sentence to read " ...portion of the Town of
Amargosa Valley..."

P.3-33

In the second paragraph of subsection 3.7.1.3, changed "draft 40 CFR part 197" to read

"proposed 40 CFR Part 197".
P. 3-37

In the fust sentence of paragraph one of Section 3.8, changed the text to reference

Table 3-8, rather than 3-7.
P. 3-39

Table 3-7 changed to Table 3-8; Item 4 total cost corrected to 35.4 from 36.3;
Item 6 revised to read, "Total Repository Cost (1983-2119)";
Item 7 revised to read, " Total Program Cost"

P. 4-3

Changed 20 km to 18 km.

P. 5-1

Modified the last sentence of the second paragraph of Section 5.1 to read, "Reasonable
assurance is a concept that has been used...."

P. 5-2

Inserted the reference designation "(EPA99)" in the second paragraph, first ~entence
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P. 6-4

Changed paragraph two, second sentence to read, " ...with regard to general licensing
i
review requirements .... with applicable standards."
Changed paragraph two, last sentence to read, " ... on an assessment of the impact of
compliance with specific EPA regulatory standards."

P. 8-3

Added reference to EPA fmal standards (EPA01)
'

Deleted the word "proposed" from th~ following text locations which refer to the fmal rule:
P. ES-3, Figure ES-1 (and added proposed to the line "NRC proposed 2:? mrem/yr IPS Limit");
p. 1-1, section 1.1 text and heading and subsection 1.2; p. 1-2, subsection 1.3, first sente~ce; p. 1-9,
first paragraph; p. 3-39 (Figure 3-2); p. 3-37, second paragraph, last sentence- inserted ",the
'
relevant"; p. 4-1, heading for Section 4.1; p. 4-2, second paragraph, 4th sentence; p. 4-3~ second
paragraph, first sentence, and the heading for section 4.2; p. 4-16, paragraph two, last sentence;;
p. 4-17, paragraph one, first sentence; p. 5-l, section 5.1 - second paragraph, first senten,ce;
p.S-2, first paragraph, first two sentences; p. 5-3, second paragraph, first sentence; p. 6-1 ~
paragraph four, last sentence and inserted the word "selected; p. 6-3, second to last sentence of
paragraph one, the first sente~ces of paragraphs two and three; p. 6-4, first sentence of p~agraph
two; p. 7-1, first sentence ofthe text in bulleted texts; p. 7-3, second sentence of paragraph two;
p. 7-5, first sentence of paragraph two and inserted the word "proposed" before "NRC
regulations."
1
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